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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION [
it

A Partial Grammar :
of Simplex and Complex Sentences

jin Luiseno 
by

John Frederick Davis 
Doctor of Philosophy in Linguistics

J

University of California, Los Angeles, 1973 
Professor William Bright, Chairman

The primary aim of this study is to illustrate and explain 
the structure of the commonest types of simplex and complex sen
tences in Luiseno, a Uto-Aztecan language still spoken by a few 
elderly Indians in Southern California CRiverside and San Diego 
Counties). The data are drawn from three dialects and wherever I 
possible comparative notes are supplied.

The secondary aim is to try to account for the details of 
these sentence types within a transformational grammatical model |incorporating abstract performatives and other higher verbs. The |l
adoption of this approach is nothing more than an experiment to j 
see how well this model can cope with some aspects of the syntax 
of an Amerindian language. As far as possible the two aims have: I
been kept separate for the convenience of readers who are princi- I 
;pally interested in structural details.

The first part of the study examines and classifies various 
ikinds of simplex statements, questions, commands and exclamations,



paying particular attention to the manifestation of tense and 
aspect in the enclitics and verbal suffixes that characterize each;

i

sentence type. Tense and aspect are posited as a hierarchy of
Iabstract higher verbs and It is shown how the members of one class
|

of enclitic (syntactic) can be generated as the reflexes of these j
jverbs in particular configurations. Subsequently the four major |

simplex sentence types are accounted for by positing a different
topmost performative sentence for each in underlying structure. ;

(It is then demonstrated that the members of a second class of en- ! 
clitic (semantic) can be generated as the reflexes of these per
formative sentences. The discussion of simplex sentences con-

i

eludes with an appraisal of the application of the performative
i

analysis to Luiseno and points out that the principal weakness is | 
that abstract performatives must be posited with different syn
tactic behaviour from that of their overt counterparts. j

The final part of the study is devoted to a description and |I
classification of three kinds of complex sentence: (a) conditional

i

sentences, (b) sentences containing relative clauses, and (c) sen-; 
tences containing indirect speech. Simple transformations are ij

; | provided for the generation of most of these. j



1. Introduction

The primary aim of this study will be to set out in as clear a 
fashion as possible the principal details of the most represent
ative types of simplex and complex sentences in Luiseno, a Uto- 
Aztecan language spoken now by only a handful of elderly Indians 
living on several small reservations in Biverside and San Diego 
counties in Southern California. As the language is clearly on 
the verge of extinction, whatever value this study may have will 
lie mainly in the preservation of a detailed record of the vari
ous sentence types before these become lost for ever. I have 
therefore attempted to go beyond what is presented in Kroeber/ 
Grace (i960), Malecot (1963, 1964) and Hyde (1971), and wherever 
possible to provide the reader with notes on the differences and 
similarities between the speech recorded in these books and that 
of my own informants.

The secondary aim of this study will be to attempt to account 
for the details of simplex and complex sentences within a trans
formational model incorporating abstract performatives and other 
higher verbs. The treatment must necessarily be sketchy and im
perfect, since as a non-native speaker I am not in possession of 
all the details and, furthermore, this study was written in Europe 
when I no longer had access to firsthand information from my 
informants. The reader's indulgence is therefore requested for 
the occasional gaps in the details and for the occasional inabil
ity to reach a decision for want of further information. It 
should also be stressed that the use of the performative/higher

1



verb approach should be considered merely as an experiment to see 
whether this model can cope adequately with some of the aspects 
of the syntax of an exotic Amerindian language like Luiseno.
Little attempt has been made to show that it yields better expla
nations than other types of analysis.

Wherever possible I have tried to keep these two aims sepa
rate so that readers who are unsympathetic towards this approach 
or who are primarily interested in the details of the language 
can pass rapidly over the sections dealing with the generation of 
the particular constructions under discussion.

The data on which this study is based were collected over an 
eighteen-month period stretching from late 19&9 to^early 1971* I 
worked principally with Jim Martinez, a native speaker of Luiseno, 
who lives on the LaJolla reservation at the foot of Mount Palomar 
and who was then over eighty but still physically and mentally
!
[very robust. He is an excellent informant, and it is to hisi
i patience and careful correction that I owe much of my present 
knowledge of the language. I am also greatly indebted to UCLA 
Linguistics Department for providing me with the opportunity to 
visit him regularly every week over this entire period. My second 
informant was another native speaker, Reginaldo Pachito, who is 
slightly older than Jim Martinez and lives at the Indian reserva
tion at Pauma, a few miles to the west of Mount Palomar. I worked 
with him once a week from late July until the end of 1970 and he 
too proved to be a very willing and competent informant with an 
excellent command of the language. My debt to him is also con-
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eiderable.

2. Rotation

The following table shows the symbols I shall use for the phono
logical representation of Luiseno words and assigns them articu
latory labels.
Consonants:

Occlusives
Fricatives

Nasals Liquids Glidesvl vd
P V m Bilabial

f Labio-dental
t s d n 1 Dental

r Alveolar
Vc Va y Alveo-palatal

Retroflex
k X e q Velar
kw wX w Labio-velar
q Uvularwq Labi o-uvu1ar
*?• h Laryngeal

j Vowels:
Front Back

Hi i u
Mid e o
Lo a

An acute accent over a vowel is used to indicate the syllable 
bearing primary stress in a word. A raised dot after a vowel 
indicates that the vowel is long. For further details of the 
phonology of Luiseno see Harrington (1933), Kroeber/Grace (I960),



Malecot (1963, 196*0, Bright (1963a,b; 1968), Munro/Benson (1973) 
and Davis (forthcoming),
3» Grammatical Framework
As already stated in the Introduction, the grammatical framework 
of this study will be a transformational one incorporating the 
performative analysis and the treatment of Tense/Aspect as higherL
verbs. These will be considered in detail as they occur. At 
|this stage it is necessary only to supply the reader with a set 
of phrase structure rules so as to make explicit some of the 
^assumptions on which the later discussion of the transformational
t|generation of structures is based. The phrase structure rules 
ican in fact be very simple if grammatical case is left out of 
;account. The assignment of case is a complicated chapter in
iLuiseno grammar which I do not wish to discuss in detail in this 
study, since my principal concern will be with verbal and not 
with nominal constructions. However, I shall hint below at a way 
■ case assignment could be accomplished.

For the moment the reader should note that I am adopting the 
■position taken by McCawley (1970), which claims that in semanti- 
jcally based underlying structures there is no need for the nodet
;VP. The phrase structure rules we need can be written thus:

i2. ADVL1
i

NP (NP) (NP) (ADVL) Vj
> f NP

4



3. NP — --» NP*
■ (NP) 8
JDET) (ADJ) N,

iBule 1 claims that Luiseno is a SOW language. In fact, as the
]

examples in this study will show, there is a great deal of posi
tional mobility especially of the categories NOUN and ADVEBB.
:However, SOV seems to be the most neutral word order in the lan
guage. Buie 1 also states that a sentence can consist of an ex-
!
jclamation. As we shall see in 4.6, this will account for what I
j
shall loosely call 'single-word* exclamations. Exclamatory sen
tences will be generated like all other sentence types from the 
third option in Buie 1.

The S in the second option in Buie 1 is intended to provide
I
ifor sentence conjunction; i.e., when one S is generated the rule 
lean apply again and again to produce a string of as many Ss as 
one requires. These will later be joined transformationally by 
conjunctions like j>i 'and, but*. This is obviously too simple a 
representation since the conjunctions themselves sometimes have 
isome semantic content and cannot therefore always be generated by
I
transformation. This is, however, the practice I have adopted in 
jthe generation of conditional sentences in 4.1.1.5.
i The third option in Buie 1 asserts that every Luiseno sen-
|
i

tence has a NP subject, where NP should be understood as possiblyI
tStanding also for PfiONOUN, thus leaving open the question of
i
Whether pronouns are in fact generated by the base rules or byiItransformation. This statement about NP subjects will also coveriIjthe small group of Luiseno verbs, mostly referring to meteoro
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logical phenomena, like xilaq 'it is raining1, which in surface 
main clauses never appear with a noun or pronoun subject. It is, 
however, clear that an underlying subject is nevertheless present 
since in embedded clauses where these verbs assume non-finite 
forms they always carry a third person singular pronominal prefix 
pu-, e.g. pu-xlla-qala 'while it is, was raining1.

The optional second NP in Pule 1 stands for the direct
object of transitive verbs, and the optional third NP for the
dative or benefactive object of such verbs as have one. In Lui- 
aeno, if I give something to John or do something for John, the 
dative is used in both cases to indicate this relationship. There 
is also a separate benefactive case which is sometimes employed
instead. If it is possible to have Luiseno sentences of the type
'I gave it to John for Bill', then we shall need another optional 
NP in Rule 1, maybe even more if further NP relationships are 
possible.

One way of assigning case to these NPs would be on the basis 
of their position in Rule 1. We could have a rule which makes 
the first NP nominative, the second accusative, the third dative, 
etc. There may, of course, be other ways to do this within our 
framework but a discussion of them here is out of place.

ADVL in Rule 1 is an abbreviation for any one of a number of 
optional adverbial phrases, e.g. of PLACE, TIME, MANNER, PURPOSE, 
CONDITION, DEGREE and maybe a few more. Each of these may be 
expanded as in Rule 2.

The first option in Rule 2 states that the adverbial expres-



sion can consist merely of a noun phrase; this accounts for such 
Luiseno adverbial modifications as wani»-ga ('river')locative) 
'in, at, by the river*. One possibility for case assignment here 
is on the basis of the type of adverbial node; thus under PLAGE, 
for example, we could find locative; under SEASON ablative, the 
Luiseno case for both 'from' and 'on account of'. Again this is 
probably too simple, but nevertheless adequate for our present 
needs.

The second option in Rule 2 expands ADVL into adverbial 
clauses of PLACE, TIME, MANNER, etc., depending on the label of 
the adverbial node. These will usually be later extraposed to 
the beginning or end of the matrix £. The third option allows 
the adverbial to be a simple adverb.

NP* in the first expansion of Rule 3 is intended to allow 
phrasal conjunction. The same convention is here used as with 
S*: when one NP has been generated, any number of further NPs 
can be produced by the same rule to form a string of NPs which 
an optional transformation may later join together by means of 
conjunctions. Frequently, however, Luiseno does not bother with 
conjunctions between nouns, and uses similar constructions to 'my 
father, my brother shot deer, rabbits'.

The full expansion of the second option in Rule 3 provides
NP

the structure which I have adopted for the generation of
relative clauses in *t.2. If NP is expanded as only S, this is 
the structure necessary for noun phrases consisting of a noun 
alone or accompanied by either a deictic determiner or an adjec

T



tive, or both. It may be that the node ADJ ought also to carry a 
star to provide for the possiblity of more than one adjective 
before the noun. My data suggest, however, that Luiseno has an 
aversion to multiple adjectival expressions.

It will be noted that the three phrase structure rules thatj
I have written contain no formatives for Tense/Aspect, nor for 
Question, Imperative, etc. These are unnecessary if we adopt the 
performative approach and analyse Tense/Aspect as higher verbs.
I shall assume that abstract Luiseno performative sentences like 
•I NP DECLABE" and the hierarchy of Tense/Aspect verbs to be

given in 4.1.2 can all be generated by these rules just as well 
as any other S. There will need to be rather powerful selection 
restrictions to permit only certain combinations, but these con
straints must be contained in the lexicon and need no consider
ation here in the phrase structure rules.

4. Simplex Sentences

Let us begin by considering a typical Luiseno simplex declarative 
sentence as it appears in the surface structure.

S

S

PLACE TIME

N ACC N PEON DAT N LOC ADV



The most interesting portions of the tree are the enclitic and 
the Tense/Aspect marker, which are functionally very closely con
nected. My treatment of simplex sentences will consist first of 
a detailed exposition of tense and aspect and an attempt to 
generate these as higher verbs. Then I shall go on to describe 
the enclitics and to show how some of these can be generated as 
jthe reflexes of the higher T/A verbs and others as the reflexes 
of the performative verbs. The way will then be clear for an 
analysis of the four simplex sentence types: declarative, inter
rogative, imperative and exclamatory.

4.1 Tense/Aspect

The Luiseno language appears to divide time up into five distinct 
periods (but see 7 below for dialect differences). With refer
ence to what fieichenbach (194?) in his logical analysis of tense 
calls 'the point of speech', it recognizes Cl) a past time which 
extends from the day before yesterday backwards (EEMoter past),
(2) yesterday (SECent past), (3) last night and any part of today 
which is not over when the speech act takes place (Past PBesent),
(4) today or any part of today which is not over when the speech 
act takes place (PRESent), and (5) tomorrow and beyond (FUTure). 
This is, however, not the only parameter along which the action 
of the verb may be considered: it may be looked on as continuous 
(CONT) or momentary (MOM), habitual (HAB) or non-habitual (NON- 
HAB), hypothetical (HYP) or non-hypothetical (NON-HYP). These 
parameters are ordered hierarchically as in 11 below. It should 
be emphasized that this hierarchy is a semantic one and also_____
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that not all the possibilities are realized with overt Luiseno 
morphemes. Before discussing the lattert I shall demonstrate 
with a chart the way in which the parameters interact. If we 
take just the third person singular of 'shout1 in the period of 
time I have called HEM, the meaning of each interaction is shown 
|in the appropriate box.

(2)
MOM CONT

NON
HYP

NON-HAB
HAB

he shouted 
he always shouted

he was shouting 
he was always shouting

HYP
NON-HAB
HAB

he would have shouted 
he would always have 

shouted

he would have been shouting 
he would always have been 

shouting

Compare now the corresponding Luiseno forms for the five tenses 
FUT, PRES, P PR, REC, REM. The Luiseno verbal stem qewi- 'shout* 
is used throughout. Note the Luiseno verb has no marking for 
person. The reader should impose the labels for 2 on each of the 
charts below.

(3) FUT

qewi-n 'will shout’ 
qewi-n puya^maqi 'will 

always shout1

qewi-ma-n 'will be shouting'
1ewi-ma-n p. 'will always be shout

ing'
qewi-0 'would shout* 
qewi-JZf p. 'would always

shout'

qewi-ma 'would be shouting'
qewi-ma p. 'would always be shout

ing*

_1Q_



ik) PRES
qewi-q 'shoutb , has 

shouted’ 
qewi-ma '(always)

shouts'

qewi-q *is, has been, shouting'

qewi-ma 'is always, has always been
shouting'

qewi-0 'would shout' qewi-ma 'would be shouting*

(5) P PR
qewi-qat 'shouted' ? qewi-qat 'was shouting'

qewi-0 'would have 
shouted'

qewi-ma 'would have been shouting*

__________

(6) REC
qew-ax 'shouted* 
*____  _______

qewi-muk 'was shouting'

qewi-0 'would have 
shouted' 

*____  _________

qewi-ma 'would have been shouting'

(7) REM
qew-ax 'shouted' 
qewi-k 'used to shout'

qewi-qu0 'was shouting' 
qewi-k 'used to be shouting*

qewi-0 'would have 
shouted' 

qewi-0 p. 'would have 
always shouted*

qewi-ma 'would have been shouting*

qewi-ma p. 'would have always been
shouting*

The following facts about 3-7 should be noted:
(1) HYP forms are not marked for tense; they are however marked

11



for MOM and CONT.
(2) In P PH and HECt since these refer to a period no farther 
back than yesterday, the time span is too short for HAB to have 
any semantic relevance. They have therefore been marked in the 
charts with a star to show that they are semantically impossible.
(3) In PRES, on the other hand, a NON-HYP form for HAB has been 
entered. This is perhaps a little arbitrary since in some con
texts there may be no notion of tense present with the habitual 
form. It may, however, be justified on the grounds that it does 
always include the present and can often be distinguished from
a future habitual and a past habitual.
(^) The suffix -ma occurring in the PRES HAB NON-HYP form appears 
to be a different form from the -ma that characterizes the CONT 
forms. Note that there is no special form to mark CONT in PRES 
NON-HAB NON-HYP: qewi-q has to do service for both.
(5) Separate NON-HAB and HAB forms are available for CONT in PRES 
and REM, as also for MOM. In PUT and REM Luiseno can distinguish 
HAB from NON-HAB by the addition of the adverb puya*maqi 'always1. 
This has been abbreviated to 'p.' in the charts and is found with 
both HYP and NON-HYP forms.
(6) A question mark has been placed against the form at P PR 
MOM NON-HAB NON-HYP since the forms with -qat which I have col
lected from my informants all seem to be continuous. Furthermore, 
both Kroeber/Grace and Malecot refer to -qat forms as "progres
sive". It may therefore be that the form qew-ax has to do ser
vice not only for REG as well as REM when the parameters MOM NON-

12



HYP NON-HAB intersect, but also for P PH at this same intersec
tion.
(7) In his own speech my LaJolla informant does not use the sepa
rate -muk suffix to mark the period of time I have referred to as 
HEC. When it was suggested to him, he said it was possible but 
"we don't use it here".^ On the other hand, it was freely- 
employed by my Pauma informant and his explanation of its use 
(which I have set out above) was corroborated by the data I col
lected from him. This explanation does not agree with that given 
by Sparkman and recorded in Kroeber/Grace (151):

"-muk recent past.
Described by Sparkman as including from (day before) 
yesterday to about a month ('two to three weeks') ago."

It is obvious that more data need to be collected from other 
Luiseno speakers to clear this point up.

Whatever the period covered by the -muk tense, however, it 
is interesting that there appears to have developed a difference 
in the division of the time continuum between the LaJolla speak
ers who use only four divisions and the Pauma speakers who use 
five.

Let us now consider how the Tense/Aspect suffixes can be 
incorporated into the deep structure of the sentence. Two analy
ses are possible: (a) a feature analysis, and (b) a higher verb 
analysis.

4-. 1.1 Feature Analysis

The suffixes could fairly easily be introduced by positing fea-
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tures on the verb for each of the T/A parameters discussed above 
and by then having a segmentation transformation (similar to that 
postulated by Postal (1966) for pronouns in English) which would 
detach them and adjoin them to the right of the verb stem. We 
could write the base rules so that a T/A node is generated to the 
right of V for these features to be attached to, or the node could 
be created by the segmentalization transformation itself. Thus 
for qewi-n 'will shout* we might have the following derivation:

(8) vp vp

r v — |
-HYPOTHETICAL

r v - 
*

- T/A 
-HYP

-HABITUAL ------ \ • -HAB
-CONTINUOUS

------
• -CONT

+FUTUEE * +FUT

The features under the T/A node would then be replaced from the 
lexicon by the lexical suffix -an, and subsequently a phonolog
ical rule would adjust this to -n.
| This type of analysis has been seriously criticized by a
inumber of linguists who consider that the T/A distinctions are 
best accounted for if they are represented as higher verbs.

■̂.1.2 Tense/Aspect as Higher Verbs

Huddlestone (1969) has presented a good case for abandoning the 
analysis of English tense, modals, etc. given in Chomsky (1957),
i.e. AUX »Tense (Modal)(have EN)(be IMG), and for representing
these as higher verbs. His data and his arguments are intricate, 
but his principal reason concerns the choices of temporal adverb



that can be used with the tenses. He points out such sentences 
as:

(9) Yesterday he was coming today.
(10) Now he leaves tomorrow, 

where two incompatible temporal specifiers are associated with 
the same verb. Huddlestons justifiably claims that these sen
tences involve two tense selections and that therefore they must 
contain two deep structure tense verbs even though there is only 
one verb in surface structure. A similar analysis was put for*? 
ward by Ross (1967a). Whereas both Ross and Huddlestone produced 
convincing reasons for considering Chomsky's 'have* and 'be* to 
be higher verbs, McCawley (1971a) goes further and shows that all 
underlying 'have's may be taken as underlying past tenses. His 
arguments, like those of Huddlestone and Ross, also depend on the 
logical assumption that there can be only one time adverb per 
clause. Langacker (1970) acknowledges the force of these argu
ments and in his discussion of evidence for predicate raising in 
Uto-Aztecan posits tense as a predicate in the remote structure of 
the Luiseno sentence. Although my elicitation of data in Luiseno 
has not been directed towards finding sentences with temporal or 
other specifications that would corroborate the proposals of 
Huddlestone, Ross and McCawley, I have no doubt that they exist 
since all the evidence up to date seems to suggest that this is a 
universal phenomenon among languages. In the rest of this study 
I shall therefore not attempt to represent Tense/Aspect as fea
tures on the verb, but instead explore the advantages and disad



vantages of representing the whole of the Tense/Aspect system as 
a series of hierarchically ordered predicates (for convenience 
labelled V) of arguments (labelled NP) in a semantic tree as seen 
in 11:

(11)

rFUT >

P PH

NON-HYP

SHOUT

rCONTI 
I MOM J

jNON-HABj

wunal qewi-

Note that this tree contains principally aspect verbs. If these 
are subcategorized for the kind of verb that can appear in the 
clause immediately below them, then their hierarchy can be pre
served. For expository reasons the pure tense verbs (in the V 
immediately dominated by S1) are shown as alternative predicates. 
McCawley shows convincingly that the tenses themselves should be
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recursive predicates that can be embedded in one another and 
generated as often as one likes. There must, however, be con
straints preventing many combinations, especially beyond a cer
tain depth. There does seem to be some evidence for this in 
Luiseno, although I have not attempted to incorporate this re- 
cursivity into my analysis as my data are too scanty. Thus the 
alternative future enclitics ending in -ku (see 22 below) seem to 
place the action farther in the future beyond a point of refer
ence that is itself in the future, i.e. they seem to denote a 
future of a future, whereaB the normal future enclitics without 
-ku denote a future with relation to the present. Similarly, in 
one sentence I collected from the Pauma informant, although the 
period under consideration is yesterday, the action of the second 
conjunct takes the action of the first conjunct as its point of 
reference. We thus have a past of yesterday (which it will be 
remembered is a separate tense period in Luiseno). The sentence
Iis:

(12) ?umom we* waxa*m wi?ekla-muk ?um-ta*x pi qay
you both yest. argue-HEC your-selves but not 
PL
lo•vi-qu^ ?u-wultu?ax-pi
be good-REM your-be angry-FUT SUBORDINATOR
'you were both arguing with each other yesterday, but it 
wasn't right for you to get mad (i.e. before you started 
arguing)'

The interesting thing here is that the -qu^ suffix (HEM CONT) is 
used to indicate the period before they were arguing although



yesterday.
Let us now take a closer look at the tree In 11. By the 

application of prelexical transformations all of the combinations 
shown in charts 3 “7 can be generated. This can be seen more 
clearly if we perform a typical derivation up to the point at 
which lexical insertion can take place. Suppose we want to 
generate qew-ax 'he shouted (e.g. last week)1. For the correct 
analysis of the Tense/Aspect required we must postulate two trans
formations, SUBJECT RAISING and PREDICATE RAISING, operating 
alternately and cyclically throughout the tree in 11. On the 
first cycle, for instance, SUB RSG will operate first, raising 
the lowest N to S^; then PRED RSG will adjoin the lowest V to the 
V immediately dominated by S^, producing:

HE V NON-HYP
ISHOUT

The application of the two transformations will continue to pro
ceed cyclically up the tree until the following configuration is 
reached:
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(14)

wunal

/ \  REM'_

NON-HAB
P "  NON-HYP . ;

SHOUT
qewi-

The dotted lines show the lexical forms which can now be insert
ed from the lexicon for each of the nodes ®E) and (((((SHOUT) 
NON-HYP) NON-HAB) MOM) REM). In the lexicon the entry for each 
of the T/A suffixes will include bracketings of the kind used in 
the last sentence, or alternatively semantic trees similar to the 
configuration of Vs in 14. These entries will correspond in mean
ing to the various selections that can be made from the choices 
shown in the tree in 11. Thus the lexical entries for the -ax 
suffix (using bracketings) will include:

(15) a. ((((NON-HYP) NON-HAB) MOM) REC)
b. ((((NON-HYP) NON-HAB) MOM) REM) 
and also
c. ((((NON-HYP) NON-HAB) MOM) P PR)
if the -qat suffix cannot be used for momentary 'action* 
(see 4.1, Note 6).

4.1.5 The Shape of the Tense/Aspect Suffixes

Before we go on to examine the connection between Tense/Aspect



and the enclitics, it will be convenient to set out all the forms 
of the T/A suffixes and to comment on their final phonological 
shape. Luiseno verbs fall into at least four classes. Malecot 
postulates eight, but four of these seem to me to be subclasses 
of (b) and (c) below. For our purposes we need to differentiate 
only four (as Sparkman did):
(a) stems with thematic -i- (usually transitive), e.g. qew^i- 

*shout1;
(b) stems with thematic -?ax (usually intransitive), e.g. 

pel-?ax- ’dance’;
(NB Many stems may belong to both classes (a) and (b), e.g. 
haq-i- 'to hang (something)', haq-?ax- 'to be hanging'.)

(c) stems with final -u- and -a-, e.g. ki*cu-/kl*ca- 'to build a
house' (<ki*ca 'house'), kuqlu-/kuqla- 'to marry a husband*

* ' 2 (< -kuq ' husband1);
(d) stems with final consonant, e.g. ?uho?van- 'believe'.
The Tense/Aspect suffixes for each of these four classes are 
shown in chart 16 below. The superposed numbers refer to the 
notes in k.1.3*1 below.
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(16) qew-i~ pel-?ax- i * vkx*cu- a- ?uho?van-
FUT MOM

sg.pl
-n —an

(>pela*n)
-n —an

CONT
Sg.pl

-max-an 
(> ma*n)

-max-an
(>ma*n)

-max-an
(>ma*n)

S.-max-an
(> ma*n)

PRES MOM & 
CONT 
NON-HAB 
eg
P1

-q
-wun

*2-q (>pelaq)
-wun (>pela*n)J+

-q
-wun

-,5
-wun

MOM & 
CONT 
HAB 
sg.pl -ma -ma —ma -ma

P PR MOM ?
CONT
eg

Pi

-qat

-qat-um

-qat^
(>pelaqat)
-qat-um^
(> pelaqatum)

-qat

-qat-um

-qat

-qat-um

HEC CONT
sg.pl -muk -muk -muk -muk

REC & 
REM

MOM
NON-HAB
sg.pl 7-ax

(> qewax)
8-ya

(>pelya)
irregular, 
often re
duplicated

irregular,^ 
often re
duplicated

REM
CONT
NQN-HAB
sg.pl _qu4 -qujrf10 

(> pelaqujO
-qu/rf -qu0

REM MOM & 
CONT 
HAB 
SgtPl -k

(> pelak)
-k -uk/-ok^

HIP
all
tenses

MOM
sg.pl -0 -0 -0 -0
CONT
sg.pl -ma-0f -ma-J2f\ -ma-0 —ma—0
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4.1.3*1 Notes on Underlying Forms and Comparative Morphology

(1) The future suffix can be entered in the lexicon as -an. In 
the case of steins ending in vowels a phonological rule is needed 
to delete the stem-final vowel after the suffix has been added.

When -an is added to stems with thematic -?ax, a general
phonological rule reduces the sequence -7ax-an to -?a«n. For the 
formulation of this rule see Davis (forthcoming). The resulting 
form pel?a’n when spoken rapidly losses the glottal stop and has

i characteristically geminated 1 after a short stressed vowel. In
j slow, careful speech, however, it is pronounced pel?a«n. Malecot 
(200) places a glottal stop before the a of thematic -ax in every 
form in which -ax is found. Except in the contracted FUT and 
PRES forms, in the REC and REM forms and in one kind of impera
tive (see 5.1.1)* my own data show no evidence for a glottal
stop on the surface; however, by postulating an underlying thema
tic increment -?ax the correct lento form for these tenses and 
the imperative can be generated. For all other forms it will 
then need to be deleted by a phonological rule. When citing 
forms I shall write them with and without the glottal stop 
according as the word was collected.
(2) The underlying form for CONT -ma must be posited as -max.
The form -max-an resulting from the addition of FUT -an is at
tested in Kroeber/Grace (145), but in the speech of my informants 
is always reduced by the first phonological rule referred to in
(l) above, giving the form -ma»n. Occasionally, however, I re
corded -man. I have no explanation for this form, unless CONT
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-ma has optionally also underlying -ma.
(3) In all the forms vhere the T/A suffix begins with a velar or 
uvular plosive a rule is needed to delete the velar fricative of 
thematic -?ax. There appears to be a constraint in Luiseno phono
logy forbidding the sequences and xk in surface structure.
(4) When the plural suffix -wun follows thematic -?ax in PHES, 
the deletion rule referred to in (l) reduces the sequence
1
| -?ax-wun to -?a»n, which is homonymouB with the FHT form.
(5) The underlying form of ^  must be postulated as -qa. When 
the syllable immediately preceding the suffix is stressed, the 
long form is usually preferred, e.g. qa«-qa 'is weeping'. Option
ally immediately after a stressed syllable and obligatorily else
where, the a of the suffix is deleted (but cf. 4.2.1.4, Note 4).
(6) Note that except for PHES NON-HAB, the P PH forms are the 
only ones differentiated for singular and plural. Furthermore, 
unlike -wun the form -qat-um clearly bears the -um normally used 
to form the plural of nominal forms. There is in fact a rela
tivized form of the verb with just this ending: qewi-qat '(the 
one) who is shouting', qewi—qat-um '(the ones) who are shouting*. 
But note that these forms with the meanings as shown refer to a 
period of time that is excluded from P PH, i.e. in addition to 
last night and any part of today which is now over, they can also
refer to a part of today which is not yet over. ^
(?) The HEC and HEM morpheme -ax when added to the dem qewi-
should result in the form qewyax. This is in fact the form most
often used by my Pauma informant. However, he sometimes uses the



form qewax with no distinction of meaning. The latter is the 
only form used by my LaJolla informant, although he recognizes 
the -yax ending. This does not agree with Malecot(196*0 * who 
calls the -ax form preterite and the -yax form remote preterite, 
suggesting that the latter refers to a period farther back in 
time. Judging by Hyde (1971)i Bincon Luiseno agrees with Pauma 
in preferring the -yax ending.
(8) REC and BEM forms from stems with thematic -?ax require a 
deletion rule to eliminate ax before the T/A suffix, i.e.

ax * 0 / } v ?________ya
Here, as in (5), there may optionally be a rule deleting jr. The 
resulting form, e.g. pela, was occasionally used by my Pauma 
informant, never by my Lajolla informant. Malecot calls the -ya 
form preterite and the ^a fora remote preterite, but again my 
informants sensed no time distinction between the two.

In careful slow speech the glottal stop can clearly be heard 
before the e.g. in pel?ya; in normal speech, however, it is 
not present.
(9) The MOM NON-HAB forms for EEC and BEM of stems with final 
-u/-a or a final consonant are all irregular, many being formed 
by reduplication. Further details of these can be found in 
Kroeber/Grace, Malecot and Hyde.
(10) BEM CONT NON-HAB has been entered in 16 with the form -qmf. 
This is the only form accepted by my LaJolla informant and also 
the only form given in Hyde. The pronunciation of my Pauma 
informant vacillated between -qa0 and -qu0. the former being
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recorded more often than the latter. This is interesting since
j Tac's form from the middle of last century is -q aĵ . Further
more, -qu^ is the only syllable in Luiseno in which £ is followed 
by the high vowel u. If we take Tac's -q ajrf as historically 

| underlying both forms, it then appears that Pauma has deleted the 
labial element, where LaJolla nd Bincon have surprisingly deleted 
the a and vocalized the labial element to produce the only £u
| sequence in the language.
j
(11) The underlying form of the REM HAB suffix may be posited as 
-ok. When immediately preceded by a vowel, o is deleted, e.g. in 
qewi-k. ki«cu-k/kl»ca-k. After a consonant it will remain as -ok 
if stressed, e.g. yaxok 'used to say', ya?ok 'used to run'; in 
unstressed syllables in Luiseno o and u fall together. Since I 
am writing this vowel as u, the unstressed form of the suffix 
will appear as -uk.

^.1^  -lut/-k(a)tum or -k(u)tum
1
i!Several periphrastic tenses are available in Luiseno conBistig of
j
a tense of the root ml»?-/mi«x- 'be* combined with a verbal form 
produced by adding the suffix -lut to -i- and -?ax- stem verbs 
or -lowut (Pauma)/-lo*t (LaJolla) to consonant-final verb stems; 
and by adding -katum or -kutum to all stems for the plural (for 
an explanation of the syncope see Davis, forthcoming). I have 
recorded the plural suffix both with and without lip rounding of 
the first vowel (i.e. Qi3and[ja] ) in the speech of my LaJolla 
informant, but in careful lento style he uses a. Hyde writes
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only u, and although I have only a handful of words with the non
syncopated plural suffix in the data I collected from my Pauma 
informant, these also all contain u as the first vowel in the 
plural suffix.

The periphrastic forms are as follows:

(17) a* no*-n sa*msa-lut 0
b. " " m£*?-qat (? Pauma/LaJolla)
c. no*-nil " m£*x-rauk (? Pauma)
d. " " m£*?-qu>?
e. no*-xunpu " m£*x
a. = I am going to buy
b. = I was " 11 " (this morning)
c. = I " " " " (yesterday)
d. m I » » » >• (some time ago)
e. = I would be going to buy

As the question marks indicate, there is some uncertainty about 
these forms, and more checking needs to be done. Note that the 
present tense of 'be' (m£*?-qa) is not used. The -lut form in 
these constructions is probably indentical with, or at least 
related to, the -lut form which is used in the Luiseno equiva
lent of subordinate clauses of purpose such as the following:

(18) wunal-pil wuko*?-ya sa*msa-lut
he -ENC arrive-REM buy-PURPOSE 

REM
'he came in order to buy'

Another example will be seen in 508. Unfortunately we shall have 
no time to consider the detailed syntax of these constructions 
nor to explore this relationship further. I should add, however,
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that I am inclined to think that sentences containing periphras
tic -lut should also be analysed as complex rather than simplex. 
However, in the rest of this study the —lut suffix will be 
handled as if it were a higher T/A verb, although it has not been 
included among them.

j*t-.2 Enclitics
|
;In every Luiseno surface sentence there may be an enclitic ele-
I

ment after the first word or less frequently after the last of 
the elements dominated by the first branching node in the surface 
phrase marker, i.e.

(19) a. or b
S

X X

ENC

I Examples of 19a are:

(20) a ?ata*xum
many -ENC people are dancing
fwunal-up ya?aeT|Np pu-na? = 'that man is his father*
that -ENC man
[co »?un-nupu timet^jjy kupma*n 
all -ENC day be sleeping
'I'll be sleeping all day'

Examples of 19b are:

(21) a. [muyikum- ?ata*xum]^ -pum pel?a*n (cf. 20a) 
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b. |̂ o* ?un timet^^jjy -nupu kupma»n (cf. 20c)
c. [tuma*s supul ?o*ra kula*wut cor?i*qanikjg -kun

Thomas one hour wood having been ENC
cutting

warn? wehmali ho*waxlut
now a little is going to lie down
'Thomas has been chopping wood for one hour (he says)

; and now he's going to lie down for a while.1
jj
The enclitics are of two kinds: (a) those that confirm the sen
tence as a statement but add no further semantic information, and
(b) those that mark other kinds of sentences, conveying partic
ular attitudes towards the listener, e.g. of command, query, sur
prise, and containing additional attitudinal or semantic infor
mation, e.g. of impatience, encouragement, unwillingness to vouch 
for the truth of one's statement, etc. The former I propose to 
call syntactic enclitics, and the latter semantic enclitics.

4.2.1 Syntactic Encliticb

4.2.1.1 General Remarks

The non-semantic enclitics cross-refer to the Tense/Aspect suffix 
on the verb and the person of the subject, and therefore repeat 
grammatical information already present in the sentence. It may 
be for this reason that, as Kroeber/Grace (16?) observe, with the 
exception of the HYP forms the use of the syntactic enclitics is 
becoming less frequent. My LaJolla informant almost always used 
them when giving isolated sentences, but in narrative sequences 
they tended to be absent. The same tendency was observed in the
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speech of my Pauma informant. Both agreed, however, that sen
tences with the enclitics were "better". Chart 22 shows all the 
persons of the enclitics that refer to NON-HYP tenses. Chart 23 
shows the HYP forms, which, as we noted above, are undifferen
tiated for tense. (Notice the marked difference between LaJolla 
usage and that of Pauma/Rincon. ) The raised numbers refer to the 
jNotes in ^,2.1.h below.

Singular Plural
PUT 1. -nupu, (-nu(p)ku) -cupu/-capu^ (cu(p)ku)

2. -up/-pu (-upku) -um/-mu (-umku)
3. -pu (-puku) -mu (-muku)

PEES, 1. -n(aA w-ca
P PR 2. -(u)p -um

3. —(u)p ^ -pum
EEC, 1. -nil -cil/-camil^
REM 2. -(a)pil/-upil -mil

3- -(a)pil/-upil ^ -mil

For another set of enclitics used in exclamatory sentences see
305 below.

23) Singular Plural
Pauma/Rinc 0n LaJolla Pauma/Rincon j LaJolla

HYP 1. -xunpu(ku)^ -xun(puHku)^ -xu(s)pu(ku) -xuku
2. -xupu(ku) -xuku -xu(m)pu(ku) -xuku
3- -xupu(ku) -xuku -xuCm)pu(ku) -xuku

.2.1.2 Examples

Before discussing some of the peculiarities of these enclitics 
and how the enclitics themselves are to be generated, let me 
illustrate their use with a number of examples.
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(2^0 no'-nupu ?exgi hat£?a*n OH: ?exqi-nupu hat£?a*n
I -ENC tomor. go-FUT

FUT 
I

*1 will go tomorrow*

(25) ca*m-cupu ?exqi ?ayali-ma*n OE: ?exqi-cupu ?ayali-raa*n
we -ENC know-FUT CONT

FUT 
we

'we shall know tomorrow*

(26) ?umom-um neca*n
you -ENC pay-FUT 
PL FUT 

you

'you will pay'

(27) no*-n he*yi-q OH: he*yi-qa-n
I -ENC dig-PEES 

PRES 
I

•I'm digging'

(28) warn? -na no* he*yi-q 'I've dug it already*
already-ENC I 

PRES 
I

(29) mar£ya-p he *la-q
Maria-ENC sing-PRES 

PRES 
she

'Maria is singing*

(30) ?om-up kup-qat
you-ENC sleep-P PR

P PR 
you

'you were sleeping (this 
morning, just now)'

(31) po*?-up kup-qat 'he was asleep*
he -ENC 

P PR 
he
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(32) he*la-qa-p
sing-PEES-ENC

PHES

•you (sg) are singing' 
♦he, she, is singing'

you/he,she

(33) no*-xunku pito*? pelax-ma-0 'I should be dancing now' 
-xunpu 
-xunpuku

I -ENC 
HYP

now dance-HYP
CONT . 
PHES

(34) ca*m-xuspu waxa*m pelax-ma-0 
-xuku

'we should have been 
dancing yesterday1

we -ENC 
HYP

yest. dance-HYP 
CONT
HEC

4.2.1.3 Shape of the Syntactic Enclitics

Most of the forms in 22 and 23 seem to be capable of segmentation
into one element reflecting the person and another reflecting
Tense/Aspect• Thus most of the FUT forms contain the syllable

4-pu; all the EEC and HEM forms -il ; and all the HYP forms -xu 
amalgamated with either the entire FUT enclitic -npu(ku) or only 
part of it -nku, depending on the dialect. First person singular 
forms all contain a segment n, corresponding to the free pronoun 
no* 'I'; second and third person singular usually fall together 
and contain a segment £, which was probably deleted historically 
before another £ , as in the HYP forms; first person plural con
tains a segment £ with positional variant a, correponding to the 
free pronoun ca*m 'we'; second and third persons plural both con
tain a segment m in FUT, EEC, HEM and HYP, but whereas PHES and 
P PH second person plural also have m, third person plural has
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-pum, corresponding to pumom 'they'.
On the basis of what has just been said, it would seen pos

sible to posit underlying forms for all the enclitics, although 
some will be problematic, Bather than put forward a detailed 
derivation, I shall mention a few possible underlying forms in 
4.2.1.4, but thereafter treat the syntactic enclitics as if they 
|were unanalysable units.

4. 2.1.4 Comparative and Other Notes

The following notes comment on some of the peculiarities of the 
enclitics in 22 and 23- They also point out some of the dialect 
differences and resemblances between my own data and Tac (written 
in the first half of last century), Kroeber/Grace (based largely 
on data collected by Sparkman before he was murdered in 1907), 
Malecot (LaJolla dialect) and Hyde (Rincon dialect),
(1) The longer FUT forms were explained in 4.1,2. They occur in 
both simplex and complex sentences (see 342-34} and Footnote 36).
(2) FUT first person plural -cupu is the LaJolla pronunciation; 
-capu is that of Pauma and Bincon, and also of Tac.
(3) FUT second person singular -up and the plural -um are the 
enclitics used at LaJolla and Pauma. Tac has -upu for the singu
lar but agrees in having -um for the plural. Hyde writes -pu 
singular and -mu plural, which were also accepted by my Pauma 
informant although they do not occur in his own speech. It should 
be noted that, in contrast to -ku, whenever -pu and -mu are the 
final segment of an enclitic, they sound phonetically much more 
like -po and -mo. This may be because they bear some degree of



stress.
(̂ f) The -na form of the first person singular enclitic for PEES 
and P PR may be taken as the underlying form. When it immediate
ly follows a vowel as in the firBt alternative of 27, the final 
vowel of the enclitic is always deleted. This clearly indicates 
that the underlying form of the PEES NON-HAB singular suffix 
should be -qa. for although this is always reduced to ^  except 
immediately before a stressed syllable, the underlying form is 
everywhere retained before the enclitic -na. the final vowel of
the enclitic being then deleted, i.e. qewi-qa >qewi-q. but
qewi-qa-na » qewi-qa-n (see also the second alternative of 27).
(5) Immediately after a vowel the u of the second and third per
son singular PRES and P PE enclitic -up is deleted by a general 
phonological rule which prevents two vowels from being adjacent 
on the surface in Luiseno.
(6) The -apil form of the REC and REM enclitic was rejected by 
my LaJolla informant, who always uses -pil. Malecot's personal 
data also show only -pil. My Pauma informant seems to prefer 
-apil to -pil. but uses either indiscriminately. The Rincon form 
in Hyde is -upil.
(7) The REC and HEM first person plural enclitic is always -cil 
at LaJolla, and usually -camil at Pauma. Both Hyde and Tac have 
-camil.
(8) In the Pauma/Rincon HYP enclitics the syllable -ku can 
optionally be added, apparently without change or addition of 
meaning. Note that in all the dialects the first person singular
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HYP enclitic always contains the person segment n (see 2.1.3), 
and the second and third person singular enclitics have zero 
marking. In all the plural forms, however, the person segment 
may be optionally deleted in the Pauma/Rincon dialects, but is 
obligatorily deleted in the LaJolla dialect.

There is also a longer form of the first person enclitic: 
-xuno?pu. which I obtained from my Pauma informant. It is also 
quoted by Kroeber/Grace (62) from Sparkman. An example of its 
use will be found in 5»1.2.2, when I deal with HYP conditions.
See also the discussion of lok in 4.6.3. Note the o in the second 
syllable, which carries some degree of stress.
(9) The only form in which the syllable -pu occurs in the speech 
of my LaJolla informant is the first person singular: -xunpu. 
which may alternatively be -xunku. If we take the long form 
xu-(PERSON SEGMENT)-pu-ku as underlying, then except for first 
]person singular the Pauma/Rincon dialects have optional rules 
j deleting PERSON SEGMENT and -ku, whereas the LaJolla dialect 
obligatorily deletes PERSON SEGMENT and -pu.

4.2.1.5 Generation of the Syntactic Enclitics

Since the syntactic enclitics merely repeat grammatical infor
mation already present in the sentence, it might at first sight 
seem best to generate them by transformation fairly late in the 
derivation of the sentence. We could assume that PERSON and 
NUMBER are ultimately represented as features on NPs and Tense/ 
Aspect by features on the verb. Then it would be a simple matter 
to have a transformation copy these features from the NP subject



and from the verb and attach them to a node ENC generated by the 
base rules. Thus:

From the lexicon the enclitic vlth the feature specification 
matching that under ENC in the right-hand tree of 35 could now 
be inserted. This transformation would have to precede two 
others. One is optional and deletes the subject pronoun from any 
sentence which does not have a noun subject. Note that if this 
deletion transformation operates after syntactic enclitic forma
tion, the person and number information contained in the enclitic 
cease to be redundant and the enclitic takes over the role of the 
personal pronoun (see 24, 25, 27, 32). The other transformation 
obligatorily deletes verbs of 'being1 and 'going' in PEES under 
certain circumstances, e.g.

(36) ca*m-ca warn? pa*l-ik 'we are going to Pala now'
we-ENC now Pala-PAT 

PEES

(37) wunal-up ya?as nu-na? 'that man is my father'
that-ENC man my-father 

PEES

In 36 the enclitic —ca would have to pick up the feature PEES 
from the verb hatl?-(?)a«n. which would subsequently be deleted. 
Similarly in 37 the enclitic -up would need to pick up the same 
feature from the verb ml»?-q. which would also be later deleted.
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We shall see below in the discussion of declarative sen
tences that a very different kind of generation of the syntactic 
enclitics is possible if we analyse T/A not as features but as 
abstract higher verbs. The enclitic then functions more or less 
as a complementizer and introduces the sentence below them. It 
I is not necessary to give any more details now, since this analy- 
! sis will receive a full treatment below. We can, however, notice 
that even if the enclitics are introduced in this way (i.e. by 
transformations sensitive to the higher T/A verb), they must stii; 
appear in a fairly abstract form which at first can take no 
account of the number and person of the subject of the sentence. 
Thus we still need a rule similar to that in 35 to copy these 
features from the subject NP. Similarly we still need a lexical 
look-up (in this case the second) to find the correct lexical 
form., of the enclitic to be inserted now that it has features of 
person and number.

2.1.6 Peculiarities of Person and Number Agreement

Peculiarities of agreement arise in Luiseno when the subject NP 
consists of conjoined nouns or pronouns for different grammatical 
persons. Usually the number and person of the first subject noun 
or pronoun are copied, e.g.

(38) ?om-up John we* moy-?a*n
both be tired-PHESlit If PRES ■plI l+II

-PL
'you and John are both tired'
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my-father-ENC my-mother both be sick T>OTO,
fPHES
fill
-PL

'my father and my mother are both sick'

However, when the first person singular pronoun is conjoined with 
another pronoun it is replaced by the first person plural pronoun, 
the second conjunct being retained and we* placed after it. This 
rule must precede the transformation spreading the number and 
person features of the subject NP, since the enclitic found in 
second place in these combinations is always the first person 
plural enclitic, e.g.

(AO) ca*m-ca ?om we* moy-?a*n
we -ENC you be tired-PHES

'you and I are (both) tired1

The morpheme we* is clearly related to weh 'two'. This probably 
explains why the pronoun conjoined to 'I1 must always be singular, 
Thus ^1, which we would expect to mean 'you (pi) and I are tired', 
is ungrammatical.

(^1) *ca*m -ca ?umom we* moy-?a*n

people are involved. Unfortunately my data do not show the cor
rect Luiseno equivalent of 'you(pl) and I are tired1, if such a

fPL

you
fll
fPL

Undoubtedly we* is semantically deviant here since at least three
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sentence is possible. It seems clear, however, that when ca*m 
is conjoined with another plural pronoun it is itself understood 
as plural and no longer as a special conjoined variety of no* *!'■ 
This is an area where more research is necessary.

*<•.2.2 Semantic Enclitics

Apart from the syntactic enclitics Luiseno also has another serien 
which I would like to claim cannot be generated by transformations 
copying syntactic information found elsewhere in the sentence at 
some point in its derivation. Wales/faarshall (1966), in a dis
cussion of an idealized speaker/listener's competence, state (29):

"A theory of linguistic knowledge is idealized in the 
sense that it must disregard psychological and prag
matic aspects of actual or potential utterances.11

It seems to me that Luiseno presents a good case of a language 
where psychological and pragmatic aspects of the utterance are 
actually incorporated into the grammar, namely in the shape of 
the semantic enclitics. I shall discuss these fully below, but 
it will help to make my argument clearer if I give one example 
here. In its simplest form a Luiseno command consists usually of 
the bare stem of the verb optionally accompanied by a second per
son pronoun. If the speaker has been trying to persuade the 
hearer not to do something, he may finally lose patience and 
reluctantly consent. This change of attitude towards the hearer 
can be expressed by uttering the positive command with the encli
tic -ku attached to the first word. The resulting sentence is 
roughly equivalent to 'Oh well, do it then' (see *f.2.2.2.2).
This is only one of a number of enclitics of this kind.__________
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Within the framework of Chomsky's Standard Theory the > 
generation of these enclitics presents a problem. If we are to 
generate an ordinary command by positing a 'trigger' morpheme IMP 
under a Pre-S node in the deep structure, then for -ku commands 
we shall need another trigger morpheme since this type of command 
has another meaning. As we shall see, the problem becomes even 
clearer with relation to Luiseno 'question* sentences, where in 
the Aspects model we should need a whole battery of trigger mor
phemes to produce the appropriate enclitics. A number of lin
guists have questioned the use of morphemes like IMP, Q, etc., 
and suggested that they should be replaced by higher verbs. For 
example, Ross (1970) adopts a distinction made first by Austin 
(1962) and suggests that a 'performative' verb with first person 
singular subject and second person object should be posited as 
the topmost S in any sentence. He produces fourteen arguments in 
support of 'I' and 'you' in the deleted performative sentence, 
but leaves the way open for a 'pragmatic' analysis of these same 
facts. Fraser (1971) attempts to show that each of Ross' argu
ments is faulty and comes to the conclusion that

"the evidence is far too weak and scattered to justify ■ 
such a significant theoretical innovation as the Per
formative Analysis." (p. 28)

In other words he does not rule the performative analysis out,
but merely questions the 'evidence' produced up to date. He goes
on to say that

"various linguists would argue today.... that the Aspects 
framework or anything remotely resembling it is unaccep
table. They maintain that there is a more acceptable 
alternative, namely Generative Semantics.... the PA falls
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easily within the Generative Semantics framework, the 
issue is simply this: how are the generalizations 
between sentence sense and sentence force best captured?"

In the rest of this study I shall attempt to show how the PA can
capture some of these generalizations in relation to Luiseno
enclitics and I shall discuss some of the advantages and problems

j connected with it. But first it is necessary for the reader to
| take a detailed look at the characterisiics of the semanticI
i enclitics. There are two kinds: (a) those that are declinable,I
i.e. that agree in number alone, or in both number and person, 
with the subject of the sentence they are found in, and (b) those 
that are indeclinable.

4.2.2.1 Declinable Enclitics

4.2.2.1.1 -kun

In the LaJolla dialect this enclitic agrees only in number with 
the subject of the sentence. In the Pauma dialect it agrees in 
number and person, as the special first person plural form shows.

Singular Plural
1. -kun
2. -kun 
3• -kun

-kunus/-kunum
-kunum
-kunum

Sparkman's data agree with those I gathered from my Pauma infor
mant. Kroeber/Grace call -kun the 'quotative1 enclitic, and its 
basic function does indeed seem to be that of indicating that the 
sentence is a quotation or report. Thus it is found in indirect 
speech after the first word of an indirect statement, e.g.
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(43) wunal-up /uqa*l yaqa* wunal-kun ije*-lo*t
that-ENC woman say he -ENC leave- going to

PRES PRES
'that woman says that he is going to leave'

(440 wuna*lum-mil ya* pune*yi-kunum ya?a*ci mo*makan
they-ENC say that -ENC man kill

REM REM ACC ACC REM
'they said that they had killed that man*

The enclitic has the same function in main clauses, i.e. to indi
cate that someone, not the speaker, uttered the clause in which 
the enclitic is found. The utterer may be identical with the 
subject of the sentence as in 43 and 44, or not, as in 45-47.

(45) wunal-kun moya-q pi no* qay poy ?uho?van-q
she-ENC be tired-PRES but I not her believe-PRES

ACC
'she says she is tired but I don't believe her'

(46) wunal-kun j&tqa*l ?o?na-q John mi*kiqa pu-qe*-pi
that-ENC woman know-PRES when his-go-SUBORD

PUT
•that woman says she knows when John will go1

(4?) ca*m-kunus ?a*cicum 'they say we are crazy1
we-ENC crazy

(48) no*-kun nu-sinavuki ml*?-q
I-ENC my-money be-PRES
'they (or people) say I have money*

(49) wuna•lum-kunum mi*xanis sa*msa-ktum
they-ENC clothes buy-going to
'it is said that they are going to buy clothes'
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There is, however, another use of the enclitic where the speaker 
is not differentiated form the utterer of the sentence. In these 
cases "kun seems to have a purely narrative function and can be 
interchanged with the syntactic enclitics. In fact it is often 
used in narrations.

(50) weh-kunum ?o*ra pa*?kilis pa*?-qatum pumo*mi
-pum

two-ENC hours whisky drink-P PR them
ACC

cum-tulo■wi-qala
our-find-SUBORD.

co-temp

'when we found them they had been drinking whisky for 
two hours'

(51) ?o*nu-kun ney qWl*ca-q pi no* ?i*-q
-pum

he-ENC me feel sorry-PRES and I also
ACC

* Wt wpoy q i* ca-q
him
ACC
*he feels sorry for me and I feel sorry for him too'

(52) po*?-kun yum?pis John pu-mati*-vo5 yumayk
-up

that-ENC hat his-lose-REL long ago
REM

'that is the hat John lost a long time ago*

(53) po*?-kun xWa*n pu-ma*ca nixinxis
-up

that-ENC Juan his-back humped
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'iJuan has a hump back*

In addition to the above forms of this enclitic there is an 
indeclinable form -kuna, which Sparkman assigns to a more distant 
past. My data do not support this. There is usually no semantic 
difference between the -kun and -kuna forms. The latter is, how
ever, more common with past tenses, as we shall see in the dis
cussion of indirect speech in 5*3>l*i> There is also one usage 
where -kuna cannot be replaced by -kun. This occurs when two or 
more persons are watching an action in progress and one describes 
the action and its completion, e.g.

(5^) wam?-up huluqa-q. huluuuuq-ya-kuna
already-ENC stagger-PEES stagger-REM-ENC
'he's staggering. Now he's fallen*
(said while watching a shot mountain lion)

(55) tow, wunal ?i*k muna* pi warn? wunal yovax-lut.
look he there go-PRES and now descend-

going to
yov-ya-kuna
descend-REM-ENC
'look, there he goes and now he's going to go down (the
other side of the hill). Now he’s gone.'

Note the HEM tense in a present context! I have no explanation 
for this. It suggests that my analysis above may be a little 
too simple. This is another area in which more research is 
undoubtedly called for.

2. 2.1. 2 —ĵu
This is the interrogative enclitic used in both Yes/No questions
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and in question-word questions. It is declined for both person 
and number.

Singular Plural
1. -jlun
2. -*u /-4
3.

-/fus/-j£is
-/urn
-^um

Note that in the speech of my LaJolla informant and f°r

second and third person singular are in complementary distribu
tion: -^u is found only after consonants, ^  only after vowels.

! My Pauma informant also used them in the same way, but occasion
ally employed the longer form also after vowels. Hyde (20-25) 
seems not to use the shorter form at all. Note further that

is the regular first person plural form at Pauma, whereas 
is the regular form at LaJolla. All the forms in 56 also 

occur with s instead of ^ when the syllable preceding them con
tains a front vowel (see 59, 60). This alternation occurs in all 
the other enclitics containing the interrogative segment -^u- 
(see 4.2.2.1.3 - 4.2.2.1.6).

A simple statement becomes a question when the syntactic 
enclitic is replaced by the interrogative enclitic. Note that 
there is only one form of the interrogative enclitic no matter
what tense of the verb accompanies it. (I shall return to this
point below.)

(57) wunal-/rfu his lo?xa-q
he thing do-PRES
'what is he doing?' or 'is he doing something?*



(58) no*-/£un ?eskutal tila»?-ya 
I loudly speak-REM
'did I speak loudly?'

(59) ?oy-sis ca'ffl ?exqi tx»wx-n
you we tomor. see-FCT
ACC
'shall we see you tomorrow?'

(60) hi*qi-s ?om qa*-qa OR: ?om-^u hi*qi qa*-qa
why you cry-PRES
'why are you crying?'

(61) hik-qa-^um ya*yicum ?exqay wuko#?ax-kutum
how-LOC man-PL tomor. arrive-going to
many
' what time are the men going to come tomorrow?'

4. 2. 2.1.3 -<(ukun

This enclitic combines the interrogative enclitic with the -kun 
of main clauses in the meaning I gave in 4.2.2.1.1 (45-49).
Only the -kun element is declined.

(62)

(65) ca- 
we
'do they say we are rich?'

(64) no'-^ukun poy neci-lut
I fain pay-going to

ACC

Singular Plural
1. -/^ukun
2. -j^ukun 
5. -/ukun

-jtfu kunus/-/rfukunum
-jfukunum
-^ukunum

m-/fukunus yixeyxicum 
rich



(65) mica? -/ukunum qal-wun pito*? 
where be-PRES now
'where are they aaid to be now?’

There is also an alternative form of this enclitic which is in
declinable, viz. -/ukuna. It appears to have the same meaning 
and function.

4. 2.2.1.4 -/upil
i

This enclitic and the next two below (-/upu 4.2.2.1.5* -/uku 
[4.2.2.1.6) present a number of problems with regard to their
i
i1 meanings and their morphology. The -/upil enclitic appears to be 
a welding together of the interrogative and the REM enclitic (see 
22), but note the deviant first person plural forms:

Singular Plural
1. -/unil, -/il
2. -/upil, il
3. -/upil, -/il

-/ilis, -/sumil
-/umil
-/umil

All the longer singular forms were supplied by my LaJolla infor
mant; in speech, however, he regularly uses the shorter 
form for all singular persons, but occasionally -/unil for the 
first person singular. My Pauma informant regularly uses -/unil 
for the first person singular but only -/il for the other two 
persons. He accepts the longer -/upil form, however. In the 
plural both dialects use the same second and third person form, 
but LaJolla has -/ills, while Pauma has -/umil. Again the Pauma 
informant accepts the LaJolla form.

My informants volunteer three different translations for
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this enclitic, as seen in 67-70, 71-72 and 73-?^•

(67)

(68)
1II
i
iIiIi
j

(69)

(70)

(71)

(72)

(73)

no*-^il ?ahuyaxi muyiki nec-ax
I very much pay-REM

ACC
'I must have paid a great deal for it1

no • -/funil poy puptl?
it dream
ACC REM

'I guess I dreamed about it' or 'I must have dreamed

(Listen, our cows are bawling somewhere.)
ca*m-j£Llis maropa*n po*mik jfa*mut cum?-?o*vi
we forget-PRES them hay our-give

DAT
•I gu*BV we've forgotten to give them some hay*

no*-^unil qay wuna'lum ?ankis
I not they like
*1 guess I'm not like they are'
pilek-sil muyiki he*y-ax
very much dig-REM

ACC
'gee, he sure dug a lot!'

?o*nu-^il pu-xardi*n-ki co*?un he>y-ax
he his-garden-ALIEN all dig-REM
'gee, he dug up all his garden!1

?om-/£tl poyk te*tila-qu^
you him talk-REM CONT

DAT
'so you were talking to him?'
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(74) (A says that he is going shooting and B remarks:)
fato'man-^il ?u-patkila qa*la
really(?) your-gun be

PEES
'so you have a gun?'

Kroeber/Grace follow Sparkman and give this enclitic only with 
the 'so .,..?* translation (pp. 66-67).

4.2.2.1.5 -f(upu

This enclitic has roughly the same meaning as -*(upil but seems to 
be more emphatic. It appears to be a combination of the inter
rogative and the FUT enclitics (see 22). However, the first 
vowel of the FUT segment is here sytematically deleted:

Singular Plural
1. -ĵ unpu
2. -/(upu
5. -ĵ upu

-*fispu
-j^umpu
-^umpu

Thus -^u-nu-pu  * -^unpu, and -^u-cu-pu > -/tfucpu— f-^uspu >
-jfispu. Note, however, that whereas the second and third person 
plural forms of the FUT enclitic contain no -pu, it is present 
here. The following illustrate how the enclitic is used.

(76) (Listen, my cow is bawling somewhere.)
no*-jrfunpu marop-ya poyk j£a*mut nu-?o*vi
I forget-REM her hay my-give

DAT
'I must have forgotten to give her some hay*

(77) no*-/rfunpu ?ixi*l caqWi-q porki nu-ta*xu nu-?a*l
I cold catch-PEES because my-body my-chest
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nu-yu? co*?un ti*wa-q 
my-head all ache-PKES
'I must have caught a cold, because my body, my chest 
and my head all ache*

(78) qay-sumpu wuko*?-ya
not arrive-EEM
'I guess they didn't come'

j

(79) qay-Bupu wuko* ?ax-lut
not arrive-going to
'I don't think he's going to come'

t

Kroeber/Grace (66-67), following Sparkman, translate sentences
containing this enclitic with 'perhaps  For example, 79
would be rendered: 'perhaps he's not going to come.' Sometimes, 
however, they add a question mark, e.g.

(80) K/G: nu-rai*x-supu mi*?-q
mine be-PHES
1perhaps it is mine?'

This translation was never volunteered by my informants and 
always rejected when suggested to them. Nevertheless, there does 
seem to be some common semantic ground that 74-80 all share, viz. 
a kind of questioning doubt.

There may be a longer form of this enclitic with the remote 
future segment -ku (see 228).

4.2.2.1.6 -duku

This enclitic belongs together with -/upu and -/upil. It was 
collected only from the LaJolla informant and occurs in the______
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following forms;

Singular Plural
1. -/(uku, -siku -/isku, -sisku'
2. -jrfuku, -siku -/fumku, -sumku or as►
3. -/uku, -siku -/£umku, -sumku, singular

Note that the alternate singular forms with s have backward:
£assimilation of the vowel u , giving i after dental s. My 

informant prefers the indeclinable form -^uku/-siku for all per
sons, but also uses the declinable ones* (Compare his usage of 
-xuku for all the forms of the HIP enclitic, 4.2* 1.4- Note 8).

(82) ?a*, pilek-siku muyik pu-necax
very much his-pay

'boy, he must have paid a lot for it!1

(83) ca*m-/(isku co*?un timet waxa*m he*y-ax 
we all day yest. dig-REM
'we must have dug all day yesterday'

(84) pilek-siku ca*m co*?un timet waxa*m he*y-ax
very
Same meaning as 83, but probably more emphatic.

Morphologically this enclitic seems to stand in the same rela
tionship to -dupu as the LaJolla form -xuku to -xupu(ku). In 
each case the LaJolla dialect has a rule not shared by the others 
whereby the middle segment -pu- may be deleted.

Semantically the difference between -j^upil, -^upu and -/uku 
is not at all obvious from the translations offered for sentences 
containing them. I shall rather hesitantly attempt to provide an
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explanation based on their morphology in 4.4.8 below.

4.2.2,1.7 -xukun

Although this enclitic does not contain the interrogative seg
ment -#u, it is the interrogative counterpart of the HYP enclitic 
-xupu(ku) (see 23). It appears to be an amalgam of the HYP seg
ment -xu- and the quotative enclitic -kun. It is declined as 
follows:

Singular Plural
1. -xu(n)kun
2. -xukun
3. -xukun

-xiskun(um) « 
-xumkun(um) 
-xurakun(um),

or 
’ -xukun

It can be found in sentences without accompanying subordinate 
clauses, but it usually forms one half of an interrogative con
ditional sentence. As such it will be considered in detail when 
I come to describe complex sentences. For the moment I will 
Illustrate its use by the following examples:

(86) ?om-xukun poy ?i*xWuna ?unani-0 man te* qay
you him immediately recognize-HYP or INT not

ACC part.
'would you recognize him immediately or not?'

(87) wuna*lum-xumkunum nu-ki* sa*msa-J2f pumo*mi
they my-house buy-HYP them

ACC ACC
nu-tuvyuqi-qala
my-ask-SUBOHD 

co-temp
'would they have bought my house, if I had asked them?'
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As with all the enclitics ending with -kun, there is an alterna
tive form with final a, viz, -xukuna, which seems to have the 
same meaning. Sparkman suggests that this conditional interrog
ative is "remoter", but my data are insufficient to corroborate 
|this.
i

4.2.2.2 Indeclinable Enclitics

We have seen that some of the declinable enclitics also have de
clinable forms, but there are a number of the latter which stand 
alone. These are -kam, -ku and -^an.

4.2.2.2,1 -kam
|
A sentence with this enclitic appears to be an invitation to the
hearer to bring one of his senses into play (very often sight).
It thus has a deictic function. It is found in two environments:
(a) with the imperative form of verbs of sensual perception, and
(b) with declarative sentences where an accompanying 'look' imper
ative is also possible. The sentences in 88 illustrate environ
ment (a), those in 89 environment (b).

(88) a. tow-kam wunal nawxtmal qa*-qa
look that girl cry-PHES
IMP
•look, that girl is crying!*

b. naqma-kam va*ka mica? qa*-qa
listen cow somewhere 
IMP
'listen, the cow is bawling somewhere!'
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(89)

jSometimes the imperative is also present, as in 90:

(90) tow, wunal-kam to'-qa mahinik licax-muna-0
look he stone-LOC slowly slip-come-PRES
IMP
•look, he'B slowly slipping down the rock*

When explicit imperatives are present, we should expect a new S 
after the imperative and, as a result, one of the syntactic 
enclitics after the first word of the second S. A second encli
tic is however unacceptable here:

(91) a. tow-kam wunal-*up nawitmal qa*-qa
b. tow-kam wuna* lum-*pum pesli-qa sinaval /fu*li-wun

they dish-LOC money pour-PRBS
'look, they are putting money in the dish'

This suggests that the imperative has been incorporated into the 
second S, with the special enclitic -kam coming in the expected 
second position in the sentence. We can thus generate sentences

c. hu*f(i-kam nu-pi*vi
smell my-tobacco
IMP
'smell (or smoke) my tobacco!'

a. wunal-kam nawitmal qa*-qa
'look, that girl is crying' (cf. 88a)

b. ?a* pu*ta, pu-ta*x-kam pali-q
(Spanish his-self draw attention-FRES
expletive)
look, he's trying to make himself noticed' 

(said of a jealous dog)
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of the type seen in 89 from sentences like 88, if we consider the 
deep structure of both to be a conjunction of sentences. A deri
vation for 88a and 89a would be as follows (substituting English 
morphemes for the sake of clarity):

(92) a. [s[g look][gthat girl is-crying] by -kam INSERTION

b. look] [gthat-kam girl is-crying] by INCORPORATION

c. (~g look that-kam girl is-crying] by look-DELETION ,

d. Ug 0 that-kam girl is-crying]] = 89a

(93) a. [g[g look] [gthat girl is-crying] by -kam INSERTION

b. []g[g look-kam][gthat girl is crying] by INCORPORATION

c. Eg look-kam that girl is-crying] = 88a

This derivation is to some extent strengthened by 90, which is in 
fact the sentence generated in 92b. That INCORPORATION has not 
yet taken place is supported by the break after tow (indicated by 
a comma) in 90, whereas in the sentences of 88 there is no pause 
after tow-kam. naqma-kam and hu*j£L-kam.

For some discussion of the details of -kam INSERTION see 
4.5*3 below.

4. 2. 2„2.2 -ku

This enclitic only appears with imperatives. It conveys the idea 
of impatience or slight annoyance with the hearer, or of reluc
tant consent (see also 4.5.2). In the following examples ’con
text' sentences are given in English for the sake of simplicity.
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(9*0 (When I ask him to chop wood for me, he never chops enough. 
If I complain then he sayB to me:)
?o*xa-ku cori ’well, chop it yourself then!,'
your chop
-self IMP

(95) (A: I have some beanB but they're not fried. B:)
wali-ku poy 'well, fry them then!'
fry it
IMP ACC

(96) (after a long argument)
sa*msa-ku *oh well, buy it then ! (It doesn't
buy matter to me.)
IMP

4.2.2.2.3

This enclitic is clearly connected with the question enclitic 
z£ I t  is used to indicate a question which follows on from 
another asked either by the speaker or the hearer.

(97) (A: What's a to*vit ('brush rabbit') like? B: It's like
a jackrabbit.)
A: po*? -/an pa*xut micatankis (= micat ?ankis) 

that like
'and what's a jackrabbit like?'

(B: A pa*xut is a jackrabbit, only young.)

(98) (A: How old are you? B: I'm eighty.)
?om-/an, h£k-su ?u-tawpa-ki
you how many-ENC your-year-ALIEN

INT

'and what about you, how old are you?'
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Sentence 98 could also be asked by A instead of B, if A turns to 
a third person and asks his age.

(99) (A: Are you going thrashing beans this year? B: Yes,)
?om-#fon 'what about you?'

I
| For a suggested derivation of this enclitic, see 260 in 4.5*2.
i
14.2.2.5 Generation of the Semantic Enclitics

In the following sections I shall put forward an analysis of the 
Luiseno semantic enclitics which is based on semantic structures 
containing abstract 'performative* verbs and 'higher' verbs of a 
non-performative kind. It will be easiest to discuss these if we 
look at individual kinds of simplex sentences and at the enclitics 
and other particles that are contained in them. I shall there
fore make some preliminary remarks here about performatives and 
higher verbs and take up the detailed analysis in the appropriate 
section devoted to each kind of simplex sentence.

As we mentioned above in 4.2.2, the notion of the performa
tive verb was first put forward by the philosopher Austin and a 
detailed account is given in his first lecture in the book 'How 
to Do Things with Words' (1962). For our present purposes we 
need only note that a sentence containing a performative verb is 
not a statement but an example of the action that the performa
tive verb refers to. Thus, to say: 'I accept your offer' ia an 
act of acceptance* Further, Austin points out that performative 
sentences have no truth value, but can only be considered 'felic
itous' or 'infelicitous'. The performative idea was later taken
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up by transformational grammarians, in particular by Boss (1970) 
in the article on declarative sentences in which he produces 
fourteen arguments in favour of what he calls the 'Performative 
Analysis'. This claims that every English sentence is dominated 
in the deep structure by one performative verb of communication
| with a first person subject and possibly a second person object,
!
| and that this verb marks the illocutionary force (see Searle,
| 1965) of the utterance. Austin's performative/constative 
(= non-performative) distinction was analysed by Anderson (1970)( 
he also tries to show that Boss' arguments

"are not amenable to explanation in syntactic terms 
and that where explanation seems possible, it is in 
terms of semantic structure." (p. 2)

A comparable theory of higher or abstract verbs, which un
like performatives are not restricted as to subject and object, 
was first put forward by G. Lakoff (1970a). A thorough-going 
use of this approach was later made by B* Lakoff (1968) in her 
analysis of Latin complementation, where she posits a number of 
different abstract verbs, some performative and some not , in 
order to account for complementation involving the accusative 
and infinitive construction or subjunctives with various intro
ducers, and for different kinds of imperative.

In the sections below I shall suggest a similar analysis 
for Luiseno and endeavour to describe its strengths and weak
nesses.
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4.3 Declarative and Interrogative Sentences

4,3.1. Usefulness of Higher Verbs

It ia easiest to demonstrate the usefulness of higher verbs in 
Luiseno by considering the sentences 45-53 in 4,2,2.1.1 with the 
quotative enclitie "kun. It will be remembered that the simplex 
sentence f£uqa*l moyaq means 'the woman is tired'. By the addition 
of the enclitic -kun, three pieces of meaning are added, namely 
(a) I say(the woman is tired), (b) the woman herself says (she is 
tired), and (c) they (= people) say (the woman is tired). If we 
postulate an abstract verb dominating Tthe woman is tired', it is 
a simple matter to represent the three meanings by introducing 
different persons as subject into the superordinate S. If we call 
the abstract ver REPORT, we get the following tree:

(100)
REPORT

THEY

Whichever of the three alternatives in subject position under 
has been selected in the semantic representation, it may be 
deleted with the whole of after -kun has been introduced into

W. Bright has pointed out to me that there may not be three 
specific meanings associated with -kun. He prefers an analysis
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which requires only one, fairly general meaning and supports his 
preference by observing that this concept is expressed by a 
single morpheme in many Amerindian languages and also elsewhere; 
e.g. some Spanish dialects use dizque, Kanarese uses ante, etc. 
Now the most non-committal rendering of -kun I can think of is 
'it is said', where the sayer is left fully unspecified, but I 
can see no way of making use of this in a higher verb analysis. 
And in any case Luiseno possesses no passive constructions. 
Another possibility is that the higher verb is active but has a 
neutral subject like 'somebody'. One objection to this is that 
it is rather curious for 'somebody* to include the subject of 
the sentence as in the (b) translation of jfapa*1-kun moyaq 'the 
woman (herself) says she is tired'. An entirely different analy
sis was proposed to me by G. Bedell, who suggested that -kun may 
be equivalent to an adverb like the English 'reportedly'. The 
snag here is that Luiseno has no adverbs at all of this kind; in 
fact, it has extremely few adverbs of any kind, English adverbial 
modifications usually being rendered by Luiseno verbal construc
tions which clearly have sentences underlying them. This being 
so, in the case of reportedly we are back again to the higher 
verb.

The first analysis I offered above seems to avoid all these 
problems and in my opinion is therefore preferable. However, 
even if I am wrong, the language itself does present some syn
tactical justification for an analysis with a higher verb of 
saying such as REPORT.
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In one kind of indirect speech (see 5.3.1.1) we find sentences of 
the following kind, where -kun introduces subordinate clauses 
after overt verbs of saying:

(101) Q  wuna • lum-pum yax-wun {̂, /rfuqa*l-kun moya-q
they -ENC say-PRES woman be tired-FRES

PL
'they say that the woman is tired1

(102) [s no’-n yaqa*[[g /(uqa*l-kun moya-q[J]
I-ENC say

'I 6ay that the woman is tired*

(103) j~g /£uqa*l-up yaqa* moya-q-kunj]
woman-ENC say
'the woman says she is tired*

Underlying 103 we can postulate 10^:

(104) Q  /uqa*l £ ^uqa*l / , T]*-6 1 LS ^  ̂ 1 moya-q yaqa'JJ

If we forget for the moment about the syntactic enclitic in the 
top sentence, and simplify Tense/Aspect, 103 can be generated by 
the following transformations: (1) -kun INSERTION introduces -k»« 
as first element in a S immediately dominated by a verb of say
ing, (2) EQ.UI-NP DELETION deletes a subject NP in a S under 
identity with the subject NP in the next higher S, (3) ENCLITIC 
ADJUSTMENT, makes the enclitic hop over the first word to the 
right of its own S t (̂ f) OBJ-VERB PERMUTATION switches around a 
verb and its object when the latter is also a S. Thus:
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(105) a.
NP NP

<  <  i  '  ■/BUija*l S yaqa*
NP V 

jsu*ga*l moya-q

b.

by 1
*

by 2
^uqa*1 ¥yaqa*
-kun NP V

-f ''i ^£uqa*l moya-q

Buna•1 yaqa*
-kun

moya-q

d.

by 3 NP NP
J ./ I \ ,jsuqa*! S yaqa*

by k
>

■ /  Kmoya-q -kun

p u q a  * 1 yaqa*

raoya-q -kun

With the exception of -kun INSERTION all these transformations are 
needed elsewhere in Luiseno and are of very general application. 
The important thing, however, is that a second rule for inserting 
-kun into main clauses is not needed if we postulate, as in 101, 
an abstract verb of saying such as REPORT ( with the same syntac
tic behaviour as an explicit verb of saying, e.g. yaqa*) to ex
plain such sentences as 106.

(106) ^uqa*l-kun moya-q ’the woman is tired*
'the woman says she is tired*
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'they (= people) say the woman 
is tired'

Of course we must now have a DELETION rule to remove the whole of 
the superordinate S with its abstract argument and predicate. In 
this respect the higher verb analysis I am suggesting here re
sembles the performative analysis. DELETION rules of this kind 
are open to two criticisms: (1) they are peculiar in their vir
tual wholesale destruction of a dominating S leaving only the

ijsubordinate S behind, and (2) they seem to be necessary only in
![performing operations on semantic structures.

Bach (1971) claims that the recent research of Hitchie and 
Peters into the mathematical properties of transformational gram
mars has shown that they are

"too powerful to qualify as theories of natural language.
• Yet a major part of the research of the years
since Aspects has gone into the development of theories 
that are even more powerful ... than the standard theory." 
(p.5)

He points out that the theory has been extended since Aspects by 
the addition of pre-cyclic (G. Lakoff 1970a), post-cyclic (Hobs 
1967b) and 'anywhere' rules (Noss 1967c), by deep-structure and 
surface-structure constraints (Perlmutter 1968), and more recent
ly by Lakoff's claim that

"transformations are just the limiting case of much more 
general (and more powerful) derivational and even trans- 
derivational constraints." (Bach, p.5)

(See G. Lakoff 1970b, 1972).
DELETION rules of the kind I suggested above also fit into

the category of these ever more powerful rules that recent trans-
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formational research has Introduced. Tet the fact that Luiseno 
-kun appears in main clauses with exactly the same force as when 
it introduces a subordinate clause dependent on a verb of saying 
suggests strongly that a higher verb of saying has indeed been 
deleted.

4.3.2 Abstract Performative Verb

Let us now go further and explore the consequences of proposing 
jthat the structure in 100 is not the final analysis, but that
i

above the higher S shown there an even higher S of the performa
tive kind can be postulated. Before we look at the details of 
this, consider the following sentence with the -^ukun enclitic 
(described in 4.2.2.1.3):

(107) ûija* 1-jrfukun moya-q
7'do they say the woman is tired?'

Here the enclitic adds two additional semantic ideas to the orig
inal sentence: (1) the utterer of the sentence is asking the 
hearer for information , but (2) the required information is not 
about the truth of the original sentence but about the truth of a 
report of the original sentence. This complicated semantic struc
ture can easily be represented in a tree:
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ASKHPYOU

THEY NP
I

S ,

REPOET

nioya-q

Sentence 10? can now be generated cyclically as follows. On the
lowest cycle no transformation applies. On the S cycle, -kun
INSERTION places -kun before the next lowest S (i.e. S-) by being
sensitive to a rule feature on the verb REPORT. A DELETION trans
formation now deletes REPORT and its abstract subject in S

(109)

ASKNP

NP

-kun moya-q

The S- now becomes redundant and is pruned; as a result the NP
that was dominated by S_ also becomes redundant and is also pruned
giving 110
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(110) s.

I YOU NP ASK
S

-kun /rfuqa*l moya-q

ion the last cycle «^u INSERTION,:which will need to be sensitive
to a rule feature on ASK, now applies and places to the left 
of the next lower S (i.e. S^). Again a DELETION transformation 
operates and removes the abstract subject, indirect object and 
verb of S^, producing 111.

whereby S^also becomes redundant and is pruned. Finally ENCLITIC 
ADJUSTMENT causes the two enclitics to hop over the next non- 
enclitic word to the right (maybe we need a rule to fuse them intd 
one unit before they hop) and then we reach 107.|
fr.5.5 An Alternative Proposal

One criticism that can be levelled against the above analysis is 
that the introduction of the enclitics by transformation violates 
a universal constraint on transformations proposed by Chomsky

(111) S.1
NP

-^u -fcun £uqa*l moya-q

The NP between S^and S^is now redundant and will be pruned,
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(1965s1^6) and claimed by Bresnan (1970) to have received addi
tional confirmation in Dougherty (1968), Kayne (1969) and Helke 
(1971)* This states that no transformation be allowed to intro
duce morphological material into a

"configuration dominated by S once the cycle of trans
formational rules has already completed its application 
to this configuration."

This is* of course, exactly what -kun INSERTION and -^u INSERTION 
do, since it is on the cycle of the S containing the verbs REPORT 
and ASK that an enclitic is prefixed to the next lower S.

Bresnan has raised just this same objection to the trans
formational introdcution of complementizers in English. She goes 
on to point out that the complementizers that, for-to. rs-ing are 
not semantically devoid of function as many grammarians have 
hitherto assumed and that this provides additional evidence for a 
new node COMP in a configuration of the following type:

(112) S
COMP S

Under various circumstances this configuration may be dominated by 
NP or VP, e.g. depending on whether it is the complement of a 
factive or non-factive verb, etc. In the introduction of com
plementizers by transformation the rule has to be sensitive to a 
rule feature on the verb above the S complement. Bresnan*s analy
sis has the advantage that no rule feature and no insertion trans
formation are now needed, since the verb can be subcategorized 
for the type of complement it takes.



4.3.^ Enclitics as Complementizers?

It is interesting that all Bresnan's remarks about English com
plementizers seem to apply equally well to the Luiseno enclitics; 
indeed we may justifiably ask whether the enclitics are not in 
fact complementizers. First, if they are so analysed, note that 
without the higher verb analysis Luiseno has overt complementizers 
introducing most kinds of non-embedded sentences. Bresnan also 
envisages this possibility for English and suggests that all non- 
embedded sentences have complementizers introducing them, though 
some must be obligatorily deleted: she means non-deletable ones 
like 4-WH and deletable ones like CJ. The case for enclitics as 
complementizers in Luiseno becomes even stronger if we accept the 
higher verb analysis, for now the 'unattached* complementizers in 
non-embedded sentences become the complementizers for which the 
superordinate abstract verbs are categorized; or, put in another
trway, they now introduce the complements of these verbs. This will
i

jbecome clear if we apply this new analysis to 107. Note that I
ijam assuming the position taken by G. Lakoff (1971) that the base
Irules directly generate semantic representations as phraee-|
markers. Thus Bresnan's innovation in the base rules:

(113) NP----» N S
VP----> V S
S ---- » COMP S

must also apply to semantic structures, and in particular the S 
and the COMP nodes must also be generated in phrase-markers to 
introduce the complements of abstract verbs. I shall also assume



for the moment that Chomsky's universal does in fact hold, though 
this is far from having been proved despite Bresnan's claims. I 
shall also assume that it applies to transformations on semantic

lexical transformations. This is in keeping with the demands of 
Bach (1971) discussed above for severe restrictions on transfor
mations and a much more heavily constrained transformational 
model than either the interpretivist or the generative semantic 
school at present envisage.

4.5.5 A Sample Derivation Incorporating Bresnan*s Proposal

We can postulate for 107 a remote structure such as 114, where I 
have for the moment left Tense/Aspect out of account:

Operating on this we need no enclitic insertion transformation at 
all, only DELETION transformations with subsequent tree pruning. 
Thus 114 is the starting point for the following derivation:

structures, i.e. prelexical transformations as well as post

(114) S
I YOU NP ASK

S
COMP

-*u THEY NP REPORT
S

COMP S
-kun NP V

/(uga*l moya-q
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(115)

HIGHER VERB 
DELETION

I YOU NP ASK

COMP (I)
—/rfu

S
COMP S/ /\-kun NP V

■ f A  Vjsuqa'l moya-q

b.
I YOU NP ASK Pruning t i

' S
/ \COMP S

/-/fu COMP S
/  / \-kun NP V

/, \ , ^uqa*l moya-q

PERFORMATIVE 
DELETION

d. S1
/KPruning , COMP.. S_

= *  y  V ^ .
-'<« “ MPa \

-kun NP V
A  'xjeuqa*! moya-q

CO
/  / \-^u COMP S

/  / \-kun HP T
/suqa*l moya-q

With the configuration in 115d we now need some means of obtaining 
a structure like:

(116) S
COMP, COMP,. NP V
A . 1 / ' / , ^-pu -kun /fuqa*l moya-q

This could be achieved by an ad hoc transformation raising COMP,£
and adjoining it to S^ to the right of COMP^ S2 would now 
become redundant and be pruned. Then SUBJECT RAISING would attach 
NP to fl t and PREDICATE RAISING would attach V to S±.
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4.3-6 For and Against the Two Proposals
There are two things that can be said against incorporating Bres- 
nan's proposal into a performative analysis- First, if Bresnan ie 
right that every S must have a complementizer, we must also posit 
a COMP node for the performative S at the top of the tree. This 
would cancel out the one big advantage that the performative 
analysis has over other approaches, viz. that every COMP node 
must depend on a superordinate verb. Second, Bresnan's proposal 
springs from the desire to stand by Chomsky's universal constraint 
but as I intimated above, it is by no means certain that this con
straint holds universally. This being so, her inventing a new 
COMP node to avoid introducing morphological material into a tree 
where the constraint forbids it may be nothing more than a vain 
exercise.

Two criticisms can also be levelled against the introduction 
of the complementizers by transformation. The first concerns the 
DELETION transformation required to remove most of the performs-
|
itive S. Fraser (1971) in his critique of Boss' arguments for the 
performative analysis says that he agrees with Boss that the rule 
for performative deletion faces a number of difficulties. These 
consist mainly in so restricting the DELETION transformation that 
overt performatives are not also deleted. It seems to me that a 
fairly simple, though maybe ad hoc, way to overcome this problem 
would be to make the DELETION rule sensitive to a feature 
C+Abstractl on the higher verb. This would ensure that only 
abstract verbs would self-destruct, while overt performatives,
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marked with, the feature C-Abstract]], will not.
The second criticism is that we need a separate transforma

tion to introduce each enclitic, each transformation being sensi
tive to the higher verb on which the enclitic depends. This seems 
awkward and wasteful, but on the other hand it leads to simpler 
lexical entries for the higher verb, which no longer needs to be 
subcategorized for the enclitic (complementizer) it takes.
I On balance the disadvantages of enclitic introduction by 
transformation seem to be far less serious than those attaching to 
Bresnan*s analysis. Furthermore, in the transformational approach 
the problem of the complementizer in the top performative S does 
not arise. For these reasons I shall reject Bresnan*s proposal 
and in the rest of this study generate the enclitics by trans
formation.

Before we go on to take a look at the various Luiseno sen-
\

tenee types, let me make one observation on the consequence of 
the performative/higher verb analysis on the distinction I have
|
j

hitherto made between semantic and syntactic enclitics. This 
analysis with the enclitics introduced as the complementizers of 
abstract higher verbs seems to remove most, if not all of their 
semantic force. They now come to look much more like the syntac
tic enclitics from which they were carefully held apart. Indeed 
the only characteristic, which can now differentiate the syntactic 
enclitics from the semantic enclitics, viz. the apparent sensi
tivity of the former to the T/A suffix on the verb in their own S, 
owes its existence to the analysis of T/A that one adopts. This



sensitivity would be a distinguishing factor if we were to adopt 
the feature analysis mentioned in 4.1.1 above, but when T/A is 
analysed as a series of higher verbs the syntactic enclitics 
become the complementizers of these higher verbs in exactly the 
same way as the semantic enclitics are the complementizers of 
their higher verbs.

I4.3.7 Derivation of Declarative Sentences
In the discussion above we concentrated principally on one type 
of interrogative sentence in order to make our arguments clear. 
Before I go on to analyse interrogative sentences in detail, it 
will be more convenient to deal first with declarative sentences. 
These are of two kinds: Simple Declaratives and Declarative 
Reportives.

4.3*7.1 Simple Declaratives
For simple declarative sentences we can postulate an abstract per
formative ver DECLARE with first person singular subject and 
second person indirect object, as in llS, and with a node HP 
■dominating the T/A higher verbs. Thus underlying

(117) /uqa'l-up moya-q 'the woman is tired1

we have the remote structure:
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(118)

I ^

NON-CONT

NON-HAB

NON-HYP

auna*l moyax-

V\ DECLARE
4-Abstract

It will be remembered (see 4,1.2) that the node I have ringed is 
the only one of the T/A higher verbs that represents Tense; the 
three lower nodes represent Aspect. Another way of describing 
118 is to say that the simple declarative sentence consists of a 
predicate DECLARE and three arguments, namely the first person 
singular pronoun, a second person pronoun and a sentence whose 
predicate must be one of the verbs of Tense. The final T/A encli
tic will be atomically generated by ENCLITIC INSERTION as the 
cycles proceed up the tree. On the topmost cycle a transformation 
sensitive to the performative verb (here DECLARE) will attach the 
appropriate enclitic (in this case 0) to the front of the S 
dominated by one of the NP arguments. If the T/A verbs have 
meantime been raised and lexically replaced by the correct T/A



suffix we get:

(119)

^una*10 -up
J+Declare]

DECLARE
[^Abstract]

moyax-

A PERFORMATIVE DELETION transformation will now eliminate I, YOU
and DECLARE, pruning will remove S1 and NP^ and moyax- will be
raised to immediately precede -£ . Finally, in the enclitic 

0sequence [^.Declar^ -UP * the zero element must be deleted, and, in 
the verb sequence, moyax- and must be welded together with 
subsequent phonological deletion of the x.

4.3.7.2 Declarative Reportives

The other type of declarative sentence is the one I described in
4.3*2 but now with the abstract performative added. It will be
remembered that this was the type of sentence with a higher verb 
REPORT which I suggested could have I, THEY or x^ as subject, 
where x^ is the same person as the subject of the lowest S. A 
jglance at the tree below, in which the performative DECLARE and
its arguments have been inserted, will make this clear. This is
the tree for 106, repeated here for convenience as 120.
(120) ^uqa*l-kun moya-q 'the woman is tired*

•the woman says she is tired* 
'they say the woman is tired*
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(120) ctd.

NP VNPNP
DECLAREYOU

NP NP
REPORT

THEY
NP

moyax-

jsuija*!

PRES

NON-CONT

NON-HAB

NON-HYP

|The cyclical applications of the transformations will proceed up 
the tree as before, and again the T/A verbs will be replaced by 
-q and the abstract enclitics by -up. On the cycle of a trans
formation sensitive to REPORT will add the enclitic -kun to the 
front of and on the cycle the transformation sensitive to 
DECLARE will attach the enclitic to the front of »
as for simple declaratives. Ultimately we shall obtain the encli- 
tic sequence k Dec?aIJ  -kun -up. As before, the[+DeoJarJ  encli- 
tic must be deleted; -up must also be deleted since -kun does not 
tolerate the company of any Tense enclitic. With the final opera-
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tions described in 4.3*7.1 we finally arrive at 120.
Two things should be noticed about this tree. First, I have 

posited no T/A verbs above REPORT, although it might be semantic
ally more accurate to consider performatives and other abstract 
verbs as being in the present tense. Perhaps a case could be 
made for them not to be marked for tense, or, put in another way, 
for the Luiseno T/A verbs to be restricted to a position below the
lowest S containing an abstract verb which must later be deleted.
Although this strikes me as a weakness, I shall adopt this prae* 
tice for simplicity's sake and in all the sections below intro
duce no T/A with abstract verbs.

The second thing to be noticed is that if the subject of the 
verb REPORT is in fact 'I1, then REPORT also functions as a per
formative, in fact as an embedded performative. Although Ross 
(1970:261) claims that

"every deep structure contains one and only one per
formative sentence as its highest clause",

and thus implies that performatives may not be embedded, Fraser
(1971) produces a number of counterexamples disproving this. He
points out that the sentence
(121) I admit that I concede the election
"is simultaneously an admission and a concession". Similarly, in
(122) I announce that I hereby promise to be timely
there is both an act of announcing and an act of promising. If 
one performative can appear embedded below another when they are 
both overt, there should be no objection to positing this same 
relationship when they are both abstract.
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4.3*8 Other Higher Verbs

Before we turn from declarative sentences to questions, it is 
necessary for the reader to become acquainted with one character
istic feature of the Luiseno verb that clearly shows the need for 
higher verb analysis. This is the attachment of certain affixes 
to the verbal roots or stems so as to add an extra verbal notion. 
The examples below show that the resulting verbal forms have usu
ally to be translated into English by means of two verbs, one 
being the complement of the other. For clarity of exposition I 
shall provide some morphological notes on each suffix first and 
then in a final subsection show how they can be accounted for as 
higher verbs in underlying structure.

4.3.8.1 -muna

This suffix adds to the sense of the verbal stem the notion that 
jthe action is performed while the actor is approaching the speaker 
as in 123, or that one state is changing to another as in 124b.
The suffix is clearly related to the verb muna* 'come*.

(123) tow, wunal pu-?a*s po*tu qall?-muna
he his-animal it be on top-come

LOG PRES
'look, he's riding up on his horse'

(124) a. nu-yu?-up warn? piwa-q
my-hair-ENC already be grey-PRES

PRES
•my hair is already grey*
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b. nu-yu?-up warn? plwax-muna 
'my hair is going grey'

4,3.8.2 -vica/-vicu

This is a very common suffix and can be translated by 'want to', 
e.g.

(125) a. wunal-pil he*la-qu^ 'he was singing1
he-ENC sing-REM CONT

! b. wunal-pil he• li-vica-quĵ  'he wanted to sing*

Rote that the root he■1- usually has the thematic increment;
-(?)ax. When the suffix -vica is added, thematic -(?)ax is 
regularly changed to -i- in LaJolla and Pauma usage. In Hyde the
suffix is given with the form -vicu (also quoted by Kroeber/Grace)
and thematic -(?)ax is retained, e.g.

(126) mariya pellaxvichuq ( = pel-ax-vicu-q)
'Maria wants to dance1

Tac seems to have vacillated between both forms, though the thema
tic increment regularly loses its x in his usage. Thus on page 
196 he writes

(127) no eis* so' hatiivichoci> o yiyipi
(= nu-?e*s-su hati?i-vicu-q ?u-yi?yi-pi

with me-ENC go-want-PEES your-play-SUBORD 
IMT FDT

'do you want to go with me (in order) to play?'

but on pages 192, 193, 198 he writes hatiavichoc' (= hati?a- 
vicu-q).
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^.3*8.3 -vuta/-luta

These suffixes are synonymous and correspond to English 'can, be 
able', e.g.

hiB-sing-can-PEES 

Here too the thematic increment -(?)ax may be converted to -i-,

;pu-he»lax-luta-q are acceptable variants alongside those in 128. 
Note that the verb forms with this suffix are extremely odd syn
tactically when compared with all other Luiseno verb forms. They 
are the only ones that take the same range of T/A suffixes as a 
finite verb, yet they have possessive prefixes attached to them 
as if they were non-finite (i.e. nominals). It may be that this 
one construction is the only fossilized survival in Luiseno of the 
mechanism well developed in Cupepo and Cahuilla of attaching - 
sub.ject pronouns as prefixes to finite verbs. In spite (or maybe 
because) of its frequency, this Luiseno construction today seems 
to be vacillating between a verbal and a nominal position. This 
can be seen from the enclitic forms used in the sentence when the 
English translation has a non-third person subject. Consider the 
enclitic in the following two sentences:

(129) (< no* 4 up)

(128) wunal-up Jvuta\ •he can sing1

but it often remains unchanged; thus pu-he*lax-vuta-q or

(luta)-ENC - 
4PRES 4III 
-PL

'I can sing*
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(130) no*-n
ENC
4-PRES
4-1
-PL

nu-he*li-(Vuta|-q 
llutaj

'I can sing'

According to my informants the correct form of the sentence is 
129 with the third person singular enclitic indicating that the 
verbal form is also construed as third person singular, i.e. as a 
nominalization. All the examples quoted in Kroeber/Grace (1^5-6) 
have third person singular enclitics no matter what the person of 
the prefix on the verb is. On the other hand, in Hyde (107-8) all 
the examples are constructed like 130 with the person of the 
enclitic matching the person of the prefix on thft verb, e.g.

(131) chaam-cha chamwaayaxvotawun
(» ca*m-ca cum-wa*yax-vuta-wun

rENC
4-PRES
4-1
4-PL

| Twe can swim1
[Compare this with:

our-swim-can-PRES
[♦PL]

1(132) ca*m-p cam-necilutoq (Kroeber/Grace: 1^5)
I

/ v » V tv . , ,(= ca*m-up cum-neci-luta-q
I24C
4-PRES
4-1
4-PL

our-pay-can-PRES
[-PL]

Hyde's usage also agrees with the colloquial speech of my own in
formants, who employ the matching enclitic at least as often as 
the non-matching one._____________________________________ ________
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Examples 131 and 132 point up another peculiarity about this 
construction. Whereas Hyde has only plural T/A suffixes on the 
verb when the personal prefix is plural, Kroeber/Grace always have 
singular T/A suffixes regardless of whether the prefixes are sin- 
jgular or plural. The plural suffix was consistently rejected by
imy Pauma informant, who always uses the singular. On the other 
hand, in LaJolla usage the singular T/A suffix with non-matching 
enclitic is frequent, but the plural with matching enclitic also 
occurs at times, e.g.

(133) wuna*lum-pum qay pum?-kupu?i-vuta-wun
they -ENC not their-sleep-can-PEES

4-PRES
4-III
4-PL

D » ]

Very rarely a plural enclitic may be found with a singular T/A 
suffix as in 336.

We may note finally that -vuta is the only suffix used in 
the speech of my LaJolla informant, who rejects -luta, although 
according to Malecot's personal notes it was recognized by his 
sister. On the other hand, -luta is used just as often as -vuta 
by my Pauma informant. Hyde gives only -vuta; Tac has examples 
of neither.

^.3.80 -̂ -ni

This is the Luiseno causative suffix.

(13^) no*-n poy neci-ni-q 'I'm making him pay'
I-ENC him pay-cause-PRES 
PRES ACC
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In the REM tense -ni is replaced by -nax, and for the FUT tense 
-nixan is used:

(135) no*-nil poy neci-nax 'I made him pay1
ENC cause
REM REM

(136) no*-nupu poy neci-nixan 'I shall make him pay*
ENC cause
FUT FUT

k. 3.8.5 -la
The most common use of this suffix is to indicate that an action 
is repeatedly or continually performed. Compare 137 with 138.

(137) ?om ney caqi-q 'you are contradicting me'
you me contradict-PRES 

ACC

(138) ?om ney caq-la-q ’you keep contradicting me'

Notice that the verb loses its thematic increment when -la is 
added. (For other useB see Kroeber/Grace: 1^3)

4.3.8.6 -i(m)

This is another very common suffix. It adds to the verb the 
notion that the action is accompanied by movement from one place 
to another, e.g.

(139) a* no*-n ce»ni-q 'I'm shearing sheep'
shear-PRES

r V / .  , V  / . , *b. no*-n ce«nx»-q ( ce*nx-x-qj
'I'm going from one flock to another shearing'

The final m appears in the REM tense; whenever another suffix
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follows (as in 139 )» the m is dropped.

(1^0) no*-nil waxa*m wani*-qa wa*ya-ym
I-ENC yest. river-LOC REM
REM

'I swam across the river yesterday'

^ . 3 . 8 . 7  - Q i

This suffix may occur both alone and in conjunction with -i(m).
In the latter case it seems to suggest that the movement is not 
directed to any particular goal, e.g.

(141) no*-nil kiha*t mi*?-qanik puya*maqi ^u^qalum
I-ENC little be-SUBORD always women
REM

pum7-?e*s ya?-qi«-k ( ya?-qi-i-k)
with them run REM

HAB
'when I was young I was always running around with the 
women'

(1 -̂2) xWa*n-up puya*maqi pu*ru ko*?i-nik mon-qi* -ma
Juan-ENC always cigar chew-SUBORD come RES 

| HAB
i 'Juan is always walking around chewing a cigar'

For two other uses of -qi see the discussion of commands with 
higher verbs in 4.5.4-.

^■.3.8.8 Derivation of the Suffixes from Higher Verbs

Within the framework I am using we can easily account for the -ni 
and -viea suffixes by positing each as a higher verb in the under
lying structure in just the way proposed by Langacker (1970).
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Thus for 134 we would need a structure:

(143)

NP
no*
•I'

NP
[S
NP
IS

PRES

NP
.1wunal 

•he 1

and for 125b we would need:

(144)

CAUSE
% -ni

neci-
'pay'

NP
IS REM

NP
CONT

WANT
•he'

wunal he*lax-
'he' sing'

It should be noted that in postulating trees like 143 and 144 we 
are claiming that for forms like neci-ni- a relationship of noun 
phrase complementation obtains between the higher verb and its



complement although the former winds up as a suffix on the latter 
in surface structure. Despite its structural peculiarity, maybe 
the -vuta/-luta suffix can be dealt with in the same way. There 
are certainly precedents in other languages for construing 'can' 
as taking a NP complement (e.g. French: je le peux, German: ich 
kann es, etc.). In the case of -la, however, we can find no sup
port for NP complementation. Similarly for the other suffixes 
illustrated above, which all involve motion, NP complementation is 
clearly impossible, since verbs of motion do not take noun phrase 
objects. If we wish to posit higher verbs as underlying these 
suffixes, we must use underlying structures where a relationship 
corresponding to what Rosenbaum (196?) calls 'verb phrase' comple
mentation obtains between the higher verb and its complement.
Thus underlying wunal qali?-muna in 123 we should have:

(1^5)

wunal COME NP
wunal qali?-
'he' 'be on top'

This tree is intended to be nothing more than suggestive.
Before we leave these suffixes, let me quickly survey the 

advantages and disadvantages of analysing them as higher verbs. 
We have just seen that in some cases we shall have to postulate
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NP complements and in other cases complements of a different kind. 
This is a drawback as we shall now require two different sets of 
transformations to convert the verbs into suffixes. On the other 
hand, the higher verb approach can very competently account for 
the fact that a Luiseno sentence such as

(146) wunal-pil he»li-vica-qu/ ?exqi
he-ENC sing-want-REM tomorrow 

REM CONT
CONT

*he wanted to sing tomorrow*

can contain a temporal adverb that is irreconcilable with the T/A 
ending on the verb. In 146 it is clear that the 'wanting* is past

iand the 'singing* future. The higher verb approach can accommo
date both these temporal relations quite comfortably since it
postulates two separate verbs in underlying structure. Finally,
! ! 
(further support is lent to this analysis by the fact that the
shape of some of the suffixes discussed above suggests that his
torically they may well have been free verbs: alongside -muna- we 
jhave the free verb muna* ,come* and alongside -qi- we have the
1ifree verb qe * * leave*.
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4.4 Questions

4*4.1 Two Proposals for Abstract Performatives

In 4.^.2 when I began the discussion of abstract performative
verbs in general, I illustrated my argument with an example from
Luiseno containing an abstract performative S: I YOU NP ASK,
where NP immediately dominates a S containing the elements that
ultimately appear in the surface question. It should be pointed
out that this is not the only approach within this model. Some
linguists have attempted to account for the illocutionary force ol
interrogative sentences not by positing a higher verb ASK but by
considering questions to be requests or commands to the listener
to provide information. This is the analysis referred to by Ross
(1970:238) when he suggests that

"questions are to be derived from structures roughly 
paraphrasable by I request of you that you tell me S".

This topic is apparently discussed in detail in a forthcoming
paper by G. Lakoff and Ross entitled 'Abstract Syntax', of which
I have not been able to obtain a preview.
j Although this approach does away with the necessity for
positing one higher verb, namely ASK, it is at the expense of 
additional structure. It seems to me that nothing is thereby 
gained; so I shall continue with the structurally simpler approach 
mentioned above with the performative S containing ASK.

Whenever I use the terms 'direct question* and 'direct 
speech' below, it should be borne in mind that I am borrowing the 
traditional names for surface structures merely as convenience
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labels. The presence of the higher abstract verb means* of 
course* that in the performative analysis 'direct' structures are 
really indirect in the underlying trees* i.e. complex not simplex.

^f.4.2 Structure and Intonation

At first sight Luiseno questions seem quite uncomplicated. There 
are* however, one or two problems connected with them. Before we 
consider these, let us first take a careful look at the structures 
involved. Ab we saw in ^.2.2.1.2, direct questions differ from 
declarative sentences by having the T/A enclitic replaced by the 
interrogative enclitic -/u declined appropriately for person and 
number. They also differ in intonation. In the most usual kind 
of declarative sentence the pitch remains more or less level at 
mid and falls on the last strongly stressed syllable in the sen
tence to low; in most questions the pitch begins as for declara
tives but jumps to high at the beginning of the last strongly 
stressed syllable and then falls immediately to low. The ques
tion is thus characterized by a greater pitch interval on the last

8stressed syllable than is found in declaratives. Graphic 
examples are given below. Each dash shows the height or change in 
height of a single syllable, a single acute accent represents 
stress, and a double accent the last strong stress.

(1^7) a. ?u-ka*mi-p pu-yu? yot
your-son-ENC his-head big 

PEES
'your son has a big head1

/ tf

1 A



?u f "O ~f / Tl-ka*.ml-s pu-yu? yot
ENC
INT

I
//

n

.L..\

/ tf

'does your eon have a big head?'

(14-8) a. pu-qe • sum-pum ?oma*n
his-elder-ENC not be-PRES 

sisters PRES PL
PL

♦he has no elder sisters'
b. pu-qe*sun-/um ?oma*n

ENC
INT
PL

'doesn't he have any sisters?'

(149) a. ?om-pil pu-pu*k-i hed-ax
you-ENC door-ACC open-REM 

REM
♦you opened the door1

b. ?om-^u pu-pu*k-i hed-ax
ENC
INT

'did you open the door?'

4.4,3 Yea/No Questions

Apart from the absence of a question word, the principal differ
ence between Yes/No questions and Q-word questions is that every 
Yes/No question is the first member of a potential disjunction 
where the second member (when it occurs) is a negative form of theI
i

jfirst. Disjunctions of this kind are never found in Q-word ques
tions. Consider the following Yes/No questions:
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(150) ?u-^qaki-s gordu (man qay)
your-wife-ENC fat or not

INT
*is your wife fat (or not)?'

(151) ?uke«, pi-s po*? ?oliva*ris ?aya*linik ?a*w?-q
sir and-ENC that well be-PRES

INT
(man qay) 
or not
•and is Olivares getting along well (or not), sir?’

(152) p6*?-j£u ?oliva*ris pu-pa*^um pu-pe*tum qal-wun
his-elder his-younger be-PRES 
brothers brothers PL

(man qay)
•does Olivares have older and younger brothers (or not)?'
(lit. = do that Olivares's older and younger brothers

exist (or not)?)

In each of the above sentences the second member of the disjunc
tion is included in brackets. Henceforth I shall refer to each of
!IIjthe two members as 'disjuncts1. It will be noticed that exactly
!jthe same type of gapping occurs in Luiseho as in English in the
j

jsecond disjunct: everything but the negative particle is deleted. 
There is, however, an alternative form of 152 which shows a dif
ferent kind of gapping:

(153) po*?-/£u ?oliva*ris pu-pa*^um pu-pe*tum qal-wun
(man ?oma*n )
or not be-PRES

Sere everything is deleted but the lexical verb and its T/A suf- 
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The important thing to observe in 150-152 is that there is 
no occurrence of the interrogative enclitic in the second dis
junct. If we look at indirect questions, however, the situation 
is different. After an overt verb of asking, telling, knowing, 
etc., where the dependent S contains no question word, an ’or not 
disjunction is again possible, but in this case both disjuncts are 
always introduced by the particle te*, e.g.

(15^) wunal-up tovyaq-q te* ?u-pe*t pu-?ya*li-vuta-qala
he-ENC ask-PRES your-ygr his-mend-can-SUBORD

brother
(man te* qay)
•he is asking whether your brother can fix it (or not)1

This presents a problem for the performative analysis of direct 
Yes/No questions. I suggested earlier that a neat way of account
ing for direct questions in general would be to posit an abstract 
performative sentence (S^) above the question (S^) , i.e.

(3.55) fiL
OH (disjunctive)

I YOU NP ASK YOU NP ASK

s, S,
A  ANP V NP V

This analysis claims that 'direct1 questions are indirect in 
underlying structure, i.e. embedded. This being so, we would 
expect the abstract performative ASK to behave in the same way as 
the overt verb ask, but my examples show that this is not the 
.case. Direct questions have one occurrence of the enclitic —ĵ u in
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them (whether there is a disjunction or not), whereas indirect 
questions have both disjuncts introduced by te*. One way to ex
plain this difference would be to make -jfu dependent on a feature 
QfAbstract] which would differentiate ASK from ask, and to have 
-^u generated in each disjunct and subsequently deleted from the 
second. When the higher verb has the feature [̂—Abstract] , each 
disjunct would be introduced by te*. This generation of -jrfu and 
te* can be expressed in the following two rules where X equals
the T/A segments of the enclitic.

(156) ENCLITIC GENERATION (provisional)
SD: X e X NP V Z VO f Ask 1

,+AbstractJ

H 
I

2
SC: 1 -/rfu + 2

(157) te* GENERATION (provisional)
SD: X Y NP V Z V

r+Ask ]
— t> Abstract!
1 2 = >

SC: 1 te* + 2

However, this seems a somewhat ad hoc analysis, and when one looks
at the semantics of te* in other occurrences, one begins to wonder
whether the te* in indirect questions really is just a substitute 
for -^u. The particle also occurs in non-embedded sentences at 
surface level with question intonation. My Pauma informant some
times gave such sentences as the Luiseno equivalent of direct 
questions, but when pressed, he translated them with 'I wonder..*
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Unfortunately all the examples I have of this type are question- 
word questions, but they will do as illustrations. Consider the

//following:

(158) mi'kiqa-^ ki*car*n
when build-FUT
'when will he build?' //

(139) m£*kiqa te* ki*ca-n
(OR: te* mi'kiqa ki*ca-n)
'I wonder when he will build?'

Semantically these two sentences seem very close: they elicit the 
jsame responses from the hearer, e.g. qay-na ?ayaliq 'I don't know I 
tawpaoa 'in the summer', etc., but there is clearly a different 
feel about them though my informants could not express this in 
words.

The syntax and semantics of te* seem particularly complicated 
(e.g. 159 with declarative intonation means *1 don't know when he 
will build'); so rather than interrupt the discussion of Yes/No 
questions any further, I prefer to devote a special section to te* 
(4.if. 10) at the end of this chapter.

Let us now return t'o the underlying structure I proposed in 
154 and attempt a full derivation of a Yes/No question. For a 
simple sentence like:

(160) wunal-#fu wuko*?-ya 'did he come?'
her ENC arrive-REM 

INT

we may provisionally posit the following underlying structure
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(but see 4.4.5 below):

(161) S.

I YOU NP^ ASK
4-Abstract

NP V
HEM

S -as
NP V

wunal Vuko*?ax-

As the cycles proceed up the tree, wuko»?ax- will be raised each
time by PEED RSG, ultimately fusing with -ya to produce wuko* ?ya; 
and the T/A enclitic -pil will be generated by ENCLITIC INSERTION. 
On the S^ cycle -jfu will be inserted by the transformation formu
lated in 156, then the PERFORMATIVE DELETION transformation will 
remove I, YOU and ASK, and pruning will delete S1 and NP^. We 
shall then be left with:

At this stage we shall need a rule to delete any T/A enclitic that 
is found after -/u (e.g. -pil in 162), just as we needed similar 
rules at the end of 4.3*7»1 for declarative sentences and of 
4.3«7*2 for declarative reportives. (I shall return to the formu
lation of these rules in the next paragraph.) Finally, an ENCLI
TIC ADJUSTMENT rule of the kind described in 4.2.1.5 will spread

(162) S

X  ' , ' ■>wunal wuko•?-ya
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the person and number features from the subject NP (wunal ’he1) 
to and the appropriate form of the enclitic will then be
inserted from the lexicon. It now only remains for a very late 
transformation (ENCLITIC PLACEMENT) to make the enclitic hop over 
the NP that follows it, and then 160 has been generated in all ite 
details except for case.

Note that under this analysis several enclitics may be gener
ated, and at some stage in the generation appear side by side.
Most of these do not tolerate the presence of another; so we need 
ENCLITIC DELETION rules to remove those that are not wanted. As 
we discuss more and more types of sentences, these ENCLITIC DELE
TION rules will need to be collapsed and simplified. 163 is the 
rule required so far for Yee/fto questions, declaratives and 
declarative reportives.

(163) ENCLITIC DELETION (provisional)
a. SD: 0J+Declare]

ENC

1 2 — — >
SC: 0 2

b. SD: J-kunl
W «  J

ENC

1 2 -
SC: 1 0

ENC in the above is an abbreviation for all the various enclitics 
we have discussed in preceding sections. This means, of course, 
that in the full rule they would all have to be listed, which 
seems a very clumsy procedure. The only way to avoid this would
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be to consider ENC a category node generated by the phrase struc
ture rules as the first element In the expansion of S, i.e. some
thing like: S »ENC NP (NP) (NP) (ADVL) V. However, there
seems to be no justification for positing a new node of this kind. 
In the approach I am adopting, the enclitics have no semantic 
independence; each is merely a reflection of a higher verb. On 
the other hand, the introduction of a node ENC to which to attach 
them suggests that they do have some independence. Furthermore, 
to introduce ENC as a category in the PS rules speaks against the 
universality of these rules and this is undesirable.

After we have looked at Q-word questions and their relation 
to declarative sentences with indefinite adverbs and indefinite 
pronouns, we shall see that the above derivation of Tes/No ques
tions is unsatisfactory and that there are good reasons for them 
to be derived from the 'or not* type of disjunction I talked about 
above. A similar kind of argumentation can be found in Stockwell 
(1968: INTERROGATIVE 7-10), but I shall leave the arguments for 
the Luiseno derivation until 4.4.5 when we shall have a better 
overall picture.

For the moment I will just outline the rules and structure 
required for the generation of 164, i.e. the 'or not' disjunctive 
question of which 161 is only a part.

(164) wunal-jrfu wuko*?-ya man qay 'did he come or not?'

Underlying 164 we can now postulate the tree 165. A number of 
linguists treat 'not* as a predicate (higher verb) whose argument 
is the S it negates (e.g. McCawley:1968b. Postal: 1970). Although
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this is consonant with the approach I am taking here, it will 
only produce additional structure irrelevant to my argument. For 
simplicity I have therefore entered qay 'not* in the lowest S of 
the second disjunct.

(165)

YOU NP

CONJ S, 
,/ / \man

NP V IA  ' *wunal wuko*?ax-
NEG
qay wunal wuko«?ax-

The same transformations will apply to 165 as applied to l6l, 
until on the topmost cycle we obtain:

(166)
CONJ _

m4n
-fin -pil NP V qay -̂fin -pil NP

A  I ,wunal wuko* ?ya wunal wuko* ?ya

Additional transformations are now needed to delete all but qay 
of before ENCLITIC DELETION, ENCLITIC ADJUSTMENT and ENCLITIC 
PLACEMENT apply to S^, and to shift man to between S2 and what is
left of S,. We then have the following surface structure:5
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(167) S

S_ man aaz.

wunal
NP

-gu wuko*?ya

1 shall suggest below in 4,4.5 that the generation of Yes/No ques
tions without the disjunction can easily be accomplished by de
leting CONJ and in 165.

4.4.4 Question-Word Questions

Structurally, Q-word questions in Luiseno do not differ greatly 
fron Yes/No questions. As we saw in 4.4.3, apart from containing 
a question word they differ in not allowing the disjunction which 
is permissible in Yes/No questions. On the other hand they are 
formed in exactly the same way as Yes/No questions by the inser
tion of Z&L in direct questions and of te* in indirect questions. 
The latter will be discussed in full in 4.4.10; so let us limit 
our attention here to direct Q-word questions. They can be 
classified structurally into two groups: (1) those that contain 
an adverbial Q-word (see 4.4.4,1) and (2) those that contain 
nominal Q-words (see 4.4.4.2).

4.4.4.1 With Adverbial Question-Words

There are two common forms of this type of question: one with the 
Q-word in the usual mid-sentence position for adverbB, and the 
other with the Q-word at the beginning. In both cases the inter
rogative enclitic is also present and follows the first word
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unit in the sentence. My informants could find no meaning dif
ference between these forms. They will be amply illustrated in 
the sections which follow, where I deal with each Q-word individu
ally.

4.4.4.1.1 ml«kiqa 'when1

(168) ya?as-^u mi»kiqa wuko»?-a'n 
man arrive-FUT
•when will the man arrive?'

(169) mi.*.kiqa-jrf wunal loluxa
he make 

REM
'when did he make it?'

.2 micaxaninik 'how, in what way*

(170) po*?-jtfu micaxaninik ?ayali-ma*n 
he know-HAB FUT
'how will he know?1

(171) micaxaninik-su ?om kula*wut cori-ma
11you wood cut-HAB PEES

'how do you cut wood?’

Although it is rarer there is an alternative to 171 which clearly 
shows that micaxaninik is a fusion of two forms: mica? (? 'where') 
and ?axaninik ('thus, in this way').

(172) mica?-/u ?axaninik ?om kula*wut cori-ma 
'how do you cut wood?'

The combination of 'where' and 'thus' is puzzling; one might have



expected 7axaninik alone with the interrogative enclitic but not 
with mica?. In the fused form (which is the regular morpheme for 
•how') the first two syllables mica- bear no stress at all, which 
seems to indicate that whatever meaning mica? originally had in 
this combination has probably been lost, i.e. that this is an
iidiom.
j
i4.4.4.1.3 mica? 'where*

;(173) ca#m-^is ?oy mica? ha*l-an
we you seek-FUT

ACC
i 'where shall we look for you?'

1(17*0 mica?-^u xWa*n ?a*w?-q
| Juan be -PHES

sit
; i'where is Juan (sitting)?' j

Kroeber/Grace (106) say that mica? is the construct form of mica-ti
i •which one' (see 4,4.4.2.3)* Since by definition the construct
i

form is the form a nominal bears when accompanied by a possessive 
iprefix, e.g. the construot of k£*-ca 'house' is (nu)-k£? '(my) 
house', I can see no justification for such a claim: mica? is not
iin construct with a possessive prefix, and it is impossible to see 
how such a construct could come to mean 'where'. Undoubtedly the
jtwo words have a root in common (see also 4.4.4.1.4 and 4-.4.4*1.5)1
but that is as far as we can go.
14.4.4.1.4 mici«k *to where'1
j

jThls word contains finally the dative suffix -ik and is therefore
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probably a fusion of mica? + ik (cf. paradigm 196 below).

(175) ?om-jrfu mici*k 
'where are you going?*

(176) mici'k-su ?om wukala-q
walk-PRES|

i 'where are you walking to?'

4.4.4.1.5 mlcey(?)/micay 'from where*

This word is curious. It also appears to contain the same root as 
! v,mica? but instead of the usual ablative suffix -13 ay /-pi we find
i , 12jthe unique suffix Rincon and Pauma and -y? at LaJolla.
i
Furthermore both Pauma and LaJolla replace the stressed vowel a 
| by e.

(177) LJi ?ora-jrfu micey? muna*
come-PRES

'where are you coming from? *
i(178) R: micay-su ya?as pokWa-q (Hyde:100, with alter-

man run-PRES ed transcription)
'where is the man running to?'

4.4.4.1.6 hi*nay/hi*ni 'why*

'Here we have the root hi*- (see also hi*-ca 'what', 4.4,4,2.2) 
followed by the ablative suffix, one of whose meanings is 'on 
laccount of*. The semantics of this word are thus quite clear.
The first form is that in use at Pauma; the second is that of 
jLaJolla where final -ay is regularly reduced to -i.
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1(179) ?umom-/tfum hi*i]i ?um-?as-m-i mariq-ax
you your-animal-PL-ACC trade-REM
PL

i
i

; 'why did you trade your animals?'
I
|(180) A: no*-n pa*l-ik B: hi-qi-s
! I-ENC Pala-DAT

PRES
A: 'I'm going to Pala* B: 'why?'

4.4.4. 1,7 hik 'how much, how many*

We may guess that this word also has some connection with the root 
jh x * Despite Kroeber/Grace (106), it seems unlikely that the
I

ifinal k is the regular Luiseno dative ending -(i)k, as it is re
gained in the compound hik-kun 'how many times, how often* and is 
jeven followed by what looks like the plural absolutive suffix in 
the animate plural form hikcum, and by the locative suffix in
ihlk-qa 'at what time* (lit. 'at how many'). Furthermore, the
|vowel in hik is short, whereas in the dative of hi* ca it is long 
(see 192).

(181) pu-tawpa-ki-s hik or more commonly:
his-year hik-su pu-tawpa-ki

i

'how old is he?'
j

(182) wunal-^u hik ?ankis pu-tvulva1 he like his-tallness
'how big, tall, is he?' (* about how much is his tallness)

1(183) hikcum-^um ?ankicum he*yi-wun
j dig-PSES
i PL
!

j_______ 'about how many are digging?1_____________________________



(l8*f) ?oy-su hik-kun ti*w-ax
you see-HEM

| ACC
|

'how often did he see you?'
i

j(l85) hik-qa-*fum ya*yi**cum ?exqay wuko*ax-kuturn
I man-PL tomor. arrive-going to

PL
'what time are the men going to arrive tomorrow?' 

k.k.k.Z With Nominal Question-Words
i

Since nouns can occur in a number of different syntactic cases in 
ja Luiseno sentence, it is not surprising that when these nouns are
i !

questioned the interrogative proforms by which they are replaced j
also occur in the same syntactic cases. There are three such pro-j

!
:forms in Luiseno: hax 'who', hi»-ca 'what* and mica-t 'which 
(one)', and each has the full paradigm of cases that any other 
noun has. There is one curious feature about hax and hi*-ca, 
however, that differentiates them from all other nominal forms.
The latter fall into two categories according to the case endings 
jthey carry; put more accurately, they are subcategorized for the
r

feature [jt Animate] where j~t-Animate] covers human beings and ani
mals but not plants. Nominal forms that are [^Animate] have only 
two case endings, nominative and accusative; for all other cases

ijthe nominal form remains uninflected but is followed by the third
i

person pronoun po»? inflected for the appropriate case.(see 186). 
All nominal forms with the feature Q-Animatej have suffixes 
attached to their stems for all the cases. In the case of hax 
and hi»-ca. this is the only place in the language where a mor
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pheme distinction is made between different kinds of animateness: 
thus hax requires a feature E+Human] in addition to [^Animate}; 
hi.• -ca on the other hand can have either the feature [^Animate'] 
or CrAnimatel depending on whether it refers to an animal or not*

4.4*4.2.1 hax ’who*
j

:The case paradigm for hax is shown in part in 186.
j
(186)

Since the subject NP is usually found first in a Luiseno sentence, 
this is also the usual position for the nominative form hax, e.g.|

i

|(l87) hax-jrfu te*tila-q 'who is talking?'
talk-PRES

|;With the other cases, however, both initial and medial positions
ijare found for the same form with no change of meaning, e.g.

(188) nawitmal-jrfu ?axi*-yi ?ari-q
girl ACC kick-PRES

'who is the girl kicking?'

(189) ?axi*-yi-sum ?umom t£»w-ax
you see-BEM 
PL

'who did you see?'

Singular Plural
NOM hax ?axi-m
ACC ?axi*-yi ?ax£*-m-i
DAT hax poyk ?axi-m po*mik
LOC " po*tu " po*muta

etc. etc.
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(190) ?ax£*mi-sum ?umom t£*w-ax 
'who (pi) did you see?'

f

'In the oblique cases other than accusative, the elements in the 
jquestion have usual declarative word order, or just hax may be
j

brought to the front, or both hax and the declined form of po»?.
In the latter case hax may be considered the first element in the 
I sentence for the purpose of -<fu insertion, or else hax and the
I declined form of po*? may be taken together. The following
j

iexamples will make this scrambling process clear.

| (191) a.

b.
c. 
d*

Of the above the most common types are 191a and 191b.

14.4.4.2.2 hi«ca «what'
i i

The case paradigm for hi*ca is as follows;

(192)
I 

i

i

t

i j ̂pf the three accusative singular forms, his is the regular form in 
jcareful lento speech in Pauma, LaJolla and Bincon. In allegro

Singular Plural
NOM hi*-ca 
ACC h£-s/h£-s/hi-t 
DAT hi*-k 
LOC hi.- -qa 

etc.

? h£*-ca-m (Hyde: 99)
? h£-s-m-i (Kroeber/Grace: 106)

?om-jrfu peslis hax ?o*v-ax (declarative
diBh give-BEM word order)

*who did you give the dish to?'
hax-jfu ?om peslis poyk ?6*vax
hax-/u poyk ?om peslis ?6*vax
hax poyk-jfu ?om peslis ?o*vax



speech both my informants at Pauma and LaJolla assimilate the 
final s to the s of the interrogative enclitic, and occasionally 
the Pauma informant used an alternative form with it, which is also 
jrecorded in Kroeber/Grace (106). Hyde makes no mention of any
jalternative forms, but there is no mention either of the
I
alternation which would give rise to such forms. All the inter
rogative examples are written with -^u irrespective of the quality 
of the preceding vowel.

Both plural forms, presumably meaning 'what things', 'what 
janimals', are quoted by Kroeber/Grace and hi*cam is also given by 
;Hyde but with no example. I have included them for the sake of 
{Completeness although they do not occur in my own data.

The following examples illustrate the use of hi*ca.

(193) hi*ca-/ ?u-k^a?-qat
your-eat-RELATIVIZER 

PRES
'what are you eating?' (lit. = what (is it) that you are

eating)

i(19̂ ) ?om-^u his te*tila-q OR
talk-PRES

: fhis-su 
\hit-su

?om te;tila-q

'what are you talking about?1

(195) wunal-/u hi •qa wi*ta-q
stand-PRES

'what is he standing on?'
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j ^ . 4 . 4 , 2 . 3  mica-t ‘which (one)1

jThie word shows the regular difference in declension between
I
janimates and inanimates. When referring to or accompanying an
j

jinanimate noun it is declined as in 196. The dative is irregular 
|cf. above). I have collected no examples with plural
r

'inanimates.i
1 ( 1 9 6 )

:When referring to or accompanying an animate noun, micat has the 
following case forms:

(197) Singular Plural

jExamples of the use of micat Q-Animatej are:|
1(198) mica-t-/u ?u-?a*s

your animal
'which animal is yours?'

\

[(199) ?om-jfu mica-t ki*-s sasamsa
house buy-REM 

| ACC
| 'which house did you buy?'

_!07

Singular
MOM mica-t
ACC mica*-t-i
DAT mica-t poyk
LOC mica-t po*tu

etc.

Plural 
mica*-t-um

. W f . Jmica-t-m-i 
mica*-t-um po*mik 
mica*-t-um po*muta 
etc.

Singular Plural
NOM mica-t ?
ACC mica-t ?
DAT mici*-k
LOC mica*-qa

etc.



(200). mici ■ -k-su ?om ki*-k muna*
house go-PRES 
DAT

*which house are you going to?•[ 
f

1(201) mlca*-qi Eu*-qi-s ?om nec-ax (LaJolla)
arrow-ABL-ENC pay-REM

INT

! OH: mica*-qay-su hu*-qi^ ?om nec-ax (Pauma)
•which arrow did you pay for?’

(202) mica*-tal-j£u hu*-tal ?om hunwut-i jrfe?i-lut
INSTH-ENC INSTB bear-ACC shoot-going to

INT
OH: mica*-tal hu*-tal-^u ...
'which arrow are you going to shoot the bear with?'

'The following sentences contain micat |+Animatel :

(203) m i c a * ? a m a * y - u m  mi*si-qa mi*si-muk
boy-PL Sunday-LOC be at church-HEC

CONT
•which boys were in church on Sunday?'

(20*0 mica*-t-i-s hiqe*mal7i ?om ti*w-ax (LaJolla)
boy-ACC see-REM

OH: mica*-t-i-su^* ?om ?ama*y-i ti*w-?yax (Pauma)
boy-ACC see-REM

•which boy did you see?'

(203) ?om-^u mica-t nawitmal po*-qi ku/an-ax
girl ABL take-REM

'which girl did you take it from?*
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(206) mica-t-/(u ?om hige?mal^ puma*gi nec-ax (Pauma)
him pay-REM
BENEFACT

'which boy did you pay for (= on behalf of)?'

We also find micat combined with the adjective ?ankle 'like' in 
jthe sense of 'what kind of', e.g.

| (20?) mica-t-^u ?ankis ?o*nu kula*wut
that wood

OH: micat ?ankis-su ?o*nu kula*wut
i 'what kind of wood is that?1

i(208) po*?-^u pu-pus mica-t ?ankis
he his-face
'what does he look like?' (lit. = of what kind is his

face)

\k.kmb,3 'how1 by Circumlocution I
| i

Luiseno has no single word for 'how* in expressions like 'how bigtj
Ismall, etc. ' and has to resort to various circumlocutions. There j

i !
are two principal ways of getting around 'how' questions: one uses
hik or micat ?ankis and the other uses a Yes/No question about the
{quality concerned. Let us take the last of these first.

^.^.4.3.1 With Appropriate Yea/fto Question
!
[If I want to ask how stupid a person is, I can say:
f
rt
[(209) wunal-jtfu pilek ?a*cls 'is he very stupid?'
t| very stupid
[and if the answer is ?uho* 'yes', I have received the same infor-
Ijmation as if I had asked an English 'how' question and received
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the answer '(he is) very stupid1. The situation is similar where
IIthe sentence contains an adverb instead of an adjective. Thus:ii
|(210) ?om-^u ?a*w?-lowut ca*muta wa*m
! stay-going to we long
j  LOC

'are you going to stay with us long?'
(for: 'how long ....)

(211) ?om-/rfu qileq ?u-lvi?i-vuta-q
quickly your-make-can-PBES

'can you make it quickly?'
(for: 'how quickly ...•)

;4.^f.4.3.2 With hik and micat ?ankisII
This second alternative is only open if an abstract noun is avail
able in Luiseno corresponding to the adjective in English. Unfor
tunately there are only a handful of these nouns in the language 
and there is some uncertainty even about the form of those that 
do exist, hence the variants for 'bigness* in 212 and 213.
(212) hik-su pu-yotka (LaJolla)

its-bigness
'how big is it?' (= how much is its bigness)
OB: hik-su ?a*-q pu-yotka

> be like-PBES
I

(a how much is its bigness like)
I (213) ?o*nu-^ kula»wut hik pu-tvulvu

that stick its-length
i

I 'how long is that stick?' (a how much is that wood's
! length)
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(21*0

(215)

(216)

ii
h.h.b.b Relation to Indefinite Pronouns and Adverbs - and the 

Problem of Ambiguity
j

In the discussion In the foregoing section I have been talking 
about question words as if they were something in their own right. 
This is in fact not the case in Luiseno; most (maybe all) of these 
words can be used in declarative sentences, where they must be 
translated into English by an appropriate indefinite pronoun or 
adverbial expression, e.g.

1(217) ca*m-cupu ml'kiqa hatx?a*n (cf. 4,4.4.1.1)
we-ENC sometime go-FUT 

FUT
i

! 'we shall go sometime*
[
(218) no*-nil mica? puney tx*w-ax (cf. ^.^f.4.1.5)

i

I I-ENC somewhere it see-REM
| REM
I

* I saw it somewhere*

?o*nu-jf ?u-po*sti-ki-m hik ?ankis pum?-tavulvu
your-post-ALIEN-PL their-length

'(about) how long are your posts?'
(= that (i.e.) your posts how much is their length)

mica-t -/fu ?ankis pu-yo»tu ?u-ki? (Pauma)
its-bigness your-house

* how big is your house?1
(= like which one is the bigness of your house)

mica-t-jrfu ?ankis kula»wut pu-tvulvu
stick its-length

'how long is the stick?'
( = like which one is the length of the stick)
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(219) ya?as-up his wavi-lut (cf. 4.4.4.2.2)
man-ENC something bring-going to PHES
'the man la going to bring something'

j(220) hikcum ?ankicum he*yi-wun (N.B. no enclitic was used;
! a few like dig-PBES cf. 183)ANIM ANIM PL

PL PL
1 just a few are digging'

j|As we saw in the preceding sections, it is the replacement of the 
[T/A enclitic by the interrogative enclitic that turns these sen-
i

itences into questions. Since no fronting of the indefinite pro- 
jnoun or adverb is necessary to form the question, there is in each 
‘case a curious ambiguity. For example, when -cupu in 217 is re-
i

Iplaced by -/um, the sentence can mean either 'will we go some- 
jtime?' or 'when will we go?1. Similarly, with -/un instead of 
-nil, 218 becomes 'did 1 see it somewhere?' or 'where did I see

i|lit?'; with -/u instead of -up, 219 becomes 'is the man going to 
jbring something?' or 'what is the man going to bring?'; and with 
jthe addition of -/um after hikcum, 220 becomes 'are just a few 
‘digging?' or 'about how many are digging?'.
1

j  This is so surprising that I took great pains to check on
jthe accuracy of this observation. My informants agreed that the|
isentences with the non-fronted indefinite are ambiguous: they can
j p fibe answered either by ?uho« 'yes', qay 'no', or else by an infor- 
jmative sentence such as ?exqay 'tomorrow', ki*qa 'in the house1,
i1|etc. When the indefinite is fronted, the question is most likely1
to be understood as a Q-word question, but my data show that_____



Q-word questions are formed just as frequently without fronting
even though ambiguity may arise. It should be noted that with or
without fronting the interrogative intonation pattern remains the 

16I same.
We now see that what in the preceding sections I have beeni

|calling Q-word questions can structurally also be Yes/No questions 
land we may justifiably ask whether the distinction can now be 
upheld. I think it can. Yes/No questions containing an indefi
nite can add a man qay 'or not' disjunct, whereas Q-word questions 
Icannot. A question like 'will we go sometime?’ carries no pre
supposition that we will in fact go, hence the liberty of the 
answerer to choose 'yes' or 'no1. It is as if the questioner is 
jasking about a 'going-sometime'. On the other hand the question
j

| 'when will we go?' does carry a presupposition that we will go.
|It is not the 'going' that is now being questioned but the indefi
nite time. From the different kind of answer that each question 
elicits it is clear that this difference in presupposition also 
sxists in the Luiseno sentences. As both types have the same 
surface structure, this poses a problem for the generation of 
Luiseno questions. At the moment I do not know how to accommodate 
jthe different presuppositions in the model I am using, but in the
[following section I shall consider two deep structures that can
j

keep the two types of question apart.
I
fr.̂ .5 Generation of Questions
i
jln I suggested that Yes/No questions should be generated
jfrom an underlying structure of the kind seen in 165 with an
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I YOU NP ASK sentence at the top of the tree and a disjunction of 
Ss dominated by the NP. For convenience this structure is re
peated in schematic form as 221:

(221)
ASK

man
&  Anot X

|The disjunction in the underlying tree for the question explains
|

'why the answerer can respond with either an affirmative or a neg
ative sentence.

On the other hand since a disjunction of answers is not 
available to the answerer of a Q-word question, it seems logical 
to posit an underlying structure containing no disjunction, e.g.

(222)
I YOU NP ASK

I
' si z l
jThe tree here differs from 221 only in lacking the righthand dis
junct. This fits well with the fact that the two types are struc
turally identical at surface level when the righthand disjunct of 
|221 has been transformationally deleted. Now if the underlyingf
[form in 221 carries one presupposition and that in 222 another,
!and if I am right in assuming that the presupposition of a sen-
j
jtence is part of its meaning, then these different presuppositions
iI ____ _____________________________________________________________



will be retained by each structure even when transformations have 
rendered them identical.

I therefore propose to posit a tree like 221 as underlying 
all Yes/No questions and a tree like 222 all Q-word questions.I
|The operation of transformations on these trees will be as des-
i

icribed above in 4.4.3.i ^

i4.4.6 generation of Interrogative Beportivee
i

The details of the generation of sentences with -jfiikun were dis-
jcussed in full using the sentence:

j(223) ^uqa*l-#fukun moya-q 'do they say the woman is tired?'
i

One revision is now necessary in the underlying structure. Since 
this question can be answered by either of the responses:
(224) a. moya-q-kun 'they say she is*

b. qay-kun 'they say she is not'
the underlying tree posited in 4.3.2 must now be revised to con
tain the two disjuncts with reversed polarity typical of Yes/No 
questions, i.e.
1(225) S,
I I YOU NP TlSK

; THEY NP REPORTt IS,

man
jrfuga*1 moyaq jftiqa*! qay moyaq
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The transformational details will remain as described in 4.4.3 
except that the righthand disjunct may be optionally deleted. 
When no deletion takes place, S^ must be obligatorily gapped and 
[then appears on the surface as:
L
;(226) ^uqa*l-jrfukun moya-q man qay

'do they say the woman is tired or not?'
]

:The ENCLITIC DELETION rule 163 does not need to be revised since 
iboth -jfa and -kun are retained at the surface.

j4.4.7 ha Questions without -fiu
i
[There is one variant of the question in Luiseho in which the
iinterrogative enclitic is omitted, although the sentence has the 
^characteristic question intonation pattern. The salient feature 
of such questions is considerable gapping. Let us consider Q-word 
questions first.

i ii
Usually when a gapped question consisting just of the Q-word 

is uttered in context, the sentence has the following form:

(227) (A: I killed it in the forest yesterday)
B: hi'qi-s 'why?'

OR: hi* cal-jfu 'with what?'
!Sometimes, however, the question is introduced by ha, in which 
jcase the -^u is absent. I collected the following contexts from 
my LaJolla informant:
(228) A: no*-nil jfu*kat-i mo*makan

I deer-ACC kill-REM
! 'I killed a deer'
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B: ha hi'cal 'with what?'

(229) A: tujrfu ?6m wuna*l-i to*^iqat-i mokna
IMP you that-ACC rabbit-ACC kill
NEG
•don't kill that rabbit'

B: ha hi»qi 'why not?'

(230) A: no*-n pewla-lut 'I'm going to marry'
B: ha ?axi*-yi 'who?'

ACC

iKroeber/Grace (106) also quote one example of this type of ques
tion (though without drawing attention to its characteristics), 
viz. his-ha 'what thing?', 'what waB it?', presumably questioning 
|an accusative noun. Malecot's personal notes show that he checked1
this form with Gertrude Chorre, the sister of my LaJolla infor
mant, and she approved it. Note that ha follows the question 
word here.

This same omission of -^u when ha is present also occurs in 
I Yes/No questions.

1(231) A: gay£»na-p pa*-qa nive?-qa
chicken water-LOC be in-PRES
'the chicken is in the water'

!

B: ha ?atkWayax '(and) dead?'
,I have been unable to determine either the true force of ha or the

!
rules determining its occurrence. It may well be that it is used
in sentences that are merely stylistic variants of the sentences
with -<̂ u or its presence may indicate that the question is more
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insistent. This is, however, pure speculation at the moment.
In my data these ha sentences consist of only one word other 

than ha. If this is a general characteristic and if there is no
i
|

difference in meaning between them and the corresponding sentences 
with -jrfu. they can easily be generated by a simple transformation 
.deleting -jfa in a one-word question and adding ha to the beginning 
^Before anything more definite can be said, however, more data are 
'needed to clarify the force of ha and the conditions of its occur- 
jrence.

b.4.8 Conditional Questions

Examples of conditional questions were given in 4,2,2.1.7. Let me 
jrepeat 86 as:

1(232) ?6m-xukun poy ?£*x"una ?unani man te* qay
him immediately recognize 
ACC

'would you recognize him straight away or not?'

There are two oddities about questions like 232: first, the encli- 
tic does not contain the interrogative segment -jrfu; and second, in 
;the gapped righthand disjunct we find te* where in other Yes/No 
questions we have nothing. I shall discuss the enclitic and its
i
generation first and return to te» later.!

It will be recalled that the non-interrogative hypothetical
j[enclitics seem to be composed of three elements in their longest
I
jforra (see 23), e.g. for the first person singular: -xu-npu-ku.
[where the first is characteristic of conditions, the secondiIappears to be the future enclitic and the third an element that
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can be added to the future enclitic to indicate an even remoter 
period (see 4.1*2). Now in the conditional question it seems that 
jboth the future elements are replaced by a new element -kun which
t;

|ie in shape identical with the reportive enclitic (see 4.2.1.1)
|
jand like the latter can also take a final ^a more commonly found 
[with the past tense. Thus while 232 can in the appropriate con- 
jtext also mean 'would you have recognized him straight away or 
jnot? ', this meaning would usually be indicated by the presence of
iI
the enclitic -xukuna instead of -xukun. If the final segment of 
[the shorter form is indeed related to the reportive enclitic, the 
the semantics of the interrogative hypothetical enclitic are very 
[mysterious.
I The generation of the enclitic in the first disjunct presents
i

no problem. We merely require an addition to the ENCLITIC GENEB- 
ATION rule 156 as shown below:

(2^3) ENCLITIC GENERATION (provisional)

a. SD: X L  -xu Y NP vl Z V
p-Ask 1 
[^Abstract]

1 2  3 
SC: 1 2 + kun 3

b. SD: X L i  NP Vj Z V
pAsk “I 
[+Abstract]

1 2 
SC: 1 -jfa 4- 2

(where Y = any T/A segments not already mentioned in the
rule)
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An example will make clear the operation of 233a» If we wer® to 
generate 232 by the method I suggested earlier in this study* we 
should at one stage obtain the following tree (where for simplic- 
jity I have included only the relevant Luiseno morphemes):

1(23*0
I YOU ftAsk 1

[4-Abstractj

A B qay C
•xu^ r-0 “I V-0 1 f -01 'BP V »not'

LNonHay [MomJ jpresj | p'PRES-- -.
^?om V*T

•you- ... \•-  ' *L  ̂ VB f NON-HAB-- \ *
V '

/~"'HYP--
V

?unani
'recognize1

—C

let us disregard for the moment. When we reach the cycle* 
rule 233a will apply inserting -kun after -xu below Ŝ . The re
sulting row of enclitic segments must now be simplified by the[
ENCLITIC DELETION rule 163b, which must be slightly modified for 
|this purpose: variable elements can now precede -kun and follow 
the segments of the T/A enclitic (abbreviated here to ENC). We 
therefore need variables at the beginning and at the end of the 
rule:
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(235) ENCLITIC DELETION (provisional)
b. SD: X tin ENC Y

1 2 5
SC: 1 2 0 4

'When this rule has applied and ENCLITIC PLACEMENT has made the
'resulting enclitic hop over the word that follows it, S, has now | 2
reached its surface level form ?om-xu-kun ?unani-gf.

Let us now go back and examine in 23^* As the righthand
disjunct of a Yes/No question it differs from S, in structure only

p
by containing qay 'not*. However, whereas the righthand disjuncts 
of all the Yes/No questions we have seen so far reduce by gapping 
ljust to qay, the righthand disjunct of the conditional question 
jhas also to contain the particle te•. How is this te* to be gen<* 
erated? The te* GENERATION rule we wrote in 157 will not help us, 
isince we there made the insertion of te* dependent on the presence 
of a non-abstract verb of asking. It may well be that its pres
ence in this type of question is due to the absence of in the 
Tirst disjunct, i.e. it may be a signal to the hearer that he is 
to understand the sentence as a question although he haB not heard
the characteristic interrogative segment -jfu in the first disjunct.
|

Since the conditional question is the only disjunctive interroga
tive type we have met without (ha questions seem never to be
i
disjunctive), we can add another part to the te* GENERATION rule 
jstating that when both disjuncts contain the enclitic segments 
-xu-kun, the second occurrence must be replaced by te*. If thisI '
addition to the rule is ordered before ENCLITIC PLACEMENT, the
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enclitics will still be in initial position. The following rule 
|can now replace 157:j
| (236) te* GENERATION

a * SD: A X |^™xu—kun ilt -xu-kun qay z]] B
1 2 5

SC: 1 te* 51
b. SD: I L t HP v] Z V

^ ff Ask "I
_ ______________ [> Abstract]
1 2 — ■>

SC: 1 te* + 2

After the operation of 236 the question 232 can now be easily
!

generated by applying the ENCLITIC PLACEMENT rule to switch the 
enclitic to second position in Sj» by placing roan between the two 
disjuncts and finally by eliminating S1 by means of PERFORMATIVE 
DELETION.

4.4,9 Sentences with -/rfupil, -gfupu and -jrfuku

In 4.2.2.1.4 through 4.2.2.1,6 we looked at the paradigms for the 
three enclitics -^upil. -jfapu and -j4uku, and saw examples of their 
usage. Since each contains the interrogative segment -jrfu, we may 
:feel tempted to posit the performative ASK in the top S of the
i

trees underlying the sentences containing them. There are, how- 
|everf a number of difficulties associated with this. In the first 
;place it is not immediately obvious that a question does underlie 
sentences containing these enclitics; in fact, the translations 
given by my informants suggest that they have more the character
i

pf exclamations: 'I guess I dreamed about it* 68, '(gee,) he sure



dug a lot!' 71, 'so you have a gun!' 7^, '(hoy,) he must have paid 
a lot for it* 82. The presuppositions attaching to them suggest 
that the 'action' of the verb is assumed by the speaker to have 
occurred, i.e. he will be surprised if the hearer contradicts him. 
This is the characteristic of declarative sentences and not of 
Yes/No questions, where the speaker asks for either corroboration 
or contradiction.

Suppose, however, for the moment that we do posit in the tree 
that underlies sentences with these enclitics the usual perfor
mative S with ASK. Clearly we are then forced to posit another 
abstract higher verb intervening between the performative S and 
the S that appears at the surface level, otherwise the latter will 
be a simple Yes/No question. In other words we must postulate a
tree like the following:

(237)

ASK

V
+Abstract = ? BE THE CASE

'you have a gun'
:Now the problem is even worse. Apart from the question of the
meaning of this abstract verb, unlike all the other abstract verbs
]

postulated so far it will need its own system of higher T/A verbs, 
^ince the presence of -pil (= past), -pu (= future), -ku (= remote
future) has no connection with the tense of the verb in S,. For[ 3
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example In ?4 the enclitic contains the segment for past whereas 
the surface verb refers to present; similarly in 82 the enclitic 
contains the segment for remote future while the surface verb

IIrefers to past.
No matter how hard we try, there seems to be no satisfactory

iiway of generating these enclitics atomically, as we have so far 
;generated all the others. I shall therefore treat them as unana- 
;lysable units and tentatively suggest that their introduction be 
made to depend on the presence of a higher performative verb with 
:a meaning something like SUPPOSE or for cases like 74 EEGISTEH 
WITH SUHPBISE. I shall not, however, go any farther, since a lot 
more data need to be collected to determine the exact meaning of |i
these enclitics and whether there are semantic differences between' II|them. Iij
4.4.10 Sentences with te* j

i

In 4.4.3 above I mentioned the semantic and syntactic complexity 
surrounding the particle te*, which occurs in both interrogatives 
and declaratives. In this section I hope to throw a little light 
on this problem, but I must again warn the reader that consider.-/, 
able additions need to be made to my data before a definitive 
analysis can be put forward.
I

It will help if the construction types in which I have recor-
!

dad te* are set out in the following schema:
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te*

PAST
Q-word

'I wonder*

•I don't know'

man te* 
perhapa *

Y/N Dis
junction

Indirect
Speech te*-spu 

'probably'
with
Phrasal

Disjunction
when no -fSu. 
in first 
disjunct

Direct Speech 
Y/N Disjunction

Starting on the left side, we see first the interrogative con
structions in which te* plays a role (Branches 1 and 2). The 
first branch indicates the 'I wonder ... * type of sentence dis
cussed in 4-.4.3 and illustrated in 139* We may note that apart 
from the intonation there is no structural difference between 159 
land 239:

(159) mi*kiqa te- 
when

(239) mi*kiqa te*

.•ca-nki< 
build-FUT

*

*1 wonder when he will build*
i « vki* ca-n / // 

~ "\
'I don't know when he will

build'

As 'I wonder* in some languages is translated by the equivalent of
i ' l  ask myself* (e.g. French: je me demande, German: ich frage
\
mich), it seems quite reasonable to suggest that in the Luiseno 
sentence 159 it is translated by the equivalent of 'do I know?'.
[Within the performative model it is now easy to account for the
I
jdifference between 159 and 239 by postulating the following under-
I
jlying trees:
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(240)

X ME NP ASK
[♦Abstract] * 'I wonder' (e.g. 159)

NP NOT KNOW

i<24l) S

YOU NP DECLARE
[♦Abstract]

NP NOT KNOW 
| [♦Abstract]

*1 don't know' 
(e.g. 239)

The particle te» can be inserted by a transformation taking 
account of the presence of NOT KNOW in S^i a similar procedure to 
that used for introducing the enclitics. After PERFORMATIVE 
DELETION has removed S^and S^ in each tree, both 240 and 241 will 
emerge on the surface as structurally identical. Note that with 
this derivation it is now necessary that for the correct assign-
i

ment of intonation the phonological rule be somehow aware of 
whether it was ASK or DECLARE that was originally in the tree. In 
all the declaratives and questions we have so far discussed thereII /has always been either a particle, e.g. ha, or an enclitic seg
ment, e.g. -jfu or -kun(a?. at the surface syntactic level (i.e. at
j
the input level for the phonological component) for the phono-
I
j

logical rule assigning intonation to take note of. Here there is



nothing, since te* does not tolerate the presence of the inter
rogative enclitic -0u and the declarative enclitic is 0 in any 
jcase. In other words a new rule deleting the enclitic whenever
I
te* is present must now be added to 163a and 235*

(2^2) ENCLITIC DELETION (provisional)
i

j c. SD: X ENC te* Y
1 2  3 = 4

SC: 1 0 3

•This means one of two things. Either the phonological rule must
apply before the syntactic rule ENCLITIC DELETION operates, i.e.

j 1

there is no clear demarcation line between the syntactic and j
phonological components (at the periphery structures may be 
shuttled to and fro between the two); or, some phonological rules 
must be global, in the sense that they must be sensitive to non- 
ad jacent rules (in our case syntactic) which occurred in an 
earlier part of the derivation. This is an interesting theoret
ical issue, but time and space prevent me from taking it up here.

If we look at the second branch of the schema, we see two 
other constructions with question intonation in which te* is 
Ifound. The firBt we have already discussed in when we
jdealt with conditional questions. The particle is here found in
[the second disjunct of the 'or not' disjunction in a direct Yes/
|
No question whenever the interrogative segment -0u is missing from 
the first disjunct. The second construction is also a direct Yes/
No question but contains within it what I wish to refer to as|
phrasal disjunction, i.e. a disjunction of words from any category
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jexcept Verb. A Luiseno example will make this clear:

1(2^3) ?o*nu-^ supul man te* weh timet pu-lo?xa
: that-ENC one or two day its-making
j  I NT[
| 'was that made one or two days ago?1
11The disjunction in this sentence is clearly of a different kind, 
or at least on a different level, from the 'or not* disjunction 
which I have suggested is the source of all Yes/No questions. In 
jaccordance with this derivation, 2^3 ought to have a longer form 
iwith man qay 'or not' finally. Unfortunately I have had no oppor
tunity to test the accuracy of this prediction, and furthermore
j

2^3 is the only example I have recorded with phrasal disjunction. 
|0n such scant material it is rash to put forward a detailedI
jtheory, but if the data are correct the presence of te* may de- 
pend on the same phenomenon we have just discussed. If the under
lying structure for 24-3 can be represented as

:<2W

Ofi S

•.1 day ago ..2 days ago •.not 1 day ago ..not 2 days ago

ithen it will be observed that the principal disjunction is at S^,
jwith and as the disjuncts.. We would therefore expect the
|Interrogative enclitic -ffa to be attached to S, and S, . This
j —  3 ^
leaves each of the lower disjunctions in 5^ and S4 without the
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interrogative enclitic, which is just the environment for the rule 
we discussed above. This would then operate to insert te* into 
|the second disjunct of each disjunction, viz Sg and Sg. The te*
i

tin Sg would of course not reach the surface, as would be re-
i / »jduced by gapping to man qay 'or not*.

All the remaining types of te* in schema 238, i.e. branches
i "

3“6, are found with declarative intonation. Branch 3 shows the 
Ite* that introduces indirect questions of the Yes/No type. These 
jwill be fully dealt with in 5 5 - 2  but an example or two can be
i

given here:

(245) no*-n ?oy tovyaq-q te* pu-na? he*yi-vica-q
I-ENC you ask-PRES his-father dig-want-PHES
PRES ACC

j

(man te* qay)
'I am asking whether his father wants to dig (or not)'

(246) no*-n ?oy tovyaq-q te* pu-na? pu-he*yi-qala
his-dig-SUBORD

'I am asking you whether his father is digging'

'Note that in 245 in addition to the te* introducing the indirect
|YeB/No question another te* is found in the second disjunct if 
jthis is allowed to reach the surface. It will be recalled that 
no te* is present in the second disjunct of direct Yes/Ho ques
tions. The second te* in 245 presents no problem, however, since 
it can be introduced by the same rule that introduced the particle

t
[into the second disjunct of conditional questions and into Sg in
I244, provided we make the rule sensitive not only to an abstract
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higher verb of ‘asking1 but also to an overt one. The first te* 
is more problematic. It can easily be generated by an ad hoc rule 
which requires te* to be inserted instead of ~/£u as the first word 
in the NP object of a non-abstract verb of ‘asking1, but it is 
puzzling why -jrfu should be excluded from this position. If we
!
jdelete the non-abstract verb of 'asking1 from 246 and make the
iI
other verb finite, the resultI ’

ii
1(247) te* hi*qi pu-na? he*yi-q!
i

'means 'I don't know why his father is digging' with declarative 
intonation, or 'I wonder why his father is digging' with question 
intonation. It may be that historically 246 consisted of two|
separate sentences, viz. 'I am asking you' followed by the orig
inal words 'I wonder (or even: I don't know) why his father is 
[digging'. In the course of time such paratactic expressions may
j

jhave come to be considered as one construction. This does not 
explain, however, why te* instead of occurs in this type of 
[sentence.
I The fourth branch of schema 238 indicates the 'I don't know't

[kind of sentence I referred to above. It should be added here
that this construction appears to have no tense restrictions. I
have recorded it with future, present and past tenses, e.g.

(248) te* poy ma?ma*n man te* qay
him like-FUT 
ACC

'I don't know whether I'll like him or not'
(249) te* po*? mica? ?a*w?-q(a)

he where be-PHES
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'I don’t know where he is*
!
(250) te* no* hi'qi poyk ?ok-ya

I why her marry-REM
I DAT1Ij 'I don’t know why I married her'
s
|The te* here is differentiated from the te* in sentences with
i

[question intonation (i.e. branches 1 and 2 in schema 238) by 
jsometimes occurring with the T/A enclitics. My data contain 
^examples only with FUT enclitics but it is possible that others 
may also occur. Both the simple FUT enclitic and the remote FUT 
enclitic with -ku (see 22) are found, e.g.
I
|(251) te»-nupu sa*msa-n (man te* qay)
' ENC buy-FUT

FUT 
«
-PL

'I don't know whether I'll buy it (or not)'

(252) te*-nupku sa*msa-n (man te* qay)
Same meaning as 251* but the possibility is remoter?

The particle also appears with -/upu (see 4.2.2.1.5). This con
struction is given two translations: (1) 'I don't know' and (2)l
i'probably'. The sentences with the first translation seem not to
j[differ from those we have just been discussing, but I suspect
iIthere are subtle semantic differences which my informants couldi
pot explain to me. Two examples follow:

(253) A: waxa*m-nil his tulo*w-ax
yest. -ENC something find—HEM

REM
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'I found something yesterday'
B: ha his 'what?'
A: te*-spu (hi*ca) OB: te*-spuku

vhat
| NOM

'I don11 know what'

The alternative second utterance of A contains the only example I
!
[have collected of a longer form of the -jrfupu enclitic with the 
additional segment -ku (cf. -pu-ku 22, and -xu-ku 23 )•

;(25^) te»-spu ?6*nu hik timet pu-?ey pu-pidi-vo
he how time his-leg his-having broken

much ACC
'I don't know how long his leg has been broken1 

‘Sentence 25^ is structurally very similar to B's reply in 255:

(255) A: ?o*nu-/rf supul man te* weh timet pu-lo?xa = 219
B: te*-spu ?o*nu warn? hik timet pu-lo?xa-vo

that already several day its-having
been made

'it was probably made several days ago'

Note that my informant gave the translation in B instead of the 
^expected *1 don't know how many days ago it was made'. Further
[examples must be collected before we can be certain that this
[difference in translation corresponds to a difference in meaning.
jI
| The final branch in schema 238 shows te* in an idiomatic 
jexpression which can be translated by 'perhaps, maybe'. Consider
j

jthe following:
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(256) Bill tuk*ut-i ti*wi-n pi to* micaxana*n
mt lion-ACC see-FTJT and what do-FUT

j II man te* ya?ani-n
| maybe run away-FUT
i 'if Bill sees the mountain lion, I don't know what he'll

do. Maybe he'll run away.'
(= Bill will see the mt lion and I don't know what...)

The utterance in 256 is said bb if it were two distinct sentences. 
The double bar represents the pause. Clearly man in this con- 
istruetion cannot have its usual meaning 'or' as this makes no 
sense in this environment.

The reader will have observed that the analysis of te» con
structions above has become more indecisive the farther we have 
gone. I became fully aware of the difficulties surrounding this
'particle only after X had returned to Europe and was unable to
|do any more field work. However, I consider it of value to have
set out the somewhat confusing findings that I have, as these may
iBerve as guide posts for further inquiry.

|
I

i1
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4.5 Imperatives

If we use the term 'imperative' to cover various kinds of com
mands and advisory constructions, we can distinguish at least 
three different structural types of imperative in Luiseno depend
ing on the form of the verb used. In the first type the verb has 
no T/A suffixes (4.5*1 - 4.5.4), in the second we find PRES tense 
suffixes (4.5-5) and in the third FUT tense suffixes (4.5.6).

4.5.1 Simple Commands

I shall reserve the term 'simple command* for those constructions 
where a command is expressed by a verb form consisting of a stem 
with no T/A suffix and where no enclitic is attached to the first 
constituent in the sentence.

4.5*1*! Affirmative

In the affirmative variety of simple commands the verb forms of 
the singular are the bare stems of each of the four verb classes 
I discussed in 4.1.5 in connection with the T/A suffixes, viz.

(257) a. qew-i-(?) (root + thematic increment i) 1 shout 1'
b. pel-(?)ax- ( " " *' ?ax) 'dance!1
c. ki*cu-/ki*ca- 'build!'
d. ?uho?van- 'believe!*

I
The most accurate form for commands in the class of verbs repre-
|
sented by 257a should probably have a final glottal stop after 
it hematic i. This accords with Malecot's findings (200). I re
corded it only rarely, howevert when various forms of the same 
jcommand were repeated in different ways (see 266). The absence of
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the glottal stop In more rapid speech is not surprising. I have 
already drawn attention in 4.1.3 to its disappearance from the 
beginning of the thematic increment -?ax in verbs of the type 
jseen in 237b when they are spoken rapidly.
i; For the plural of simple commands both my LaJolla and my
ijPauma informant use -urn after the thematic increment -?ax but 
-yam elsewhere. Thus the plural equivalents of 257 are:

,(258) a. qew-i-(?)yam
b. pel-(?)ax-um
c. ki •cu-yam/ki•ca-yam
d. ?uho?van-yam

' shout (pi)t' 
'dance (pl)l' 
'build (pi)!' 
'believe (pi)!'

■We find a number of disagreements about the quality of the vowel 
iin the two plural endings when we look at Tac, Kroeber/Grace,
jMalecot and Hyde. In the following chart I give the cited forms j

i

first in my own transcription and then, where applicable, in that j 
of the original. !

(259) Page -?ax elsewhere
Tac: (184, 174)
Kroeber/Grace: (153) 
Hyde: (184)
Malecot: (200)

-urn (-om) 

-am

-urn (-um)

-yam

-yam

-yum (-jum)

jit will be noted that my own informants agree with Tac, whereas 
jHyde agrees with Kroeber/Grace, i.e. Felix Calac, a Rincon 
jspeaker, and Sparkman's informants who were also largely from 
jRincon. It may well be that there is a difference between Bincon
i
I

and Pauma/LaJolla. Malecot's findings are surprising, however,
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Jsince he worked with the sister of my LaJolla informant.
The verb may be accompanied by the pronouns ?om and ?umSm 

j'you (sg and pi)', which are found both before and after it. The 
!pronoun seems regularly to be omitted in the singular but is usu-It|ally present in the plural. Perhaps the presence of the pronoun

17ilends more emphasis, but my informants gave no hint of this. 
Commands are subject to a much greater degree of word order 
scrambling than declarative sentences, probably because the very 
inature of this kind of utterance necessitates emphasizing certain 
elements in the sentence, and the principal mechanism for effect* 
ing this in Luiseno is by shifting words out of their usual SOV 
order to sentence-initial or sentence-final position. The follow
ing examples will make this clear:

\

(260) a. 
b.

I

(261) a. 
b.

(262) a.

be
i

|( 263) a. 
b.

i c.

i(26*0 ceyk mariqax, ?u-ma*c-i no* hu*pi~lut
| here-DAT turn your-back-ACC I grease-going to
I 'turn back this way, I'm going to rub your backl'

, W f v .haq a*ci 
haqwa*ciyam
kupu?ax ?6*nupaqa 
kupu?axum "
wuni*k ha*yaxthere-DAT
wuni*k

qe
f
•m^® pito* (?om)

'come (sg) here!'
'come (pi) here!'

'lie (sg) down here I'
'lie (pi) down here!’

'move (sg) over (e.g. on a
bench)I'

ha*yaxum 'move (pi) over!'

'leave (sg) now!' 
qe*yam " (?umom) 'leave (pi) now!1
qe*yam " ?ama*yum 'leave now, boys!'
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(265) ?o*nupital to*-tal poy peiji
that-INSTR rock-INSTR him throw

ACC
[ 'throw that stone at himl'

|(266) a. poll? \
b. ?om peli? j* 'kick (sg) it I*
c. peli? ?om J
d. peli?yam ?um6m 'kick (pi) it!'

U 267) ?umom ki*cuyam 'build (pi) a house!'

b,5.1.2 Negative

Negative commands are introduced not by qay as one would expect 
but by a special negative particle which has a singular form tu^uj 
and a plural form tu^u-m. These are usually followed immediately I 
by ?om and ?umom respectively, but the pronoun may be omitted. | 
The verb forms are the same as those for the affirmative. In the II
plural command, concord between the particle and the verb is not 
necessary though it is usual. Thus all the following are possible 
forms of the singular and plural negative command, but 268a and 
268b are the commonest.

1(268) a.
b.

tujfu (?om) he*lax 
tujfam (?umom) he*laxum

1 don't
}

(sg) sing!*

1 c.
d.

tujfu (?umom) he*laxum 
tu/lum (?umom) he*lax

r 'don't (pi) sing!'

(269)
1

a.
b.

tu/u (?om) cipi 
tu;fum (?umom) cipiyam 1

•don't (sg) break it!'

j

j
c.
d.

tu/fu (?umom) cipiyam 
tu^um (?umom) cipi

'don't (pl) break it!'
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After I bad collected my own data, I discovered that the surpris
ing disregard for concord illustrated in 268c,d and 269c,d is cor
roborated in Hyde (18*0. In the papers held in the Bancroft

iILibrary Archives at Berkeley, Sparkman also noted that, in a group 
of words between which a relationship of concord obtains, the 
jplural ending need occur only once. He was, however, talking 
[about concord within noun phrases and was concerned in particular 
[with concord between adjectives and nouns. My own data bear this 
observation out, but it should be added that, except in these 
negative commands, concord between subject and verb is always
i
rigidly observed. One is therefore tempted to wonder whether the 
verb forms in commands may not in fact be adjectival or nominal. 
iCertainly in other constructions the bare stem is a nominal, since 
it can take both possessive prefixes and case suffixes, as the 
I following example shows:

(270) ^uwo*?-qu/rf-pil pu-puk-qa pu-wta?-ax-i
be afraid-BEM-ENC door-LOC his-stand-THEM-ACC 

REM INCH
'he was afraid to stand at the door'
(lit. = he feared his (own) standing at the door)

[IHowever, it is difficult to see how either structurally or seman-
i

tically a nominal form could serve as a command imperative. I
r
[[shall therefore not consider this possibility further.I[
4.5.1.3 Generation of Simple Commands

j

i
ijWithin the performative analysis the generation of simple com
mands presents a few problems. The most serious of these is that,
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as vith questions, we have to posit an abstract performative verb 
ithat has different syntactic behaviour from that of its overt
i -counterpart. The Luiseno verb tosna- 1 command1 does not take as 
its complement a clause with a finite verb, but rather a phrase 
containing a non-finite form of the verb, e.g.

[ i

l(2?l)

i

(272)

:It iB only fair to point out, however, that with the exception of 
one kind of indirect speech and the apodosis of conditional sen- 
'tences, there are no other subordinate clauses indigenous to Lui
seno . Where other types of subordinate clause occur in English, 
Luiseno has counterparts containing only non-finite verb forms, 
jthough occasionally non-indigenous clauses with finite verbs are 
jfound introduced by Spanish conjunctions like kwandu (= cuando), 
dispwes (= despues), etc.

If we are willing to accept this syntactic difference between
|

Ithe abstract performative and its overt counterpart, then we can
ipostulate the following underlying structure with the abstract
i
performative verb COMMAND in the top S:

no*-n ?oy tosqa-q ?u-kpu?ax-pi
I-ENC you order-PRES your-lie down-SUBOHD
PRES ACC FDT

*1 order you to lie down!'
po‘?-pil ney totusqa nu-qe*-pi
he-ENC me order my-leave-SUBORD REM ACC REM FUT
'he ordered me to leave!'
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(273)

I YOU HP COMMAND
I
S2
m

'The next question that has to be decided is what T/A verbs, if
i any, should be generated between S^ and the sentence that emerges 
|at the surface as the actual command. It will help if we first 
Itake a look at commands in English. The first transformational
j

analysis (Katz/Postal, 1964:7^-79) considered all commands to be
j
future. It was noticed that tags with 'will you' frequently occur 
iafter this type of sentence, and therefore an underlying form was
'posited containing both the second person pronoun and the modal|
'will'. Bolinger (1967) levels serious criticism against this 
analysis and demonstrates quite convincingly that the 'will* in 
the command tag cannot be taken as evidence for a deleted 'will1

i

in the command sentence, since other modals than 'will' can also
occur in the tag. Furthermore, he produces evidence to show that
commands are not limited to future tense, but may also be present
ior even past. For example,

"a person holding a lottery ticket not yet examined, 
and hearing the announcement of the winning number,
might say before turning the ticket over: 'Please
be the right numberI * " (348-9)

j
Although the verb is stative here, there is clearly a command and 
equally clearly present time. As an example of a past imperative 
he gives among others 'please, Neale, don't have read it yeti'
^aid by a girl who is hurrying to retrieve a rashly written letter
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from her boyfriend's mantelpiece. I have no examples of past 
commands in Luiseno, but they may exist. PRES and FUT commands 
are certainly possible, since the forms me have been examining 
lean occur both with ?ezqi 'tomorrow' and with pito*? (time*qa)
I 'today*. An even better reason for positing the T/A higher verbs 
jis that, though no tense endings are found on the verbs at the 
surface level, at least one aBpect ending, viz. -ma (see 16 and 
|4.1.3*1 (2)), does appear in the surface form of the verb. Con-
i

sider the following sentence;

;(2?4) tu^u ?om humahmici ya?-i]i*-ma (= ya?-qi-i-ma)^
carelessly run HAB

porki ?om ?u-?ey yu?pan p£di-n
, because you your-foot again break-FTJT

ACC
'don't go running around carelessly because you'll 
break your foot againI'

We can in fact be pleased that there are good reasons for positing 
T/A verbs in command sentences, for it would necessitate an awk
ward complication in the grammar if they had to be excluded. As I 
’do not have enough data to state whether the full range of T/A 
verbs is possible in the underlying structure, I shall not attempt
|
[to formulate any rules. It is clear, however, that if the grammar
Selects HIP (see 16), the command must not be allowed to reach the
!
surface. This may be ensured by precluding COMMAND from any of
jthe selectional features that make up the lexical entry for HYP.
iIf this is done, HYP may be generated below a command performative 
sentence, but the sentence will be blocked because no lexical
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entry for HYP will be possible. This Bame technique can be used 
for whatever other T/a verbs are incompatible with COMMAND.iII The derivation of commands will now proceed as for declara-
I
[tive sentences, with the atomic generation of T/A suffixes and 
'enclitics by the various raising transformations considered inj
■ previous of this study. At the stage where lexical insertion is 
;to occur, zero suffixes and zero enclitics can be entered in the
i

itree if the lexical entries for T/A suffixes and enclitics are so
jwritten that the performative COMMAND occurs in the selection|
ifeatures; for example, a zero will be entered for ((((NON-HYP) 
INON-HAB) MOM) PRES)^ when it has the selectional feature

*'•: 1  [ * T .  t  tl  14-Abstract 
Jj-Command Jj

but the suffix ^  will be entered for the same combination when it 
has the selectional feature

—

+ ]a r+v 1+Abstract
L+De clare _

i.e. when it is generated in a tree below the performative verb 
DECLARE.

The zero enclitics can be generated in a similar manner. At 
the cycle immediately below the S containing COMMAND, however, 
ispecial rules will be needed to introduce a zero particle when the 
command is affirmative, and tu/u when the command is negative.
Finally PERFORMATIVE DELETION will eliminate the topmost S on thei
last cycle.
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"Oh well then 111

In ^.2.2.2.2 I described the use of the enclitic -ku in sentences 
like:

1(275) sa'msa-ku 'oh well, buy it then!'
' buy-ENC

jwhere the -ku indicates impatience or reluctant consent. We now 
jhave to decide on how to generate this enclitic. In my analysis 
so far, I have treated all the semantic enclitics as reflexes of 
ihigher abstract verbs. There seems no good reason for making an 
^exception here. The problem is how to introduce the notions of 
impatience and reluctant consent into the performative analysis. 
There are two possible ways: (1) we can make the phrase structure 
jrules generate a manner adverbial node in the performative sen- 
jtence and this would be able to dominate such adverbial expres
sions as 'impatiently* or 'with reluctant consent', or (2) we 
can posit two (or more) coordinate performative sentences at the 
top of the tree.

Let us consider the introduction of an adverbial node first. 
:If we look at English we find that manner adverbials can occur in 
ovort performative sentences, though as Schreiber (1972) notes,
j

certain cooccurrence restrictions must be observed (see 2?6e,f).

i ( 2 ? 6 )

±!£L

a. I solemnly declare that no harm shall come to them.
b. I gladly invite you all to the ball.
c. I announce with trepidation that the photos will be

published tomorrow.
d. I reluctantly demand my pound of flesh.



o. ?I blasphemously pronounce you man and wife, 
f. ?I arrogantly admit that 1 am a little confused.

.

jIf overt performative sentences can contain manner adverbials*
!{there seems no reason at first why abstract performative sentences 
{should not also contain them. However, a certain amount of mys-
ii

Itery still shrouds the category of adverb in transformational
j

{grammar, and arguments have been put forward by Katz/Postal (1964-) 
{Lakoff (1970a) and Kuroda (1970) in which they dispute the need
ifor a distinct manner adverb category in underlying structure and 
{suggest that adverbs of this kind should be derived from adjec-
ritives. For example, Kuroda proposes two alternative derivations 
277b, c for 2?7a.

{2.77) a. John dressed happily.
b. The manner £john dressed in some manner^ was happy.
c. John was happy ĵ John dressed.^

Now it will be remembered that Lakoff (133) also notes "at least 
ten very general rules of English in which adjectives and verbs 
are treated identically" and goes on to posit a single category 
VERB to cover them both,

If we now turn back to Luiseno, we find considerable support 
{for Lakoff*s analysis. There is a startling absence of true
jmanner adverbs in this language. I know of only one underived
{{(i.e. unanalysable) word: qileq/qaleq 'quickly', but even this is
i not a true manner adverb as it is also used for 'soon'; other 
adverbial expressions of manner are clearly all derived from verb 
forms or in a small number of cases from nominal forms. An
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example of the latter Is 1esku-tal 'loudly' where a nominal stem 
(probably meaning 'height') Is followed by the Instrumental case 
|suffix. The adverbials derived from verbs fall into two classes*
i
land often the English manner adverbial has a translation equiva
lent in each class. The first is structurally one of several 
iadjectival forms of the verb with the ending ^i added (probably 
the same ^i as in the accusative case ending). Examples are: 
?alaxwi-c-i 'badly' (< ?alax*i- 'to be bad')* tak-a*nt-i
I'straight' (< taka- 'to be straight1)* muyi-k-i 'much* fully'
(< mu'ya- 'to be full'). The second class of manner adverblals 
is structurally non-adjectival though it corresponds closely to 
English participial forms in -ing. It is formed by adding -nik/ 
-nuk directly to the verb stem* e.g.

i

(278) a. ?aya,li-nik 'well, properly' (< ?aya»li- 'to mend,
repair (sth)' )

b. taki-nik 'straight* (cf. taka»nti above)
c* mahi-nik 'slowly' (< maha- 'to slow down* stop work')

Compare these forms with the following:

(279) ?o»nu-pil ney null-nik ya?an-ax
he-ENC me push run away-REM

REM ACC
'he pushed me and ran away' (lit. = pushing me he ran 

j away)
(280) ya?as suplis hiqWi-nik wita?-ya 

man once run stop-REM1! 'the man ran once and stopped'
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(281) wunal-pil hulogi-nlk takwaya
he choke die-REM
'he choked and died' (lit. = choking he died)II

[(282) no*-n pu-ki* tiki-nik ya?ani-lut
I his-house set fire run away-going to

ACC
I tI'm going to set fire to his house and run away'

The adverbials in 2?8 are clearly special cases of the forms in
|279 through 282. In the latter we see just one of the uses of the
-nik suffix, which subordinates embedded sentences provided the
i:matrix verb and the embedded verb have the same subject. If we 
note that for almost every English adjective there is a corre
sponding Luiseno verb (e.g. qinaqna- 'to be sad1, cova- 'to be 
jround', yawaywa- 'to be pretty', lo»vi- 'to be good', yuvata- 'to 
jbe black', ?ava- 'to be red', etc.) which can under suitable cir
cumstances take the -nik suffix and, when the semantics allow, 
thus translate an English adverbial expression, then it is quite 
reasonable to posit a construction of this kind in abstract per
formative sentences. In other words, this is an argument in 
favour of the second suggestion above, namely to posit two or more

jcoordinate verbs in the performative analysis. Note, however, 
that this solution allows coordinate non-performative as well as
j

performative abstract verbs into the topmost S in the underlying 
Structure of a sentence, provided that at least one of these verbs
J

is a performative. We can see this clearly if we use this device
j

to account for the meanings of the -ku enclitic with imperatives.
i[For the notion of impatience we could posit an underlying struc-
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ture like the following: 

(283)

NP NP NPlI tIMPATIENT YOTT
V ICOMMAND

where S^is certainly not performative. For the notion of reluc
tant consent we would need a more complicated underlying struc
ture containing both a performative and a non-performative verb, 
'Perhaps something like:

i(28V)

CONSENT

NP NP NP I I Ii you s.
v

COMMAND
NP V/ II RELUCTANT

(? NOT WANT)

which after suitable transformations could be paraphrased as I 
iKELUCTANTLy CONSENTING COMMAND YOU [s]^. Maybe from the point of 
view of Luiseno semantics, there is a simple generalization cover- 
jing S2 in both 283 and 28V, but if so, it is not really important 
for my argument. All I wish to suggest at the moment is that the 
~*ku enclitic is a reflex both of whatever structure is at the S2 
node and of the performative sentence Ŝ . As many aspects of this 
jsolutlon are rather hypothetical, I shall not attempt to write a 
jrule for the lexical insertion of -ku. However, my case is 
jstrengthened by the observation that this type of derivation,
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where attitudinal information posited as semantic underlying 
structure finds a syntactic reflex in derived structure, is

i

|needed in other places in Luiseno. The reader will recall theI
]

|enclitic -^an. described in 4.2.2.2.5 as indicating that one's
1

Iquestion follows on from what another speaker has already said.I
This idea could be captured (rather crudely) by a structure of

!
!

the following kind;

NP NP NPI I II YOU S,
NP

CONNECT ASK

'Which in English would be equivalent to; I CONSENTXNGLY ASK YOU
K W

The arguments above are intended to be suggestive rather 
than definitive. If enclitics like -rfan with attitudinal content 
can justifiably be generated by positing extra structure in the 
underlying trees for the surface sentences to which they belong, 
it is only a small step to positing other similar structure to 
'account for other features of surface sentences that express the 
’attitude of the speaker to his subject or to his hearer, for ex- 
'ample different patterns of intonation or various particles. TJn-i
fortunately this is another theoretical issue of some interest
i!̂rhich I shall have no time to discuss.



4.5.3 -ka«
A slightly different kind of problem is posed by the enclitic 
-kam, which is found only in commands containing verbs of sensual 
perception. In 4.2.2.2.1 I discussed fully the transformations 
[needed to generate the three different kinds of sentences in which 
it occurs. I did not, however, consider the details of the trans
formation which Introduces -kam itself. So far as I can judge, 
the enclitic adds no extra meaning to the imperative, i.e. there 
is no semantic difference between 286 and 28?:

(28?) tow-kam

It would therefore be simple to make its generation obligatory in

is dominated by the performative sentence: I YOU NP COMMAND. Sen
tences like 286 can then very easily be produced by deleting the 
enclitic optionally.

On the other hand, if there is an attitudinal difference be
tween 286 and 287, we can follow the policy I suggested above and
^introduce this as additional structure in the topmost S of the
|

iunderlying tree for 287* We would then have a tree like 282 but 
[with a different verb under S_. In the derivation the encliticI ^

(286) tow
’look*

any sentence where a verb with the feature [> SenBual Perception]]

would now be a reflex of both and the performative sentence S
Whichever way we generate -kam, once it has been lexically 

[inserted the three types of sentence it occurs in can still be1
jproduced by the transformations 92 and 93 as described in
14.2.2.2.1.
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4.5.4 Commands with Higher Verba
j

;In this section I wish to deal with the imperatives of those verb
I forms we saw in 4-. 3*8 which have suffixes derived from higher
!
|verbs* The first thing to notice is that the semantics of some
:of them precludes the formation of commands: thus there are none
!

| for verbs bearing the suffixes -vuta/-luta, -vica, or -la with 
the meaning given in 138. For others it is difficult to think of 
|credible situations in which they could be used, e.g. -muna.
Three of them, however, I have recorded with command forms: -ni, 
i-i(m) and -qi.

Since there is no difficulty with the higher verb analysis 
ifor the first of these, I will use this suffix to demonstrate 
ithat we are dealing with a different type of command here from 
those we have seen so far. If we take the sentences

(288) neci-ni ?om poy '(you (sg)) make him payl1
pay-cause you him 

-PL ACC

OR:
fieci-ni-yam ?umom poy '(you (pi)) make him pay!'

IMP you 
♦PL +PL

j
we can posit the following underlying structure:
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(289)
YOU

NP

S
NP
IS

COMMAND

PRES

neci-

CAUSE

pay'

In this type of command the verb expressing the action vhose per
formance is being commanded (e.g. CAUSE in 289) is present only in 
underlying structure, whereas in all other simple commands it is 
present on the surface. However we analyse -i(m) and -pi. the 
same must be true of commands containing them.

For the rest of this section I wish to consider a few of the 
latter types of command. The following examples show how -qi is 
I used:

|(290) yax-qi poy
aay-go him

ACC

'go (sg) and tell himI'

(291) a. ha*l-qi kula*wut 'go (sg) and look for some
seek-go wood woodI*

b. ha*1-qi-yara kula*wut 'go (pi) and look for some
go-PL wood11|iAlthough the suffix -qi in itself is sufficient to express the
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idea 'go and ... ', the verb hati?a- 'go' may also occur redun-
jdantly in the command. Thus with the same meaning as 291 we have:iI
| (292) a. hati?ax ha*l-qi kula*wut 
| b. hati?axum ha*l-qi-yam kula*wut
t

i 1
I There is one further usage of -qi which I should mention at this
[point. The suffix may also be attached to (apparent) noun stems
land it then forms a command to go and fetch the object denoted by
i the noun. So we can also have:f
(293) a. kulaw-qi 'go (sg) and fetch some wood!'

b. kulaw-qi-yam 'go (pi) and fetch some woodl'

[Here again hati?ax and hati?axum may be redundantly added to 293a 
iand 293h respectively. This usage of -qi seems to be restricted 
to a few common household items like 'wood', 'water1, 'cactus 
;fruit', 'Indian hemp', etc. So it is probably best to have a 
minor rule in the lexicon to form such verbs from their respec
tive nouns and then treat them in the syntax as if they were un
analysable.

The last usage of -qi I wish to discuss is when it occurs 
jtogether with -i(m). When this combination is used in commands, 
jthe scope of the movement indicated by the two suffixes seems to 
be more restricted:

(29^) wuni*-k yaw?qi*m (< yaw?-qi-im) ?om21
i

| thither you (sg)
j

'take it (to) over there!'

This combination, -qi + im > -qi*m, is doubtless what Kroeber/



Grace (1^1) are referring to when in their section on -qi they 
say:

"The /qim/ alternant occurs in the past punctual C* REm ] 
and sometimes in the imperative under undetermined cir
cumstances."

|They obviously failed to hear the lengthening of the vowel re-
i
I suiting from the coalescence of the i in each suffix.
i

i*f.5.5 Advisory Imperatives

;So far I have discussed only those types of imperative for which 
;an abstract performative sentence containing COMMAND can be postu
lated. There are a number of other cases where this cannot be
'done. One of the clearest of these is the situation in which
ispeaker A asks speaker B how a particular thing is made, and B
i
;gives him the necessary instructions. B's utterances will prob
ably resemble the language of cookbook recipes and contain a
series of quasi-commands, e.g. "take a plank, cut it in half and 
smooth the faces and the edges.11 It is clear, however, that such 
:sentences are not true commands, since B is not requiring A to do
iany thing but merely giving him advice on now to perform a partic
ular task. In situations of this kind the Luiseno language uses 
'a sentence of the same shape as a FUT declarative. For example, 
ithe following are instructions1on how to make acorn mush:

1(295) ?amu*lu kw£*l ci?i-n pa? pi ?om poy
you first acorn pick-FUT then and it

ACC ACC
! w/ . , , , * ,q ayi-n pa? pu-waxa-qala ?om poy paqi-n

spread-FUT its-dry-SCBOHD crack-FUT
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r 'First pick the acorns, then spread them out. Then
I when they are dry, crack them.1
|
jSometimes Luiseno uses a future sentence of this type even when a
i

real command would be expected, e.g.

(296)

(297)
!

.Such sentences seem to be more polite than straight commands, and 
the use of the FUT is probably the Luiseno way of making up for 
the lack of any word for 'please'. Note that they usually lack an 
overt subject pronoun.

We can conveniently account for the semantics of both the ; 
instruction sentence and the polite command if in the underlying 
structure of each we posit a performative sentence in which COM
MAND is replaced by RECOMMEND. We can now write our rules so that 
'whenever RECOMMEND appears in the topmost S of the underlying 
structure, the derivation to the surface structure will block 
|unless RECOMMEND has FQT in its NP complement. Thus for the cor— 
|rect derivation of 296 we need:

j
ij

t
i

no*li-n-up nu-nawki 'iron my dress!'
iron-FUT-ENC my-dress 

FUT

mlmcapan-up mica? tavani-n 'Just put it anywhere)'
any ENC. where put-FUT

FUT
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(298) s
NP NP NP"■ / ITOU S RECOMMEND

NP• \: pot

NP NP V
?om nu-nawki no*li-
‘you1 'my dress* * i:

^.5*5.1 nlet him, h e r  I11

One advantage of the performative analysis with RECOMMEND is that 
it also neatly covers the type of imperative which in English is 
■translated by 'let him, her (do something)!1, where 'let' does not
;mean 'allow' (Luiseno ubos a construction with the imperative of
|

xali- 'permit' for the latter). These sentences, like the instruc
tions and polite commands, are identical in surface structure with 
:future declaratives. As in the polite commands there is no overt 
subject pronoun.

'(299) sa•msa-n-pu. po*xa-pu 7u?ani-n sa*msa-nik
buy-FUT-ENC herself-ENC find out-FUT buy-SUBOHD 

FUT FUT
j

'Let her buy it I She'll find out when she does!'
i

(said to himself by a father with an insistent daughter,
I who wants to buy something he does not approve of)[
i(300) ?a*ma-n-pu pu-?a*ma-vica-qala

hunt-FUT-ENC his-hunt-want-SUBORD
FUT

'Let him hunt if he wants to (I don't care!)'



For sentence 299 the underlying tree will be:

(301)

RECOMMEND

FUT

NP
po«? 
'/he *

VI
?a«ma 
'hunt'

i.e. basically the same tree as 298 except for the different per
son in the pronoun subject of the lowest S.

;4.5.6 "Let's" Imperativesl
ii
The final kind of imperative I shall deal with is translated into 
English by 'let us (do something)!' In Luiseno it is identical 
;in surface structure with the PRES declaratives and again the 
;overt subject pronoun is missing, e.g.

1(302) wa*ya*n-ca (<wa*yax-wun-ca ) 'let's swimI'
swim-PRES -ENC

PL 4-PRES
4-1
+PL

(303) wehmali-ca
| a little-ENC

+PHES 
*1
+PL _

mo*ya*n (< mo*yax-wun) 'let's rest a 
rest little!'

1(30*0 / Vqay-ca
not-ENC

hat£?a*n (< hat£?ax-wun) 'don't let's go!' 
'letis not go'
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|If we examine the semantics of this construction, it is obvious 
|that we are concerned here just as little with a true command as
Iwe were in the case of the advisory imperatives; but it is clear,|
!I think, that there is a semantic distinction between them and theIl
i construction in 302-*t. The latter sentences seem to be less a]
I recommendation than a suggestion. If this standpoint is accepted, 
;the semantic difference can be accommodated by positing a dif
ferent performative, viz. SUGGEST, in the underlying structure of 
jthese sentences, and by requiring that the derivation block unless 
ithe complement of SUGGEST contains PRES. Thus the underlying treeI II for 302 would be:

1(305) S
i NP NP NP

I YOU S SUGGEST
/ \BP V\: PRES

V, I \ ,ca«m wa»yax-
we* 'swim1

However, I do not wish to press this analysis. If the postulation 
of two different performatives (one for the ‘let's construc
tion and one for the 'let him construction) is rejected, then
both types could be accommodated under one performative (? SUG-1
GEST) and the rules would have to be rewritten to allow both FUT 
and PRES in the complement of the performative verb. The choice of 
jone of these tenses could then be made dependent on the person of
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the subject pronoun of the lowest S.
I
4.6 Exclamations

In this section I wish to deal with a few 'single-word* exclama
tions and with two kinds of exclamatory sentence. In the tradi-

j

tional sense of 'simplex', this is the last kind of simplex sen-I
tence I shall examine. In the performative analysis, of course,
|such sentences must in underlying structure be complex. We shall,
i

'however, see below that exclamations present a serious challenge 
to the performative analysis. Before we consider their genera
tion, it will make the picture clearer if I explain and illustrate 
the three types of sentence first.

4.6.1 Single-Word Exclamations
i

I

I am using 'single-word' to characterize those exclamations that 
either form sentences with no internal structure or, as in 306, 
sentences that do have structure but that are unanalysable into 
subject and predicate. Not all, though most, of the exclamatory 
words in both types of exclamation are single words, hence my use 
|of the term is a little loose.

Some single-word exclamations may stand by themselves, e.g.
i

* W/j(306) A: wunal-up tak ayax-lut 'he's going to die'
! he-ENC die-going to 

PRES
B: wa*x (OR: wa*x ?uta*x ) 'Oh dear!'

i

? - ?u-ta*x
} your-self
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Or they may be accompanied by another sentence, e.g.

j(307) A: wunal-up pew-kat
! marry-one who

'he is married'
B: hicu*x, qay-na no* ?ayali~qqt (Pauma)

not-ENC I know-P PB
'oh, I didn't know*

OB: B: fhacuh ̂
, no*-nil marop-ya (LaJolla)

forget-BEM
*oh, I forgot*

< ?O SO' 
[so SO'

(308) ha?a*m, John-kun ?exqi potm-i kuli-lut
alas ENC tomor. his tooth pull-going to

BEPORT -ACC
1

'poor John, he's going to have a tooth pulled tomorrow'

(309) a; yox, wunal-up pu-?yali pu-na*wi ?aya*linuk
?gee he-ENC his-know his write well

FBES
OB: b: wunal-up.........  ?aya'linuk, yox

'gee, he's a real(ly) good writer!'

(310) fpu*ci|, pilek-silis ca*m waxa*m muyiki he*y-ax
|?o*m J very-ENC we yest. much dig-BEM
'gee, we sure dug a lot yesterday!'

The two exclamatory words in 310 occur in my data only in connec
tion with the -jrfupil enclitic (see 4.2.2.1.4, 4.V.9). Both were
collected from the LaJolla informant. It should be noted that 
/?5'vm is the only word in Luiseno which has strong nasalization.

Elsewhere the nasalization of vowels when a neighbouring consonant



is nasal is negligible or non-existent* 

4.6+2 "how ... !'', "what (a) ... I11

The construction I shall now deal with contains the exclamatory
jparticle lok. When this occurs with verbs bearing NON-HYP T/A! '""" ' j[suffixes, it may be roughly translated by 'how ... !' or 'what 
■(a) ... !'. In the speech of my LaJolla informant there is no
t[enclitic in these cases and the particle is usually preceded by 
[the exclamation ?a*, e.g.

(311) ?a* lok ya?as ?ahikya 'what a clever guy he is!'
man smart

(312) ?a* lok pu-pus momkat 'what big eyes she hasl*
her-eye big

(of plural things)

(313) ?a* lok ma*kina pu-sa*msa-vo^ yot
car his-buy-REL big

HEM (of a single thing)
'how big the car he bought is!'

;(3l4) ?a* lok ?ahuyaxi yawaywis 'how pretty she is!'
very pretty

:(315) ?a* lok waxa*m pominik /aq-axI yest. very be hot-HEM 
'how awfully hot it was yesterday!'

My Pauma informant on the other hand usually adds enclitics. At 
least in the PRES tense, these are not the same as those we saw in 
PRES tense declarative sentences. In fact they resemble the FUT 
enclitics more than the PRES ones. The following paradigm may be
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compared with that shown in 22:

1(316)I

|It will be observed that the first person plural forms and the 
longer form of the first person singular are neither the regular
iFBT nor PRES enclitics. The shorter first person singular form|
I (also quoted in Sparkman's personal papers but in the shape -no)
i

'is identical with the PRES enclitic, whereas the second and third 
person plural forms and the shorter second and third person sin- 
igular forms are identical with the FUT enclitics of the Rincon 
jdialect. I shall discuss the alternative first person plural 
'forms below. The longer forms for the second and third persons 
singular are unique. Finally we may note that this series of 
enclitics occurs only accompanied by lok:

(317) lok-numu ?oy hikaci-q *how I am bothering you!'
ENC you bother-PRES 

ACC

(318) lok-cumpu ?oy hikaci-wun 'how we are bothering you!'
: PRES

PL
j

j

;(319) lok-upu ?ahikya ?ata*x 'what a smart guy!'
| smart person

My data contain only three examples of past tense exclamations, 
again from the Pauma informant:

Singular Plural
PRES 1. -numu, -na

2. -(u)pu
3. -(u)pu

-cumpu (7 cummu)
-«u 23
-mu
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(320) lok-numu to*ya waxa*m 'how I laughed yesterday!*
laugh yest. 'what a laugh X had yest.!'
HEM

(321) lok-cummu to*ya waxa*m 'how we laughed yesterday]'

(322) lok-upu to*ya waxa*m 'how he laughed yesterday!'

It will he observed that the three enclitics used here are the1 ]
same as the PRES ones seen in the paradigm 316 except that the 
isyllable after -cum is now -mu, not -pu. Probably -mu is the more 
^reliable of the two forms, if we take the data quoted in Spark
man' 5 unpublished papers into consideration: his PRES tense ex- 
jclamations with first person plural subject begin with lok-cha-ma. 
On the other hand, his past tense exclamations are always given 
jwith past enclitics and not with those I have just discussed:
i

|(323) loknil poy no shekwik = lok-nil poy no* /tf£*qWi-k
ENC him I whip-REM 
REM ACC HAB

'how I used to whip him!

: (32*0 lokanil poy no shekwah = lok-anil poy no* ^£*qW-ax
? EEM

* how I whipped him!'
Similarly Sparkman gives one example of a FUT tense after lok
jwhere the enclitic has the longer form (with -ka (= -ku)) of the
jregular FUT enclitic:

| (325) loknupka poy no shekwin tewynuk
=■ lok-nupku poy no* ^£*qWi-n t£*wi-nuk

ENC whip-FUT eee-SUBORD
FUT

'how I shall whip him when I see him!'
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Unfortunately I have no examples In my own data of lok sentences 
containing FUT tense verbs. The whole question of whether the 
|enclitics given in 316 have been generalized to cover all the NON-
i
Sh YP T/A forms of the verb and whether past and future encliticsI
jean also be used, and in what form, has still to be investigated.

î f.6.3 "would that ... t ", "if only
!

When the exclamatory particle lok occurs in a sentence where the 
verb has HYP aspect (see 16, 23), the following paradigm is found:

) Singular Plural
HYP 2kPauma LaJolla

1. lok-xunpu loxxu(n)pu
2. lok-xupu loxxupu
3. lok-xupu loxxupu

Pauma LaJolla 
lok-xispu loxxupu 

lok-xumpu loxxupu 
lok-xumpu loxxupu

If we compare the forms of the enclitic in 326 with those in 23* 
we notice that Pauma uses the same set in each with the minor dif
ference of i in -xispu in 326 and u in -xuepu in 23- As unac
cented vowels frequently vacillate in Luiseno between two tongue 
positions, it is quite possible that both i and u are acceptable 
;in either case in the Pauma dialect. I have already pointed out
i

that s is a more palatal consonant in Luiseno than in English; it 
|is therefore not surprising that an underlying u can be fronted 
jwhen occurring immediately before this consonant.
| If we now turn to the LaJolla forms, we notice first that
j

[there is assimilation of the final k of lok to the initial x of
c

[the enclitic; alternative forms with k restored or replaced by a
![glottal stop were consistently rejected. Second, except in the
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first person singular the LaJolla dialect has again only one form 
throughout the paradigm, but curiously this is now the form that 
the Pauma/Rincon dialect generalized in 23, i*e with -pu and not 
with -ku.

Sentences containing lok and the above HYP forms of the en- 
jclitic express unfulfilled wishes, as we see in the following 
examples from the Pauma dialect:

(327)

(328)
i 
i

;(329)

(330)

Sparkman's unpublished papers contain an alternative 'past* formi
iof 330 with a longer enclitic which we examined in 4.2.1.4 (8). 
jit will be remembered that this past HYP enclitic occurs only in
i
jthe first person singular:
j
1(331) lok-hun-o/-po no a-yal-y-ma = lok-xuno?pu no* ?ayalima 

'I wish I had known1'

lok-xupu ?om ?uyo*k ?a*w?-ma
silent be-HYP CONT

'I wish you would keep, had kept, quiet!'
lok-xispu ca*m hatifax 

we go-HYP
'would that we were going, had gone!'
lok-xunpu no* r£*ku mi*x-ma

I rich be-HYP CONT
fif only I were rich!1
lok-xunpu no* ?ayali-ma

I know-HYP CONT
'if only I knew, had known!'
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This almost certainly corresponds to the usage of my P&uma infor
mant, but I was unable to check.

!I The following sentences were elicited from my LaJolla infor- 
|mant;

(332)
i
j

i 
I
| (333)

1(33*0

It is now time to make a few general remarks about the forms 
;in 327-33**. First, with the exception of 331 and 333 the time 
^reference may be PRES, PST or in some cases even FDT with no 
'change in the outward form of the sentence. It is the context 
alone which decides. Sentence 333 can only have PRES referencej
jsince there is an overt PRES in clause 2. Sparkman's 331 is dif
ferent, since past is formally marked in the enclitic.
i
| Second, in the traditional use of the term these sentencesI
may not be simplex. We have already noted that 'simplex* and 
j'complex' really need redefinition within the performative/

7a* loxxupu wunal tama*wut potmi yaq i
that chatterbox his mouth shut-HYP

ACC
(I wish that chatterbox would, had, shut upl'

[,a- loxxupu no* ?ayal±-ma his nu- hi-x-pi
what my-say-SUBOHD 
ACC FUT

[pi qay no* ?ayali~q [j 2
but not I know-PRES
'I wish I knew what to say, but I don't!'

?a* loxxunpu pu-tu*q-i raoli
his-name-ACC remember

'if only I could remember, could have remembered, his
name!'
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abstract higher verb framework. Perhaps I may be permitted to 
remind the reader that in this study I have been using 'simplex* 
to describe those sentences whose surface structure consists of af
single clause containing reflexes (in the form of enclitics and/or 
particles) left behind after the obligatory deletion of abstract 
jhigher verbs and/or an abstract performative from their underlying 
|structure. 'Complex' on the other hand I am using to refer to 
jthose sentences whose surface structure contains (a) two clauses 
|or more connected by dependency relations of some kind, or (b)
[one clause which stands in a dependency relation to any optionally 
ideleted non-abstract clause. It is the latter case which is re
presented in some of the sentences above. Thus 33*+ could be just 
'half of the sentence:

(335) '[if only I could remember his name]^ £l would be able to I
send it to hiaTIJI

It should be noted that the relationship between 1 and 2 in 335 iJ 
different from that between 1 and 2 in 333. In 335 clause 2 fol
lows on logically from clause 1, whereas in 333 clause 2 resembles 
an afterthought. This difference is made clear in Luiseno by the 
juse of different clause introducers: the type of clause 2 seen in
i1333 is introduced by pi 'and, but', whereas that in 335 takes
{

either pa? 'then' or pa pi. We shall see the latter illustrated 
immediately in the next section.
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4,6.4 hani(?)ku

There is an alternative construction to lok -I- the HIP enclitics 
which seems to have the same meaning. Here the introductory word 
;ia hanl(?)ku. In contrast to the lok sentences in 4.6.3, all the 
hanl(?)ku sentences in my data contain a second clause that logi
cally follows on from the first. This is probably mere coinci
dence, but conveniently demonstrates the ubo of pa? (pi) as clause 
introducer. Consider the following:

(336) haniku ?om kWa*ti pa? (pi) (?om) ma*s muyiki
you wait-HYP more much-ACC

ti*wi 
see-HYP
'if only you would wait, then you would see much morel 1

(337) haniku ca*m ?ayali-ma pa? (pi) (ca*m) pumo*m-i
we know-HYP CONT them-ACC

?ayuda*r 
help-HYP
•if only we knew, then we could help theml1

1(338) haniku2'* no* wuna*l-i ya?a*c-i qani pa? ca*m
I that-ACC man-ACC meet-HYP we

: ?aya*linik co*?un his curo?i
properly all thing settle-HYP

ACCI
j Tif only I could meet that man, then we would straighten
fj everything out properly!1

Attention is drawn to the absence of HYP enclitics. We should
note, however, that the morpheme hani? does occur with these en- I -----



clitics in true conditions (see 5*1*2*1). Sentences 336-8 differ 
from true conditions in that they express wishes rather than con
ditions; indeed, my informants always translate hani(?)ku sen-
i1itences with 'if only ... !' or '1 wish ... 1'.
i  .j As I pointed out at the end of 4*6.3, these sentences ex-I
!pressing unfulfilled wishes should really be considered as complex 
jin the sense I defined. I have described them here, however, as 
:(1) they seem to belong together with exclamations, and (2) it is 
clearer to treat all the sentence types beginning with lok 
■together, and consequently also hani(7)ku sentences, which are i 
equivalent to one of these types.

;4.6.5 Generation of Exclamations

■When we try to generate exclamations within the performative 
analysis a number of problems arise. The most serious of these is 
that no verb of exclamation can be used as an overt performative. 
|This is true of all the languages I have so far examined and may 
jindeed be universal. Thus in English, for example, there is no 
jexclamation *'I exclaim ouch!' nor *'I exclaim that she is beau
tiful!'. The somewhat antiquated expression 'I declare' in sen
tences like 'I declare, she's very pretty' cannot be performative, 
jsince the second sentence is not the complement of 'declare*.
This is shown clearly by the comma, and by the fact that the two 
sentences can be reversed with no change of meaning: 'she's very
i
pretty, I declare'. In Luiseno the situation is even worse, as 
jthere are not even any overt verbs of exclamation.
| At this stage we may well ask ourselves whether we really
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need another abstract performative verb to account for exclama
tions. Can we not get by with what we have already? I do not 
think we can. Consider the two English sentences:

(339) a. She iB beautiful.
b* Sow beautiful she is.

i
il find them semantically identical except in illocutionary force,i
i.e. the difference 1 find corresponds exactly to the difference

!

between 3^0a and 3^0b, although, as I pointed out above, 3J+0b is
|not a well-formed surface structure exclamation.
|
(3^0) a. I DECLARE she is beautiful.

b. I EXCLAIM she is beautiful.

If we are willing to accept this as 'evidence' for the need 
ifor a higher performative verb of exclamation, then despite the 
lack of any overt verbs of this kind in Luiseno we can now posit

i

[that all the exclamations with NON-HYP T/A suffixes on the verb 
have the following underlying structure:

NP
/YOU EXCLAIM

In the next section I shall attempt an appraisal of the strengths 
!and weaknesses of the performative analysis as used so far in this 
jstudy and consider especially the problems connected with it in 
jthe analysis seen in 3^1* For the moment let us accept it without 
question and examine how it can be used to generate exclamations
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jand exclamatory sentences of the kind described In 4.6.1 and 
k.6.2 above.
j

The first problem is with what I loosely called 'single-word*
Iexclamations. I defined them all as sentences, usually single-
i
jword sentences without internal structure, or occasionally com- 
jbinations of exclamatory words with other categories but not in a
isubject-predicate relationship. 1 have very little empirical 
|support for defining them as sentences except that (a) many can 
.stand alone as complete utterances just as any other kind of sen
tence can, and (b) the syntax of Luiseno precludes them from be- 
ilonging to another sentence; If the reader looks at 30? through 
310, he will observe that, in the sentence which follows each 
^exclamatory word, the enclitic is attached to the first word of

i

this sentence and not to the exclamatory word itself. This is 
clear evidence that the exclamatory word is outside that sentence. 
Furthermore, there is often a perceptible pause between them.

Now, for the correct generation of the sentence accompanying 
the exclamatory word, the analysis I have developed in this study 
forces me to posit a performative sentence (I YOU NP DECLAHE) as
I
dominating it, in order to account for the declarative T/A encli
tic on the first word. This leaves the exclamatory word high and 
jdry. If we consider it to be a sentence in its own right, we must
'account for its illocutionary force by positing the structure 34l
ii
above it. In most cases S. will consist simply of the categoryJ
EXCL. Where the single-word exclamation has some internal struc
ture as in:

I
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?alala* #(uqa*l, lok-pu yawaywis
woman how-ENC pretty

'my, what a pretty woman1'
provision for this must be made in the phrase structure rules,
e.g. S— »EXCL (NP). In idiomatic cases like wa»x ?u-ta»x, where
[the internal structure is unanalysable, the exclamation can be
[treated as a single unit in the lexicon and inserted into the tree
i

i as a unit under EXCL.
The structure in 341 can also be used to generate the two 

:types of exclamatory sentence described in 4.6.2 with lok alone 
and with lok accompanied by NON-HYP enclitics. In this case flj 
will have a full clause as its expansion, i.e. will be generated

i by the phrase structure rule: S— »NP (NP) (ADVL) V. The exclam-
.

atory particle lok can be introduced by a transformation sensitive 
to the presence of EXCLAIM in the performative S, e.g.
(342) SD: X [ S]^ EXCLAIM

1 2 ~3 5 = 4
SC: 1 2 lok+3 4

[Since the enclitics are automatically generated as the transfor
mations proceed up the tree, the simplest way of^accounting for 
both the presence and absence of NON-HYP enclitics in lok sen
tences is to retain them for the usual Pauma construction and sub
sequently to delete them for the LaJolla type. This enclitic de
letion transformation would thus be optional for the Pauma dialect 
but obligatory for the LaJolla. For want of a better solution,

i

Ithia is the one I shall adopt. Nevertheless, I should point out
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that the deletion of the enclitics here in the LaJolla dialect is 
problematic since it does not parallel the deletion of the encli
tics in declarative sentences. In the latter they were potential-

[

|ly present, i.e. a sentence from which they were lacking could
[always be reformulated with the appropriate enclitics inserted.
1[in other words there is empirical motivation for generating them
[first and deleting them later. In the case of lok sentences in
i[the LaJolla dialect, however, this motivation is lacking, since
ino enclitic is possible when there are NON-HYP T/A suffixes on theI
[verb. In other words, to generate the enclitics first, for them 
[then*to be obligatorily deleted, does not seem to tally with the 
[LaJolla speaker's competence, although this procedure no doubt 
[represents the historical development (witness the Pauma alterna-
Iitives with and without enclitics).
i

There is no problem with the insertion of the slightly dif-j . . . . . .

ferent forms of the PfiES enclitic seen in 316, since their final 
[phonetic shape can be made dependent on the presence of lok. ThuB 
if the normal PEES forms of the enclitic are introduced before lokj
[itself is inserted, a rule will be needed to modify their shape in
[

[its presence. On the other hand, if they were introduced after
[the insertion of lok, the forms in 316 can be provided with sub-i
[categorization features in the lexicon to ensure that they arei
'inserted only when lok is present.
i

Let us now turn to the sentences in which lok and hani(?)ku 
are followed by the HYP enclitics. As we saw in 4.6.3 and 4.6.4, 
these are wishes rather than exclamations. I therefore propose to
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capture the illocutionary force of this type of sentence by postu' 
lating a performative topmost S of the following kind:

' (3^3)

I

As far as the HYP enclitics are concerned, their proper insertion 
can be ensured by making one of the subcategorization features in 
their specification in the lexicon contain WISH, so that only 
they, and not NON-HYP enclitics, can be inserted in this environ
ment. Since lok and hani(?)ku appear to be fully interchangeable, 
they can be introduced by the same transformation, e.g.

( 3 W  SD: X [ s]^, WISH
1 2  3

SC: 1 2 flok U  3 ^
lhani(?)kuj

We again have the problem of the enclitics although now in a 
slightly different form: here lok must obligatorily take HYP en
clitics whereas haul(?)ku can notf in other words the absence or 
presence of the enclitics depends on which morpheme is used, 
whereas above their absence or presence occurred with only one 
morpheme. Since the HYP enclitics will be generated anyway by the 
transformations I discussed in 4.2.1.5, lok + HYP enclitics are 
automatically accounted for. In the case of hanx(?)ku, however, 
the enclitics will also be automatically generated, but will then

;have to be deleted to produce the correct surface form of the sen-
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tence. I am, of course, taking hani(?)ku to be unanalysable; but 
as ve saw in Footnote 25 this is not at all certain, since the 
root hani? occurs in other constructions, for example even with 
HYP enclitics in conditional sentences (see 5*1.2.1). This would 
suggest that the final -ku may itself be an enclitic. There is 
only one enclitic -ku that I know of and this we discussed in 
14.5.2 in connection with 'reluctant1 imperatives. The final syl-
I
liable of hani(?)ku seems to have no connection with this. The 
ionly other place in which -ku occurs is as the final syllable of 
the longer form of the HIP enclitic in the Pauma/Blncon dialects, 
i.e. always after -xupn, or as the final syllable of the LaJollaI
HYP enclitic, i.e. always after -xu. If the final syllable of 
|hani(?)ku is indeed a reduced form of the HYP enclitic, then it isl
uniquely so used in this combination. This suggests an alterna
tive derivation where the full form of the enclitic with final -ku 
is generated first and where the preceding -xu(pu) must then be 
deleted in the presence of the morpheme hani?. Whichever deriva
tion we choose, an ad hoc deletion transformation must be used to
!

account for the idiosyncratic behaviour of hani?.
|

An Appraisal of the Performative Analysis
!
i

Since we have now come to the end of the discussion of simplex
i
sentences (as defined in the final paragraphs of 4-.6.3) and since 
we now have a general view of how the performative analysis can bet
used to generate these sentences in Luiseno, this is a good time 
to look back and weigh up the merits and disadvantages of this
i
approach.
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Probably the strongest argument In favour of the performative 
analysis Is that It neatly accounts for the illocutionary force of 
any utterance; in other words, it is semantically well-motivated. 
Indeed, it is difficult to imagine any other device which would 
enable this information to be incorporated into the sentence, 
since in some cases if has no perceptible reflex in the surface 
structure of Luiseno.

i

Secondly, where the surface structure does contain percepti
ble reflexes (frequently in the enclitics, but sometimes also in 
the verb forms), the performative analysis provides a very plau
sible way for these various enclitics and verb forms to be gener
ated. Against this it might be argued that the same effect could 
be obtained by employing a whole battery of formatives like Q,
IMP, etc. in the phrase structure rules. This is of course true, 
but such formatives can represent only part of the illocutionary 
force of the utterance: the fact that 'I* is speaking to 'YOU* is 
totally ignored. Syntactically the evidence for the performative 
analysis is strong: we need higher verbs anyway for notions like 
'can', 'want*, 'cause', etc., which are not expressed by indepen
dent finite verbs but by suffixes on the verbs; so the performa
tive analysis becomes a very natural part of this system of higher 
verbs and is thus preferable to syntactic formatives like Q.

These are strong arguments, but the advantages of this ap
proach have to be bought at a certain price. In the first place ,
I have sometimes been forced to posit two kinds of performative 
verb which are difficult to justify except by saying that they



produce the right results. In one kind the abstract performative 
has different syntactic behaviour from that of its overt counter
part* and in the other it has no overt counterpart at all.

Lot us look first at those with different syntactic behav
iour. In simple questions* I posited the performative ASK* which 
has a Luiseno counterpart tuvyuql- in overt clauses* but whereas 
the abstract verb takes both -/u and te» in its complement S* only 
te» is found after tuvyuni-. Parallel* but not quite the same* is 
the postulation of DECLARE for declarative sentences. Although 
there is no overt verb with exactly this meaning in Luiseno* we 
could overcome this difficulty by substituting SAT for DECLARE; 
nevertheless, whichever verb of saying we choose there will always 
be considerable syntactic differences between the abstract and the 
overt verb* as none of the Luiseno verbs of saying can take Tense/ 
Aspect enclitics in their complements. Only nomlnalized (non- 
finite) forms or clauses introduced by -kun (see 5*3.1.1) are 
permissible. To account for the different illocutionary force of 
various enclitics* I have proposed the performatives REPORT, SUG
GEST, REGISTER* etc. Once again there are no exact overt counter
parts of these in Luiseno* the language usually contenting itself 
with less specific words. Thus 'say* would be used for 'report'; 
ithink' for 'suggest'; and 'see, hear1 for 'register*. Here we 
immediately notice another difference: whereas DECLARE requires 
one set of enclitics in its complement and REPORT another, the 
overt verb 'say' can take both series. The shades of meaning 
that are conveyed by the use of different verbs in English are
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thus indicated in Luiseno by the use of different enclitics.
Let us now turn to the second kind of performative, the one 

which has no overt counterpart at all. We considered two of these 
in the section on exclamations. I proposed the abstract performa
tives WISH and EXCLAIM. In Luiseno there is no overt verb of 
wishing as there is in English ('I wish I were rich'). We saw 
■that such wishes can only be expressed with the aid of lok and
lhani(?)ku along with the HYP enclitics. In non-performative sen-
!iItences Luiseno has to use the verb 'want', e.g. 'he wished shei
iwould be quiet1 = 'he wanted her-being-quiet', The case of
II!'exclaim' is even more curious. Again there is no overt Luisenoi|equivalent of the abstract performative, but here we have the 
added peculiarity that although verbs of exclamation do exist in 
other languages, they are not used performatively. We saw that
I1corresponding to 'ouch!' there is no performative sentence like 'I 
exclaim (cry, ejaculate, etc.) ouch!', although this in itself
I
ought to be an exclamation. I suggested that this may be a lan
guage universal. Of course, it could now be objected that since 
Iverbs of exclamation cannot be overtly performative in those lan- 
jguages in which they exist, the positing of an abstract performa
tive of exclamation is totally unjustified. I would, however,
|challenge this objection on two grounds. First, exclamations seem 
to me to have a quite different illocutionary force from that of 
declaratives: they are not used as vehicles for the communication 
Df factB to other people, but rather for the expression of subjec
tive reactions to exterior happenings or phenomena, and as such
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they may well not be intended for the ears of other people. This 
is particularly the case with profane or obscene 'single-word* 
exclamations. Second, in Luiseno, if we leave out of account the 
slight difference in the PRES enclitics (these may in any case be 
omitted), declaratives and all exclamations other than single- 
iword exclamations are identical except for the presence of lok.
If now we agree that declaratives and exclamations have different 
illocutionary force and if we observe that this different illocu
tionary force can be determined only by the presence or absence of 
jlok, then it is quite logical to posit two different abstract 
iperformative verbs, one of which after deletion leaves lok behind 
as a surface reflex.

Before I come to my concluding remarks, there is one problem 
with the performative analysis that we cannot leave undiscussed.
IThis is the question of whether overt performative sentences them-
j

selves have any illocutionary force, in other words whether there 
is an illocutionary difference between such sentences as:

1(3̂ 5) lie down!
i

1(346) I order you to lie down!
i

iTo account for the first person singular PRES enclitic that accom
panies the Luiseno equivalent of 'I order’ in 346, my analysis
|constrains me to posit above it the abstract performative sentence
i

I YOU NP DECLARE. Thus the underlying structure for 345 and 346 
will differ insofar as the first has a topmost abstract clause I 
YOU NP COMMAND, while the second has I YOU NP DECLARE. Since the 
underlying structures are different, the analysis allows no other
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claim but that the illocutionary force in each is different. Is 
this justifiable? I think it is. It seems to me that 31t5 and 
3^6 do indeed differ. Whereas 3^5 is nothing but a command, 3^6 
is both a command and expressly a statement. As performatives may 
be embedded (see 121 and 122 above), none of the performative 
jforce of 3^6 is lost by positing I YOU NP DECLARE above it and thet
(analysis is therefore justified.
i

In the preceding paragraphs of this section I have attempted 
to point out some of the strengths and some of the weaknesses of 
the performative analysis as I have used it in this study. On 
(balance I think that that the arguments in favour of it weigh more 
heavily than those against it, but it cannot be denied that it is 
an extremely powerful mechanism and at least in its present form
may be worthy of some mistrust, since it can neither be provedI
jright nor wrong.
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5. Complex Sentences

In the following sections of this study I intend to submit three 
types of 'complex' sentence (see 4.6.3) to a detailed treatment, 
though in the course of the discussion I shall have occasion to 
refer briefly to other types of construction which employ similar

j

ior related grammatical mechanisms. The three types are: (a) con-
!
iditional sentences, (b) sentences containing relative clauses, 
and (c) sentences containing indirect speech.

>3.1 Conditional Sentences
|
In 4*5.1.3 the reader's attention was drawn to the fact that con
ditional sentences and one kind of indirect speech are unique inI

i

Luiseno in containing subordinate clauses which make use of finite 
verb forms. As we shall see below, this statement needs to be 
slightly modified as there are a few types of conditional sentence
I
■in which the protasis contains only non-finite verb forms.
I

j Traditional grammar has always classified conditional sen
tences as containing either fulfilled or unfulfilled conditions.
j
These two classes are also present in Luiseno, and within the
jfraraework I am using they can be distinguished by the presence of
|

NON-HYP or HYP in remote structure. It will be convenient to look
i
j

at the NON-HYP class of conditional sentence first. 

b.1.1 NON-HYP Conditions

Lhe most usual order for the two clauses in this type of sentence 
Ln Luiseno is protasis (if-clause) followed by apodosis (result- 
clause). The reverse order is, however, not infrequent especially
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when the if-clause contains a non-finite verb form. The charac
teristic difference between the surface verb forms in NON-HYP con
ditions and in HYP conditions is that the former usually carry 
tense suffixes whereas the latter never do. It will be seen in
|the examples below that the majority of result-clauses in NON-HYP
i
jConditions are declaratives and their verbs carry FUT tense suf- 
ifixes. A few have result-clauses that are imperatives or ques
tions, and a few have verbs with PRES suffixes. The absence of
|
jother tense endings is probably just an accident of my data. The 
apodosis in Luiseno is commonly introduced by the sentence connec
tor £i (usually = 'and, but') or pa? ( = 'then') or both, and may 
sometimes take enclitics. If the apodosis precedes the if-clause 
(the usual case when the verb of the latter is non-finite), no
ĉonnector is found. Illustrations of this general principle will

!be seen in the following subsections.
£.1.1.1 Conditions with to*wili

The most common type of NON-HYP condition consists of (l) an if- 
clause introduced by to*wili in the LaJolla dialect, or to*vili 
in the Pauma dialect, and containing a verb with FUT suffix; and 
(2) an apodosis introduced by pa?, pi, pa? pi, or occasionally by
no connector at all. Most apodoses of this kind are declarative
|and also contain a verb with FUT suffix. Consider the following:
(3V7) to*wili ?om pisa*-ija wita?a*n pa? pi ?om
I if you outside-LOC stand-FUT
i

pumo*m-i naqma?i-n 
they-ACC hear-FUT
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*if you stand outside, you'll hear them*

(348) to* wili ?om poyk ?ahuyaxi sinaval ?o*vi-n
her enough money give-FUT 
DAT

pa? po*? pu-nawki sa*msa-n 
she her-dress buy-FUT

fif you give her enough money, she will buy a dress'

In the Pauma dialect the apodosis may contain regular future (see 
22) or remote future enclitics (see 4.1.2), but again no enclitics 
are used after to*vili in the if-clause:

(349) to*vili pumom poy t£*wi-n pa?-mu(ku) pumom poyk
they him see-FDT ENC him

| ACC FUT DAT
I f » . V - tj wa*?is ?o*vi-n
j  meat give-FUTI
t| 'if they see him they will give him the meat'
I
Usually, however, the enclitics are omitted as in the LaJolla dia
lect .
s

The apodosis of this kind of imperative may also be impera
tive, but note that it is the advisory imperative (see 4.5*5) with 
the FUT tense that is used, not the straightforward command with 
bare verb stem:

(350) to*wili ?u-ki*-qa noli-n pa? ?om nu-ki*-k
your-house-LOC leave-FUT you my-house-DAT

yaw?qi*-nik neyk ?o*vi-n
bring-SUBORD me give-FUT 

DAT
•if he leaves it at your house, then bring it to my house
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and give it to me*
That tenses other than FUT can occur in the to*wili clause is 
shown by the following version of 350;

(351) to*wili ?u-ki*qa noli*-m pa? Torn nu-ki*k
leave-REM

yaw?gi*nik neyk ?o*vin
'if he left it at your house, then bring it to my house 
and give it to me'

The to*wili clause may also be followed by a question, in which 
case the connector is gi and is accompanied by the reduced form of

j
the interrogative enclitic ^u:

(352) to*wili ?om ?i*k hati?a*n pi-s ?om his luvi?i~n
there go-FUT ENC what do-FUT
DAT INT ACC

*if you go there, what will you do?'

5«1.1»2 Conditions with -(qa)nik/-(qa)nuk and -gala

The morpheme to*wili also occurs in another type of conditional 
sentence which contains an if-clause whose verb is non-finite:
(353) to*wili pu-neci-vica-qala poyk nu-vinde*r-vuta-q

his-pay-want-SUBORD him my-sell-can-PEESDAT
'if he wants to pay for it, I can sell it to him'

I
jwith the same meaning we can also have:|
|(35̂ ) to*wili wunal neci-vica-q pi poyk nu-vinde*rvutaq
| he pay-want-PHES
j

jwhich belongs to the construction type discussed in 3.1.1.1.



On the other hand to»wili can also be omitted from 353 and 
the conditional meaning is still preserved. In fact this is the 
next most common type of conditional sentence in Luiseno, although 
in surface structure the protasis often follows the apodosis when 
to'wili is omitted, e.g.I
|
j ( 3 5 5 )  ?ari-n-up poy ?oy pu-?ari-qala
| kick-FUT-ENC him you his-kick-SUBORD

IMP ACC ACC
| Tkick him if he kicks you'

:It will be seen that the if-clause consists of (l) a verb stem, 
Iwith (2) the subordinating suffix -gala, which is always accom-I
J panied by (3) a personal prefix attached to the verb stem, showing 
the person and number of the underlying subject of the clause.
This construction must be used when the subject of the if-clause
I
1b not coreferential with the subject of the apodosis.

If both clauses have coreferential subjects, the protasis
jiconsists of a verb stem bearing just the subordinating suffix
j

j- (qa)nik/-(qa)nuk. The first form is used at Rincon, LaJolla and 
jsometimes at Pauma, but the more usual Pauma form is -(qa)nuk. 
jThis is the only one given by Tac and the most frequent in Kroeber
i
l/Grace. The bracketed syllable -qa appears when the Aspect verb 
CONTINUOUS (see 4-. 1.2) was present in underlying structure and 
also when the verb to which the suffix is attached is one of per
ception or mental attitude. Thus it is found with the Luiseno 
equivalents of 'know, want, be afraid, be ashamed', etc. It seems 
likely that Luiseno prefers to treat the 'action' of such verbs as
!
i  _____________ ___________________________________________________________



not punctual but continuous, in which case there is really only 
one environment for the use of -qa and not two as suggested above. 
The following sentences exemplify conditions containing this 
suffix:
1(356) nu-ht£?ax-vuta-q ma?ma-qanik (< hat£?ax- ,gol)
i my-go-can-PKES want-SUBOHDi1 'I can go if I want1 

j(357) no*-nupu ?exqi j]e*-n pito*? pu-?a*c-i
1

i  I-ENC tomor. leave-FUT now hiB-animal-ACCI FUT
I,l sa*msa-niki buy-SUBORD

'if I buy his horse now, I'll go tomorrow'

Sometimes -(qa)nik is used where the subjects of protasis and 
apodosis are semantically but not grammatically the same:
j(358) ?om cum-?e*s hat£?i-nik ?u-^u»n lo*vi-ma*n
i you with us go-SUBOHD your-heart be good-CONT FUT
ir

'if you go with us, you'll be glad' 
j (lit. = your heart will be good)
J
We may perhaps want to ascribe the use of -(qa)nik in this sen
tence to the influence of English, but 359 shows that such influ
ence is usually not present:

(359) nu-s£navuki pu-m£*?-qala no* neci-n
my-money its-be-SUBQRD I pay-FUT
'if I have some money, I'll pay for it'
(lit. = if my money exists)
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The English protasis and apodosis have the same subject, but this 
has not influenced the LuiBflho construction.

It is important to notice that all the sentences 355-9 are 
identical in surface structure with temporal constructions where 
the English equivalents have a clause introduced by 'while* or 
1when1:
(360) xilax-lut -up cum-wuko•?a-qala 

rain-going to-ENC our-arrive-SUBORD
'it's going to rain when we arrive'

i
(361) no* kiha*t mi*?-qanik pelaxis nu-ma?max mi*?-qu,^^

I young be-SUBOHD dancing my-like be-REM CONT
wam?-ta no* naxanmal ?i*qal pum6*m-i
now-CONTRASTIVE I old man just they-ACC

Particle
tow-ma pum-pela-qala
look-PRES HAB their-dance-SUBORD
'when I was young, I liked dancing; now that I'm old I 
just watch them while they are dancing'

In many cases there seems to be little difference between an if- 
clause and a when-clause in the English translation when the main
verb is PRES or FUT. The same ambiguity, or rather lack of dif
ferentiation, occurs of course in other languages, e.g. in moderni
German wenn-clauses under identical circumstances:

(362) wenn er kommt, gehe ich naeh Hause 
'if, when, he comes, I'm going home'

On the other hand there are also clear-cut cases like 360 where 
the condition is ruled out and the construction can only be tem-
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poral.
The simplest way to account for the convergence of temporal

and conditional clauses at surface level 1b to have them dominated
by different adverbial nodes in underlying structure, e.g.
ADVL and ADV (see the phrase structure rules in section
(CONDITION) (TIME)
13 above). Then one and the same set of transformations can be
iused to attach -(qa)nik or -gala to the appropriate verb stem in 
each case. The burden of indicating the difference in function

I

ijwill thus be carried entirely by the adverbial node.I
In fact the convergence at surface level is far greater than 

what I have written above suggests: other types of adverbial 
clause are also rendered in Luiseno by the -(qa)nik and -gala

iiconstructions, e.g.|
l

(363) MANNER:
pa? pi no* pa*-tal poyk ^i*li-qanik pu-cl*vi
then and I water-INSTR it pour-SUBORD its-be bitterDAT

j ?in-ax
I remove-REM
| ’then I removed the bitterness by pouring water over it

(= the acorns)'
(from a description of how acorn mush was made)

(36*0 MANNER or REASON:
?o*nu-kun pu-pu*c-i qina*li-q tukvu no*li-qanik
he-ENC his-eye-ACC ruin-PRES night read-SUBORD 

REP
'he is ruining his eyes by reading at night'
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C5&5) TIME or REASON:
?o*nu-pil ney wultu?-ya ?i*k nu-ht£?a-qala
he-ENC me get angry-REM there my-go-SUBORD

REM ACC DAT
•he got mad at me when, because, I went there*

I All these can be treated in exactly the same way by making the S 
in which -(qa)nik or -gala later appear be dominated by one of the 
ADVL nodes of MANNER, REASON or TIME, Both -(qa)nik and -gala
iwill be introduced by the same transformation in each case (see 
575 below).

Before we consider the main transformations needed to gener
ate NON-HYP conditional sentences, there are a few more structure 
types that we need to have looked at.

5.1.1.5 Conditions with te»
|
'Conditions of this kind resemble the to«wili conditions we exam
ined in 5*1>1»2 in that the if-clause has a finite verb (usually 
FUT) but is introduced by te* instead of to*wili. Furthermore, 
'both protasis and apodosis may take FUT enclitics in the Pauma
i

'dialect, though in LaJolla they are not used in the apodosis.i
i

jThe following sentences will illustrate these differences:

(566) te*?-up2^ ?om poy ?ari-n pi wunal ca*qa*n
ENC you him kick-FOT he cry-FUT
FUT ACC

'if you kick him, he will cry'

It should be noticed that 566 looks as if it should mean something 
like *maybe you will kick him and he will cry', but this is not 
the translation given by my informants (cf. also Hyde, 160, where
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the same observation is made).

(367) te*?-up ?om ?ivi pa*l pa*?i-n pi ?om takWaya*n
this water drink-FUT get sick-FUTACC ACC

'if you drink this water you'll get sick'

(368) te*?-upku ?om hati?a*n pi-nupku^ pa? no* hat£?a*n
j ENC you go-FUT I go-FUT| FUT
i
\j *if you go, then I'll go*

j(369) te*-puku yawaywis ^  pa?-nupku sa*msa-n
| ENC then-ENC buy-FUT

FUT FUT
'if it's pretty, I'll buy it’

In 366 and 3^7 it will be seen that only the if-clause has encli
tics and that these are the regular FUT ones (see 22); in 368 and 
3691 on the other hand, both protasis and apodosis have enclitics 
and these are the 'remoter* FUT ones described in 4.1.2 (see also 
22).
15.1.1.4 Conditions with neither te* nor to*wili

There is one kind of conditional sentence which is similar to 
those with te* and to*wili but which has no special morpheme
introducing the if-clause. In all my examples it has no enclitics
jin either clause, though this may be an accident of my data. As
Ijin the other two types of NON-HYP conditions the verbs are finite 
and the apodosis is introduced by pa? or pi or both:

(370) ?om qay qami?i-n ?u-no*li tukvu pi ?om ?u-pu*c-i
you not quit-FUT your-read night your-eye-ACC
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gina*li-n 
ruin-FUT
•if you don't quit reading at night, you'll ruin your eyes'

| (371) ?om poy ?ari-ma*n pi po*? ca*qax-ma*n
! kick-FUT he cry-FUT
j  CONT CONTIt 'if you keep kicking him, he'll keep crying'
Observe that in 371 the sense comes close to 'whenever you (will) 
kick him, he will cry', which is one translation given by Hyde 
(l6o). However, Hyde's examples all lack the FUT suffix on the 
verb in the first clause, e.g. ?ari-ma instead of ?ari-ma*n, and 
these non-future forms were all rejected by my informants when 
the verb in the second clause was CONT FUT.

5*1.1*5 Generation of NON-HYP Conditions

It is evident that the clause type we examined in the last sub
section is really a subtype of either the to*wili or te* construc
tion. It can easily be generated from one of these by the dele
tion of the introductory morpheme. The question is whether there 
is any motivation for choosing one construction in preference to 
the other. I think there is the justification of economy for pos
tulating the to*will construction as underlying. As we saw in
j5.1*1.2, to*wili also occurs in if-clauses with non-finite verbs
!and may also be omitted from these. The simplest way to account 
for both is to propose an underlying to*wili for each, which can 
optionally be deleted. If we do this for protases with non-finite 
verbs, it is logical to do it also for those with finite verbs.
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Furthermore, we then need only one transformation to accomplish 
the deletion of to*wili optionally from both protasis types.

It will be helpful to see first the underlying tree for the 
S containing the conditional adverbial.

1(372)1 •
I •

i 3

NP * * * / ADVL V
i

(CONDITION)

N P ....... V

|S may immediately dominate more nodes than NP, ADVL and V, hence
ithe dotted lines in the top S. Similarly between the NP of S
I
and S there will be several other Se containing T/A verbs. These z
have also been indicated by a dotted line. If we recall the ana-f
(lysis of T/A made in 4.1.2, the transformational cycle will oper-
iI . .ate first on the lowest S in the tree (S ), and PREDICATE RAISING! z
!will produce a configuration of T/A verbs for which a T/A suffix
|can be substituted from the lexicon. It will be at this stage,I
i.e. after the lexical insertion of these suffixes, that to*wiliI
jand te* are introduced. If we use the symbol T/A for any T/A 
suffix, the transformation that inserts the protasis introducers 
pan be written as follows:
[I__________________________________________________________ __________________
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(373) to*wili and te* INSERTION (obligatory)

c  c b p  x  v d / i ] ,  : A D V L
(CONDITION)

SD: 1 2
SC: 1

te i
If we now abbreviate the features of the lexical entry (i.e. tree

j

'configuration, etc.) of T/A by F, then the transformation for the 
introduction of -(qa)nik will have the following form:

(37^) -(qa)nik INSERTION

CnPj xLLy NP2 Z V + T/A J S ]ADVL v + T/A ]fi

[ & » j |  ^

SD: 1 2 3
SC: 1 2 <q^>nik k

Conditions: 1. NP1 - NP2
2. Y / te*
3. Application is 

optional if
Y - to*wili

Angle brackets have been used to show that if the T/A verb CONT 
occurs in the tree configuration for the T/A suffix, the syllable 
-qa- must be added as well as -nik. It will be observed that the
second right-hand bracket has been labelled simply ADVL and not 
limited to conditional adverbials. This is because the same 
jtransformation can be used to generate the correct surface form 
for most other types of adverbial clause in Luiseno, e.g. those of
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MANNER, REASON, etc. I mentioned in 5.1.1.2.
The same is true of the transformation needed to insert -gala 

into the adverbial clause. In fact, as the structural description 
for this transformation is identical with that in , we need 
[only to introduce the two alternatives into the structural change
I

jand restrict their use by writing two conditions.

| (375) INSERTION of -(qa)nik and -qalaj
i O ,  x[ [y NP2 2 V + T/A As^ADVL V + T/A \
; [<+C0N^J
! SD: 1 2 3 **

SC: 1 ( 2 <qa^nik) 4 (a)
^pu 4- 2 qala J (b)

Conditions: 1. Application optional if 
Y * to*wili 

j  2. Y / te*
3. if NP^ j= NP2 only (a) applicable
*f. if NP^ / NP^ only (b) applicable 

In the formalism used in this transformation pu has been written
I

as a mnemonic for the possessive prefix attached to the verb stem 
when -qala is present. (This mnemonic will also be ueed in later 
transformations.) Another transformation will be needed to spread
Ithe features of person and number of NP2 to pu so that, after a 
second lexical look-up, the appropriate cross-referring form of 
the prefix will be inserted.

We saw at the beginning of this subsection that to*wili can 
be omitted from conditional sentences containing either finite or
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non-finite verb forms. This can be effected by a very simple 
t rans f orma t i on:

(376) to*wili DELETION (optional)

[ to*will X ]s

SD: 1 2 3 ==?
SC: 1 0 3

Here again ADVL does not need to be specified more closely as
CONDITION, since to*wili is not found outside conditional sen
tences.

It now remains for us to move the adverbial clause to the
beginning or end of the matrix sentence. Since the choice of
position makes no difference to the meaning and, both positions 
are equally common, we can build this choice into the transfor
mation. It should be noticed, however, that no choice is possible 
jif the adverbial clause is introduced by te*.

(377) EXTRAPOSITION OF ADVL
I
!

NP X ADVL V
SD:
SC: f3 ( (pi (pa?) \ , 1 2

J U p a ?  ( p i ) i J
3 2

(a)

(b)

Condition: (a) is obligatory if ADVL = te* 4 S

Notice that this transformation is equally applicable if ADVL is 
not a clause but one of the few Luiseho true adverbs or a nominal 
form with a case ending (e.g* ?esku-tal 'loudly*, sinavu-oi 'on
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account of the money11 etc.). However, in this case the particles 
pi and pa? may not be used if case (a) is chosen.

The formalism used in (a) is intended to represent the fact 
that when ADVL is preposed, either pi or pa? intervenes, or both

*  pin either order, or neither pi nor pa?.
Finally there is the question of the enclitics. We saw above 

that whereas te* is usually followed by an enclitic, to*wili 
never is. We also saw that the 'conditional clauses with neither 
te* nor to*wili1 also have no enclitics. The latter fact follows 
quite logically if we derive such clauses by deleting to*wili 
from their underlying structure, as I have done above. In other 
words, if we preclude enclitics from to*wili clauses, they will be 
automatically precluded from the clauses derived from them. The 
suffixes -(qa)nik and -qala resemble to*wili in not tolerating 
ienclitics within their own S. Since the enclitics will be auto- 
jmatically generated as the cycle progresses up the tree (see
1̂.2.1.5), we shall need a transformation to delete them again
)

obligatorily after to*wili, -(qa)nik and -qala (and also after a
■number of other particles and verbal suffixes) in the protasis(
and optionally after pi or pa? in the apodosis. The details of 
these transformations need not, however, concern us here.
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5.1*2 HYP Conditions

The second major, class of conditional sentences consists of those 
which have the T/A verb HYP in their underlying structure, i.e. 
those which contain what are traditionally called 'unfulfilled 
conditions'. Here Luiseno has fewer constructions at its dis
posal than for NON-HYP conditions, but there are pronounced dif
ferences between the declarative and interrogative structures.
i
b*1.2.1 Conditions with to*wili, to* and hani?
ii
[Conditions of this kind have a finite verb with a zero suffix for

[always accompanied by the HYP enclitics (see 25), whereas to*wili
t

usually occurs without. In my data the apodosis is always intro-

amples I have for clarity's sake included the zero HYP suffix.

|HYP MOM and -ma for HYP CONT (see 16). The morpheme to*wili again 
[figures as the introducer of the protasis, but its place can be
j
taken by hanl? or to* with no change of meaning. The latter are

duced by jai, pa?. or a combination of both after to*wili and
ihani?, but I collected one case with no connector after to*. Note
ithat HYP conditional sentences with protasis introducers are not
!
i

jdiscussed in Kroeber/Grace, Tac, and Hyde. In the following ex-

(378) to*wili ca*m poyk ?amu*lu yax-0 pa? pi qay
we him first tell-HYP not

ACC
ca*m-i wultu?ax-0 
we-ACC get angry-HYP

ftold | 
(fad toldj

him first he would
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(379)

Ii
(380)

(381)

(382)

to*vili-xunpu no* poy t i * wi-0 pi • -xunpu^ poyk 
IENC 4-HYP 

4-1 -PL

him see-HTP 
ACC him

DAT
Pauma

wa*?is ?o*vi-0 
meat give-HYP
'if I [ saw

Ihad seeni him, I would (give
(have given}

him the meat?

to*-xuku ca*m hati?ax-0 pito*? ca*m wuna? qal-ma-0
ENCl we go-HYP now we there be-CONT-HYF 4-HYP 
4-1
4-PLj LaJolla

fif we had gone, we should have been over there (by) now'

hani?-xunpu no* poy ti*wi-0 pi pa? no* poy 0iqWi-0
IENC4-HYP4-1-PL

him see-HYP ACC

J Pauma
'if I (saw 'j him, I would (whip

had seenj thave whipped̂
him whip-HYP ACC

him*

hani?-xuno?pu no* poy ti*wi-0 pa?-xuno?pu poyk
I him see-HYPENC 

4-HYP 4-PST 4-1 
-PL

him
DAT

Pauma
sinaval ?o*vi-0 
money give-0
'if I had seen him, I would have given him the money'
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It will be observed that with the exception of 380 and 382 the 
time reference of the verbs in these sentences is either present 
or past, i.e. in isolation they have two English translations.
In fact the context will usually make clear which time reference 
is intended, as in 380. In 382 present reference is ruled out by 
the form of the enclitic. The use of these past HYP enclitics
seems to be rare. I was unable to elicit any example from my
LaJolla informant.

3.1.2.2 Conditions Just With HYP Enclitics

More common than the HYP conditional constructions just described 
are those which resemble them in every other way structurally ex
cept that the protasis introducer is absent. Again the protasis 
always contains the HYP MOM zero suffix or the HYP CONT suffix 
-ma-0, and the apodosis is introduced by £i, pa?, or a combination

i
Jof both. However, in this type of construction I have collected
|no examples without one or both of these connectors.
|
|(383) poy-xuku no* ti*wi-0 pi no* poy neci-ni-0

ENC I see-HYP
4-HYP
4-1

pay-cause-HYP

pL t r nLaJolla
'if I fsaw

{ had seen)him, I would [make
have made}him pay'

(38^) wuna*lum-xumpu wuko*?ax-0 pi pa? ?ayali-ma-pf
they rENC-] arrive-HYP know-CONT-HYP

4-HYP 
4-III
4-PL _-1 Pauma
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*if they fcome \ they would [know ) 1
|had comej lhave known)

(585) ca’m-xuktt poy ti*wi-0 pu-na*la-qala
we ENC 

+HYP 
■H -
+PL r

him see-HYP 
ACC

hia-be scared-SUBOHD

jaJolla
pa? pi po*? siguru hamo•yax-ma-0

he surely be ashamed-CONT-HYP
•if we ("were to see") him when he was scared, he would 

Chad seen J
surely f be j aBhamed'

(,have been)

pa? pi lo*vi-ma-0
be good- 
CONT-HYP

?umom-■xumpu poyk ?amu*lu yax-0
you ENC’ him first tell-HYP
PL +HYP DAT

+11
4-PL_ Pauma

'if you ftold \ him first, it would fbe 
lhad toldJ Lha

right'
[have been}

all

(387) no*-xuno?pu poy t£*wi-0 pa?-xuno?pu poyk wa*?is
him meat 
DAT

ENC 
+HYP 
4-PST 
4-1
-PL „-i Pauma

?o*vi-0 
give-HYF
'if I had seen him I would have given him the meat*

Notice that, as in the examples in 5.1.2.1, an enclitic may accom
pany the connector of the apodosis in the Pauma dialect, whereas
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in the LaJolla dialect the enclitics are invariably absent.
Again, when no context is given, the time reference can be either

34present or past, except in
As we shall see below, very few adjustments to the rules 

presented in 5.1.1.5 are needed to generate the above sentences
|
and those in 5-1.2.1. Before we consider these adjustments, how
ever, it is necessary for us to examine one other type of HYP con- 
jditional sentence.
r
i5*1.2.3 Conditional Questions Again
i ■
In 4.2.2.1.7 we looked at the paradigm of conditional HYP encli
tics and saw two examples of their use, 86 and 87. In 4.4.8 I 
dealt with the generation of the enclitics in the first disjunct 
and of te» in the second disjunct of an interrogative apodosis.
It remains for me now to give a few more examples and to examine
more closely the characteristics of the protasis. Consider thei
iif ol lowing:

(388) ?om-xukuna ?aya*li-0 pu-ma*kina-ki to*vili wunal
ENC repair-HYP his-car-ALIEN if he+HYP

i +INT
i I*1I -PL _1 Pauma
|

?oyk pu-neci-qala
you his-pay-SUBORD 
DAT
'would you .have mended his car if he'd paid you?1
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089) no*-xukun:(a) muyik-i ainaval ciwi-0
~ENC ~| much-ACC money win-HYP 
+HYP 
4-INT 
■HI
-"PL -J La Jolla

xWa*n pu-mi*?-qala 
his-be-SUBORD

'would I have won a lot of money if Juan had been there?1

It will be seen that in these two examples the apodosis is struc
turally. identical with that in the declarative sentences described 
in 5.1.1.2: it may be introduced by to*wili as in 388 or there may 
be no introducer as in 389* Similarly, the non-finite verb form 
carries the -nik suffix when the subject of both protasis and apo- 
dosis has the same reference, or the -qala suffix with a matching 
personal prefix when the two subjects have different reference.

I am uncertain whether the protasis in an interrogative con
ditional sentence must always contain a non-finite verb form.
!ffhis is certainly the case in all the examples I elicited from my
j  3 5[two informants, but it is conceivable that enclitics and finite
[rerb forms may also be used at times. It should also be noted
Ithat I have no examples of an if-clause introduced by hanl? or to*
in such sentences.

3.1.2>^ Generation of HYP Conditions

In the two foregoing subsections we have seen that the most marked 
differences between HYP and NON-HYP conditional sentences are (1) 
the use of different sets of enclitics for each type, (2) the use 
of different protasis introducers (te* for NON-HYP and to*, hanx?
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for HYP), and (3) different conditions on the use of finite and 
non-finite forms in the protasis. On the other hand both types 
have in common (1) that some if-clauses may be introduced by 
to*wili, and (2) that some have no introducer at all although the 
verb is finite.

Let us deal first with the differences. The use of different 
jsets of enclitics will not necessitate any change in the transfor
mations proposed in 5.1.1.5 for NON-HYP conditions. I suggested 
there that the enclitics will already have been lexically inserted
before the morphemes to*wili and te* are introduced by 373. This|
[will of course also be true of HYP conditions; i.e. when HYP 
occurs in the T/A superstructure of the protasis and apodosis, the
jappropriate enclitics and the appropriate forms of the verb will
iautomatically be generated by the transformational cycle as out
lined in 4.1.2, before to*wili, to* or hani? are inserted. Simi-
Ilarly, the difference between the enclitics used in interrogative 
jand non-interrogative apodoses will also be previously taken care
t
of by the performative verb at the top of the underlying tree.

For the insertion of the different apodosis introducers, how
ever, 373 will need to be modified so as to take into account 
whether NON-HYP or HYP enclitics are present. This can be accom-I!plished as follows:
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(390) INSERTION OF APODOSIS INTRODUCERS (Obligatory)

'ADVL"'ADVL
(CONDITION)

SD: 1 2
SC: 1

'to* wili] 
to* | 
hani?V. 1

+ 2

where Y = any NON-HYP enclitic, and Z * any HYP enclitic, and the 
subscript 1 on two sets of parentheses allows the top member of

the bottom member of the first set to go only with the bottom
imember of the second.
j The reader will notice that 390 also allows the insertion ofj
|to» or hani? as the introducer of the if-clause in an interroga
tive conditional. I mentioned that my data do not contain ex
amples of structures of this type, though they may exist. For 
simplicity I have here assumed that they are possible. Should 
this prove to be wrong, 390 would have to be restricted?by a con
dition excluding them when Z is the interrogative HYP suffix.

The third difference between NON-HYP and HYP conditions, viz.
i

in the use of finite or non-finite verb forms, can easily be ac-
|'commodated by extending the conditions on 375* INSERTION OFI
jl-(qa)nik and -qala. If it is true that HYP protases in declara-
I+    ■‘‘inite verbs, whereas in interrog-

tain non-finite verbs, we must

ithe first set to go only with the top member of the second, and

on—the- transformation;
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(391) Further Conditions on 375

5. T/A / declarative HYP suffix
6. Application obligatory if T/A ■ interrogative

HYP suffix

All that now remains is to see whether the other two transforma
tions in 5*1>1*5 will also account for the resemblances between

I . . . .
(

|NON-HYP and HYP conditional sentences. By analogy with NON-HYPi
jstructures, we can propose that HYP protases without clause intro-
iducers are also produced by the deletion of an underlying to»wili.
iI As formulated in 376, to*wili DELETION satisfies the structural 
[description of both NON-HYP and HYP protases and thus produces the
jrequired effect. Similarly, EXTRAPOSITION OF ADVERBIAL as formu-
]
i

jlated in 377 also produces the correct results for both types of
!

jstructure, providing we make the total omission of pi, pa? com-
iIbinations in SC(a) inadmissible after HYP protases without clause
iiiintroducers.
!

I
hff
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5.2 Relative Clauses

The most intricate of Luiseno embedded structures is the relative 
clause. Characteristically it contains only non-finite verb;, 
forms which behave like adjectival modifications of the head noun, 
and which usually can be inflected for number and case dependingIt
Ion the function of the head noun in the matrix sentence. Luiseno
1
jrelative constructions are always restrictive; I have found no
i

•evidence at all for the existence of the non-restrictive kind. 
Altogether the language has thirteen non-finite relative verb 
forms at its disposal, if we count the two specifically animate 
forms 'V+kat1 and rV+wut', about whose role as true relative
structures I have some doubt (see 5.2.6 and 5.2.7). The factors
jdetermining the shape of the relative forms are: (a) whether the
jhead noun (HN) is animate or inanimate, (b) whether the head noun
i
|

h,as the same reference as the subject noun (SN) of the relative S 
'or as some noun other than the subject noun, (c) what T/A higher
i
jjverbB are in the underlying tree configuration dominating the verb 
•in the relative S (see 5*2.1 below for a more detailed account of
j

jthis the most important factor). So that the reader can quickly 
obtain a first orientation through this welter of forms, I shall 
first present a chart showing the interaction of the three deter
mining factors, and then in the subsequent sections discuss and 
illustrate each form and provide a transformation for its gener
ation. It should be noted that there are more than thirteen 
entries in the chart since some of the forms overlap.
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(392)
PRES HAB

HN * SN
ANIMATE
V 4- kat

INANIMATE
HN SN

ANIMATE INANIMATE
( pu + V | 
Ipu 4* V 4- la J

PRES, P PR V + qat pu 4 V + qat
SEM CONT V f qat 

qal t mukus1 {pu 4- V +
pu 4- v 4- qat\ 
qal + vo J

REM V + mukus f pu 4- V + vo | 
I pu 4 V J

FUT CONT f V I lut
pu 4- V 4* qal 4- pi} ? pu 4 V 4 qal f pi

FUT f V 4 lut I 
Ipu 4 V 4 pi) pu 4- V 4- pi

'likes to' V 4- wut

(With the exception of the two specifically animate forms *V4,kat' 
jand *V4-wut1, which I shall treat together later, the relatives 
will be analysed in the order in which they are seen in 392.

I
The usual word order is for the relative to follow immediately 

after the noun it qualifies; but aB a considerable amount of 
scrambling of the elements in a Luiseno sentence is possible, 
other word orders are also found, e.g. preceding the head noun, 
following the head noun but separated from it by the verb of the
matrix sentence, etc. Examples of these varying orders will be]
|seen in the illustrations given below.
I5.2.I pu 4- V 
1---------------
,One of the simplest relatives as far as structure is concerned 
jconsists of the bare verb stem (i.e. root 4 thematic increment)
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with a possessive prefix. For simplicity of reference I shall 
allow pu- (third person singular) to stand for any member of the 
paradigm of personal prefixes, and name each relative construction
|
by means of a structural formula. Hence the one we are here con
sidering can be referred to as 'pu+V'. Its most common usage is 
in relative constructions which make a general statement about the 
head noun, i.e. whose remote structure contains the aspect verb 
!HAB (see 393a) and for whose T/A tree configuration the suffix -ma 
has been inserted from the lexicon (see 393b).

(393a) . (393b)
NP

PRES
NPNP,1 A  NP, NP,/  ̂ j
S

NP HAB 

S
< NP, NP, *\ C. J
j
jin the above diagrams the dotted lines are used to indicate the
i

jparts of the tree that have been omitted. Henceforth, in this
i

jsubsection and in those that follow, I shall take it that PRED RSG
has applied in each case before the relativizing transformations
can operate, i.e. that trees similar to 393a have been converted
to trees like 393b. In accordance with the cyclical principle,
the relativization transformations will not need to take NP1, the
head noun, into account until the S governing NP. is reached, byJ
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which time PRED RSG will have operated on all the Ss below NP^. I 
shall assume that lexical insertion will apply as soon as a con
figuration is generated which matches one in the lexicon. Hence 
the structural description of the relativizing transformations 
will need to refer only to the T/A suffix and not to the tree con
figuration for which it was inserted. It will also be noted that

NP
I have adopted the analysis of relative clauses, which isrtf w
adequate for our present purposes but which is not the only pos
sible approach (see Stockwell 1968:445-6).

In the relative construction we are here considering, the 
head noun must have different reference from that of the subject 
noun in the relative clause, but the same reference as some other
noun (e.g. NP,) in that clause. This and the other characteris- 3
tics mentioned above are illustrated in the following sentences.

(394) co*?un na*ca"nis (po*?) ?u-lo?xa pilek ?axa*t
\ all food DEF your-make very delicious
j 'all the food you prepare is very delicious'

(395) co*?un-um li*vri-m (pumom) pu-na*wi(-m) popliv-um
all-PL book-PL DEF his-write(-PL) good-PL

PLj
I 'all the books he writes are good1i|
1(396) co*?un-um ?ata*x-um (pumom) nu-?o?na-m ?6ma*ni all-PL person-PL DEF my-know-PL be absent-FHES

PL PL
*all the people I know are not here*

In 394-6 the head noun is in subject position in the matrix sen
tence and is accompanied by a DETERMINES (co*?un). Optionally the
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deictic po*?, which is declined differently from the pronoun 
po*? *he,she,it' can be used as a DEFINITIZER, i.e. if the

i

definiteness of the head noun needs to be stressed. It can, how
ever, equally well be omitted. In cases like the above where a 
DET is present, the DEF can appear immediately before or immedi
ately after the head noun, i.e. in addition to the order shown 
:above, co*?un po*? na*ca*nis, co*?unum pumom ll»vrim and co* ?unum 
pumom ?ata*xum are equally acceptable and have just the same mean
ing. In most of the examples that follow it will be seen that the 
DEF usually precedes the head noun, especially when no DET is 
used. This analysis does not accord with Hyde (169) where the

Simorpheme is taken to be a clause marker and always made to stand 
jat the beginning of the relative clause.
| Let us now turn our attention to the relativized verb. Ini
the construction under consideration, the bare verb stem carries 
[a personal prefix reflecting the person and number of the subject 
|NP in the underlying relative S. If we steal a glance at the
jother Cupan languages, we shall see that in Cahuilla and Cupeno
jjthe verba regularly carry subject prefixes, and we might at first
i  ■lbe tempted to claim that we have the same phenomenon in Luiseno
I
1but restricted to embedded sentences. However, a closer examina-
i

jtion of the Luiseno verb forms will show quite clearly that they
!are nominalizations, in which case it is only logical to consider 
the person prefixes as possessive, the function they have every
where else in Luiseno grammar. It is for this reason that I am 
glossing them as possessives in the exemplary sentences. Evidence!1I___________________________________________________________ — -------------
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that the verb forme are nominal (I am using this term to cover 
both noun and adjective) is given by the fact that they can be 
inflected for both number and case. It will be seen from the ex
amples below that the rules for number agreement differ between

37LaJolla and Pauma. I'ft both dialects when the head noun is plu-
jral and animate, the relativized verb also carries the pluralij
jsuffix as in 396 nu-?o?na-m; however, when the head noun is plural 
jbut inanimate, the relativized verb is regularly inflected for 
|plural by my LaJolla informant but very rarely by my Pauma infor
mant, hence the parenthesis in 395* We shall see further examples 
of agreement discrepancies between the dialects in ensuing sec
tions*

In my treatment of relative constructions I shall not give 
any rules for case and number agreement, as a detailed discussion
[of this area of Luiseno grammar would take me far beyond the lim-
j
jits I have set myself. However, a few general remarks about case 
|and number in these structures are in place. In the examples 
■39̂ -6 it is not obvious that the relative nominals are inflected,
j
âs there is no special marking for NOMINATIVE in Luiseno. When
|the head noun has a function other than as subject in the matrix
|
3, it will usually carry an overt case ending corresponding to
i[that function, and the same case ending is then found on the rel-
s
ativized form form, e.g.

(397) no*-nil waxa*m pune*-yi nu-^wo*?-i ti*w-7yax
I -ENC yest. DEF-ACC my-fear-ACC see-REM

REM
'yesterday I saw the (person) I'm afraid of'
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(398) mariya-p pu-na? poyk ?o*vi-vica-q
ENC her-father him give-want-PRES
PRES DAT

hie pu-na? pu-ma?max-i
sth his-like-ACC
ACC
'Maria wants to give her father something he likes'i

!

1(399) wunal-up /alax-ma co*?un-m-i ?atax-m-iij he-ENC hate-PRES all-PL-ACC person-PL-ACC
PRES HAB
f *58| pune*-m-i nu-?o?na-m-i

I DEF-PL-ACC my-know-PL-ACC!
'he hates all the people I know'

Now consider the following:

(400) ku?a*l-up nive7-qa wiw-qa nu-/fqaki pu-lo?xa-qa
fly-ENC be in-PRES acorn-LOC my-wife her-make-LOC

PRES mush
'there 1b a fly in the acorn mush my wife made'

Here both head noun and relative nominal are in the locative case. 
In the next two sentences, head (pro)noun and relative nominal are 
both accusative.

(401) tow-kam, wunal his pu-?yo»t-i~^ pu-ma*-qa
look-ENC he sth his-steal-ACC his-hand-LOC

ACC
yaw?-qa
hold-PRES
'look, he's holding in his hand something that he's stolen
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— 1 ----------------------------------------------------------------  “ IQ t(402) puney-kunum sinaval ?ama*yamal pu-noli tulo*w-ax
DEF
ACC

-ENC fREPORT 
+III +PL

money boy his-leave find-REM
ACC

'they found the money that the boy left behind'

In 400-2 it ie noteworthy that the T/A of the underlying verb in 
the relative S cannot be PRES HAB as in 394-9. In each case the 
'action' of the underlying relative verb precedes that of the 
matrix verb. In such clauses as this Luiseno normally uses the 
specifically 'past' construction 'pu4-V+ vo* (see 5.2.4.1), and in 
fact this is a perfectly acceptable alternative in 400-2.
I It is tempting to think that the 'pu+V1 construction may per-1 1
haps not be marked for Tense/Aspect at all: all the relative forms 
in all the sentences, above are similar to the English construction 
'of his V-ing'. For example, 394 might be translated by 'all the 
food of your making ... 1 , 399 by 'all the people of my knowing...
|400 by 'something of his stealing etc. Although some of
ijthese translations may sound odd, they capture the same meaning as
i  '
1jthe Luiseno without any explicit time reference. We may note fur-
ither that this interpretation would cover a..number of other uses 
' 40jof *pu4-V'. For example, the construction is used often where
j

jEnglish has a passive and a past tense, though the Luiseno encli-jj
tic when used indicates PRES time:

(403) ?o»nu-p nu-ta*?a/ neyk pu-?o*vi
this-ENC my-uncle me his-give

PRES DAT
'this was given to me by my uncle'
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(this is of my uncle's giving)

(^0^) co*?un ?ivi ?ata*xum pura-pura?na 
all this people their-plant
'all this was planted by people’ 

is of people's planting)

| Although this 'tenseless' approach seems attractive, never
theless within the framework I am using X can see no alternative 
to positing T/A higher verbs as underlying these constructions.
In the first place my analysis requires each relative nominal to
Iibe dominated by S, and the grammar as now set up requires also a 
T/a superstructure dominating each 'traditional* S of this kind; 
in the second place, there are constraints which preclude the use 
of 'pu+V* where the English translation suggests a FUT time ref
erence, e.g. it cannot be used to render 'the acorn mush my mother
jwill, is going to, make tomorrow*. Here one of the alternatives
I
jdescribed in 5*2.5 must be used. This suggests that only certainI1combinations of T/A higher verbs are permissible in the underlying
istructure. These constraints on tense and aspect can be easily
Raptured if the transformation generating *pu+V' relatives has a!
structural description in which only -ma (PRES HAB) and -?ax (an 
abbreviation for the various morphologically conditioned allo- 
norphs of REM) occur. It could be written:
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(405) GENERATION OF RELATIVE pu * V

W NPX [ x  NP2 Y ] s Z

SD: 1 2 3 ^ 5 6  ==#■
SC: 1 0 3 pu+4 0 6

1

j Condition: 1. NP., « NP_i X d.
\

\ 2. X must contain
NP

Condition 2 prevents NP2 from being the subject NP of the relative 
j s ,  which will always be generated as the first NP in each sen
tence. X or Y may of course contain more than one NP. ThiB nota
tion is therefore intended to represent NP_ as any NP other thanI
[the subject of the relative S.
|
5.2.2 pu * V * la1j
There is another relative similar in meaning and construction to 
’pu+V* but carrying the suffix -la. In one of its uses it seems
I
,to be identical with 1 pu-J-V' in indicating an action which is ha-IIIjbitually or continually performed. Here again the head noun in 
the matrix sentence must have the same reference as some noun in 
the relative S other than the subject. As we can see from 408

ibelow where the case suffix is overt, ' pu4-V4-la' is usually inflec-j
jted for the same case as that of the head noun it modifies* I 
have no evidence in my data, however, to show that it may also 
agree in number.
(406) wunal-up po*? me?is xWa»n puya*maqi pu-yi?yi-la

that-ENC DEF doll Juan always his-play-REL
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•that's the doll that Juan always plays with'

(407.) ?ivi-p hu*kapis nu-na? pu-hu*^i-la
this-ENC pipe my-father his-smoke-REL
'this is the pipe my father always smokes'

(408) waxa*m-nil puney yum?pis xWa*n pu-mati* -li^
yest. ENC DEF hat his-lose-REL

| REM ACC ACC
l

pe*-qa tulo*w-ax (LaJolla)
j road-LOC find-REM
I

! 'yesterday I found on the road that hat that Juan is
| always losing'

cf. no*-nil tulo*w-?yax puney yum?pis x a*n 
| find-REMI / iflpu-mati*-la-y (Pauma)

his-lose-HEL-ACC
I 'I found that hat Juan is always losing*

It will be noticed that, except for 4o8, all these sentences are
i

I'equative' with a deictic (?ivi 'this', wunal 'that') as subject 
;or subject modifier. 'pu+V+la' seems to be particularly favoured
iijin this environment, but 'pu+V' may also be used. Compare 407
iwith

(409) ?ivi-p sirve*sa ni-yo? pu-lo?xa
my-mother her-make

'this is the beer my mother makes'
j

and see also 403 and 4o4. I was unable to determine any semantic 
difference between the two constructions in sentences of this 
type, but it may well be that 'pu4.V+la' has a different feel about 
it because of its other uses.
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One of these is particularly interesting. In suitable envi
ronments its meaning may be narrowed down to the place where the 
action of the verb is performed, e.g.

(410) uu-na? pu-he*lax-la pilek wa*m
my-father his-sing-REL very far
'where my father sings is a long way off'

| (411) nu-na? pu-he*lax-la-qa pilek ?i*ta*t
| his-sing-REL-LOC very cold

'(at) where my father sings it's very cold'

i(412) ?ivi-p ?iva? x*a*n pu-mati*-la pu-yum?pis
this-ENC here his-lose-REL his-hat
'this is where Juan always loses his hat'

(413) ?ivi-p xWa*n pu-he*yi-la 
j his-dig-REL

'this is where Juan always digs'

No doubt the deictic adverb is preferrred because sentences like
413 are ambiguous without it. The same construction is found in
equative sentences of this type indicating the purpose for which 
an object is used (4l4), and it is only a short step further for 
* pu4-V+la' to stand for this object itself (415):

(414) wunal-up kula*wut ?e*xil pu-he*yi-la
that-ENC stick earth its-dig-RELACC
'that stick is for digging the ground'

(415) |rfuqa*l pu-wa*qi-la pilek ?alaxwis 
woman her-sweep very bad
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'that womans broom is very bad'

Hence without the deictic adverb sentence 41? could also mean 
fthis is Juan's digging implement'.

i A little consideration will show that all but the first use 
of 'pu+V-Ha' described above involve considerable problems of 
jgeneration within the present framework. As I am only concerned
1
ijwith relatives, I shall not consider further the constructions
i
i

seen in 4l4 and 415 since they seem to me to be only distantly 
related to relatives. We can, however, take a second look at the 
'general' 'pu+V+la' which appears to be synonymous with 'pu+V' 
and at the 'where* kind of *pu4V+la'.

The first of these, if it really is a mere alternative to 
'pu+V', can be generated by amending 405 to 4l6:

(416) GENERATION OF RELATIVE pu4V40 AND pufV41a

Condition: 1. NP̂  ̂ - NP2

2. X must contain NP
Since a real contrast between the absence of any suffix and the 
presence of a suffix (-la) becomes obvious when *pu+V* and 
'pu+V+la' are treated as alternative constructions, I have posited 
a zero suffix in 416 and amended 'pufV' to 'pu+V+0'.
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For the generation of the 'where' kind of 'pu+V+la', the 
main problem is the restriction of the meaning to location. One 
solution which immediately springs to mind is to consider the 
construction as a 'general' 'pu*V+la* modifying the noun 'place1, 
e.g. 'the place at which my father sings'. There is, however,

i

jlittle support for this interpretation from the language itself.
i

|First, there are very few words for abstractions in Luiseno, and 
ia word for 'place' is entirely absent. Maybe one could posit an
i
jabstract PLACE here, in the same sense of 'abstract' as was used
I
jin connection with the performative and higher verbs. Neverthe
less, even supposing this were acceptable, one would expect
i
|fputV+la' to be always in the locative case (the PLACE at which..) 
and in 410, 412 and 413 it is clearly not. Another alternative 
"which seems more attractive is to consider the construction as 
|something like a gerund, i.e. not as a relative at all. More datai
jare required before a decision can be made, however, and X will
i

therefore not speculate any further.

5.2.3 V 4 qatj 1|
When (a) the head noun is modified by an underlying S that con
tains a verb with the PRES suffix -qa, and (b) the subject NP of 
;this S is coreferential with the head noun, i.e. when we have a 
tree configuration of the following kind



where NP^ = NP^, Luiseno deletes NP2 and replaces »qa by «qat.
As with the other relative constructions described above, 'V+qat' 
usually carries the same case and number suffix as NP^; or, more 
accurately, when -gat has been introduced, the case of NP^ (deter
mined by its function in the sentence) is usually spread to both 
NP2 and ’V+qat’.

(4l8) wunal-up ya?as his qewi-qat ?ata*x-um po*mik
that-ENC man sth shout-REL person-PL them

ACC PRES DAT
nu-pe*t
my-younger brother
'that man who is announcing something to the people is 
my younger brother'

| (419) ?axim -sum wuna*l-um nanitmal-um John pu-?es
! who that-PL girl-PL with him
| PL
j mon-qat-um

come-HEL- PL 
PRES

■who are those girls coming with John?'

(420) ?ivi kWi»la mona-qat ?u-kWa*n
this acorn pile up-HEL for you

PRES
’this pile of acorns is for you’
(* these acorns which are piling up ...)

(421) no*-n ?o?na-q pune*m-i ?atax-m-i ki *s
I-ENC know-PRES DEF -ACC person-PL-ACC house

PL ACC
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wa*qi-qat-um-i
sweep-REL -PL-ACC 

PRES
'I know those people who are sweeping the house'

Sometimes the relative 'V+qat' has the same time reference as the 
PAST PRESENT -qat. e.g.

(422) po*? ya*?as ney nuli-qat ya?ani-q
DEF man me push-HEL run away-PRES

ACC P PR
'the man who (just) pushed me has run away'

ji
jln 4.1.3*1 (6) and in Footnote 3 I have pointed out that I am
junable to find any generalizations covering both of these -qat
iforms, since the relative 'V+qat' can also have PRES tense refer
ence. I shall therefore treat them as separate, despite the iden
tity of shape, and consider relative -qat to be substituted for 
both PRES —qa and P PR -qat. In fact the situation is even more 
complicated than this. When the head noun is inanimate, the time 
reference of 'V+qat* may be extended to HEM CONT (see 16), and 
probably to other past tenses though I have no data for these.
The following two sentences illustrate this usage with inanimate 
nouns:

(423) wuna * lum-mil to*vajfal wani*-qa neskin ^e?-qat(-i)
they-ENC oak river-LOC near grow-REL (—ACC)

REM REM
CONT

V fcor-ax 
fell-REM1
'they cut down the oak that was growing by the river'
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(424) jfu/rfa* vit-pil kula*wut nu-ki*-qa wici-qat-i
Mexican-ENC wood 

HEM

?u?yo* t

my-house-LOC lie-REL -ACC
HEMCONT

steal 
HEM
'the Mexican stole the wood that was lying beside my house*

|In view of these additional data, the underlying tree for 1V+qat'
| (417) must be amended to;
j
(425) :

NP_ NP, * V T/A
2 3 I-qa 

-qat
l-qu<

The transformation necessary for generating this relative can now 
be written:
(426) GENERATION OF RELATIVE V+qat 

X NPX Q NP2
Ĝ-AnimÛ

I V + : S  *  1<-qu^>J
SD:
SC:

1
1

2
0

3
3

.4
-qat

5
5

Condition: NP^ * NP2

I have again taken the angle brackets from transformational phono
logy to indicate that relative -qat can be substituted for -quĵ
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only when the head noun is inanimate. On the other hand, the head 
noun can be either inanimate or animate when relative "qat is sub
stituted for the tense suffixes -qa or -qat. I think I am justi
fied in writing the rule this way, since this shows clearly the 
relatedness of these three uses of relative -qat.

There is one final observation to make before we leave this 
construction. Sentence 423 illustrates that case spreading is 
optional, not obligatory, when the head noun is inanimate. Both 
versions of 423, i.e. with and without the ACC suffix ^i, were

ijvolunteered by my LaJolla informant and pronounced to be equally
i
I

igrammatical. This usage accords with that of my Pauma informant,
jwho gave the same information. We shall see that the optional use
1
jof the ACC suffix on a relative nominal qualifying an inanimate
1 • •

nounia not limited to 'V+qat*. Where the ACC was actually used
1|(as in 424), I shall not place it in parentheses; parentheses will 
be used, however, when both alternatives were given.

Unfortunately I have no data to show what happens when a case
"iother than ACC is required on a head noun. This awaits further|

research.

5*2.3«1 pu + V + qat

jExactly parallel to relative 'V+qat' is another construction dif- 
jfering only in that it carries a prefix which picks up the numberI
and person of the subject of the underlying clause when this has 
different reference from that of the head noun. In other words, 
underlying 'pu+V+qat* is the same tree as 425; Uut in this case 
jNP-̂ does not equal NF?but some other NP (e.g. NP^).________________
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(427) ?uke*, mansa'na ?u-ce*vi-qat co*?un ?api*sa
sir apple your-pick-HEL all rotten

PRES
'sir, the apples you are picking are all rotten1

(428) wunal-up ?ixi?wut xWa*n pu-sa*msa-qat qay lo*vi-q
that-ENC sheep his-buy-SEL not be well-PRES

! PRES
j
| 'that sheep that Juan is buying is not well'

[(429) ?om-/(u ti*w-ax puney peslis ni-yo?
: you-ENC see-REM DBF dish my-mother

INT ACC
pu-hu*pi-qat-i
her-paint-REL -ACC 

PRES
Tdid you see the dish my mother is painting?'

(430) co*?un his nu-?yali-qat nu-na? po*qi nu-placi^
j all thing my-know-REL my-father him my-learn
i ACC PRES ABL

'everything I know I have learnt from my father'

In all the above the relative has PRES time reference; but, as in
the case of 'V+qat', the time reference may also be P PR:

(431) hax-^u ?6*nu ?u-neci-qat poyk
who-ENC that your-pay—REL him

INT P PR DAT
•who is that (to) whom you were just paying?'

(432) no*-n ma?ma-q co*?un ?u-sa*msa-qat-i
I-ENC want-PRES all your-buy-REL -ACC

P PR
'I want all you were buying'



Sentences 429 and 432 show 'pu+V+qat' modifying the object NP of 
the matrix sentence, and therefore carrying the ACC suffix ^i 
(see also 433)• The case relatione in 429 are more complicated 
and will be taken up in 5.2.8.

Just like •V+qat* this relative construction may also be 
used to refer to REM CONT time when the head noun is inanimate:

j(433) no*-n waxa*m hati?i-nik ?6*num-um-i yum?pis-m~i

your-make-REL-PL-ACC not see-REM 
REM 
CONT

•when I went yesterday, I didn't see those hats you were
making1

For the generation of 'pu+V+qat* we need the following transfor
mation, which contains the same formalism as 426:

| (434) GENERATION OF pu+V+qat

5.2.4 V + (qal + ) mukus

When the verb in the underlying S bears the REM T/A suffix »?ax 
and the head noun has the same reference as some noun other than

I-ENC yest. go-SUBORD that-PL-ACC hat-PL-ACC 
?u-lo?xa-qat-m-i qay tl*w-ax

2 Y

SD
SC: 1

1 2 3 4 5 6
0 3 pu+4 -qat 6

Condition: 1. NP^ « NP^
2. X must contain NP
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the subject of the relative S, we have the correct underlying 
structure for the generation of *V+mukus*. Certain aspects of 
the phonology of -mukua are discussed in Davis (forthcoming). 
Here it needs to be added that alongside this form (the only one
used at LaJolla) my Pauma informant equally often employed
-mukWus; the Rincon version given in Hyde (169) is -mokwis, the
form also quoted in the Sparkman materials in the Bancroft
Library, UC Berkeley.

Occasionally the head noun which 'V+mukus* modifies is inan
imate, as in the following two sentences:

(^35) wunal sa*ku waxa*m po^ax-mukus pilek ha/ah^is
I that sack yest. burst-REL very threadbare
j REM

*

j mi*?-qu^
| be-REM CONT
1 'that sack that burst yesterday was very threadbare*
!
j(̂ 36) po*? wi?a*^al neskin wani'-qa waxa*m huluqax-mukus
| DEF live-oak near river-LOC yest. fall-REL

REM
^unqax co.* ?un ?api*sa mi*?-qu/f
inside all rotten be-REM CONT
•that live-oak that fell by the river yesterday was all 
rotten inside*

Most often, however, the head noun is inanimate:

(^37) po*? ya?as neyk ?o*vi-mukus townavis to*mavis
DEF man me give-REL basket blind 

DAT REM
mi* ?-qu^ 
be-REM CONT
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'the man who gave me the basket was blind'

As with the other relatives we have seen so far, 'V+mukus' usually 
carries the same case endings as the noun it modifies.
(̂ 38) wuna*lum-kunum pune*-yi ?ama*yamal-i sinaval

they-ENC DEF-ACC boy-ACC moneyREP
i] tulo*wi-mukuc-i ye*xi-wuni find-REL-ACC boast about-PEES] REM PL
i1 'they are bragging about the boy who found the money'
1

j|In all three dialects for which I have data (LaJolla, Rincon and|
jpauma), 'V+mukus' also agrees in number with the head noun, as we
i■see in the following sentence;

(̂ 39) ya?as-kun ti*w-?yax ûjfqal-m-i wi*wis
man-ENC see-RJM woman-PL-ACC acorn REP mush
luvi?i-mukus-m-i
mak e-REL-PL-ACC REM
'the man saw the women who made the acorn mush'

This last sentence was collected from the Pauma informant. Occa
sionally he produced similar sentences where the relative nominals 
agree in number but not in caBe.

(440) no*-n ?o?na—q pune*-m-i yayis-m-i^ to*/£Lqat-i
I-ENC know-PRES DEF-PL-ACC man-PL-ACC rabbit-ACC
mokna-mukW uc-um
kill-REL-PL REM
'I know the men who killed the rabbit'
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'' ’ "'"'r 1 f W  vHere we should have expected the ACC moknamuk usmi. For the fol
lowing sentence, both the form showing case agreement and the 
form lacking it were given as synonymous and grammatical:

(441) ?om-j£u ?o?na-q pune*-yi nawitmal-i ney
you-ENC know-PRES DEF-ACC girl-ACC me

INT ACC
xeci-mukus waxa*m (OR: xeci-mukuc-i waxa*ra)|i hit-HEL yesterday hit-REL-ACC

j HEM REM
I
\ *do you know the girl who hit me yesterday?'
j

{In the speech of my LaJolla informant and in Hyde (169 et seq.),
1 V4*(qal+-)mukus1 always takes ACC endings when the noun it modifies 
is the object of the matrix verb.

For cases other than ACC my data contain only sentences where 
the head noun is animate. As explained in 4.4.4. 2, in all the 
oblique cases other than ACC, animate nouns remain uninflectedII
jand are followed by the pronoun po*? 'he^hejit* inflected for the
!
{appropriate grammatical case. The relative construction usually 
{stands immediately after the head noun and before po*? like any1 ---
other adjectival expression. In 442 pu-?e*s is what Kroeber/Grace
call the COMITATIVE case of po»?:

(442) poy no* t£*wi-qat #(ujEfa*vit mux-mukus pu-?e*s
him I aee-P PR Mexican gamble-REL W±th him
ACC REM

(? CONT)
' -> ,45pa*?-qal

drink-SUBORD
*1 saw him drinking with a Mexican who had been gambling1
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In addition to •V+mukus* there is a relative structure 
1 V+qal+mukue'. Whereas the verb underlying the former carries the 
REM suffix -?ax, that underlying 1V+qal+mukus1 bears the REM CONT 
suffix -qu^. This new relative nominal partially overlaps with 
•V+qat*; but whilst the latter always modifies an inanimate noun 
when it has REM reference, •V+qal+mukus1 may modify both animate 
and inanimate nouns:
(44-3) po*? ya?as waxa*m ?iva? co*?un timet he*yi-qal-mukus
i DEF man yest. here all day dig-REL
| REM CONT
i

jrfû a*vit mx*?-quĵ
Mexican be-REM CONT

| *the man who was digging here all day yesterday was a
Mexican1

(444) puney -kunum to*vajfal wani*-qa neskin /rfe?-qal-mukuc-i
DEF -ENC white oak river-LOC near grow-REL -ACC ACC HEP REM

CONT
(OR: ^e?-qat(-i) ) cor-axI REL -ACC fell-HEMREMCONT

i •they cut down the white oak that was growing by the river*
| The generation of 'V+qal+mukus* can be achieved by the fol
lowing transformation:
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(445) GENERATION OF V+(qai+)mukua

X NP.. [ NP_ Y V + /-Tax'! ]_ Z
1 2 l - q u ^  S

SD: 1 2 3 ^ 5 )
SC: 1 0 3 f-mukus 1 5

|_-qalmukuej ̂

Condition; NP^ * NP2

As in 405 -?ax in the structural description of 445 is intended as 
the first lexical insertion to replace the higher verb tree con
figuration which I have called REM. In a non-embedded S, of 
course, it would later be replaced by one of the various morpho-
!
logically conditioned allomorphs of REM which were discussed in
4.1.5.1 (7-9).

5.2.4.1 pu*4> V + (qal j-) vo

Whereas ’V+mukus' is used when the head noun is coreferential with 
the subject NP of the underlying relative S, another construction,
|
viz. 'pu+V+vo', is required when the head noun has the sameI
reference as some NP other than the subject in the underlying S;
i.e., in the following tree, NP^ must not equal NP2 but another 
NP (e.g. NPj):

(446)

NP.

NP,
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In place of HIM -?ax, the underlying relative S may have 
HEM CONT -qujrf. Here, under the same NP identity conditions as
for the generation of 'pu+V+vo', the suffix -qal- must be gener
ated between the verb stem and the final - t o , thus producing 
'pu+V+qal+vo'. This relationship is exactly parallel to that we 
saw between 'V+mukus' and 1 V+qal+mukus* in 5*2.4.

The following sentences show how these two new constructions 
are used:

(447) po*?-up ki*ca nu-sa*msa-vo warn? yapwa-q
DEF-ENC house my-buy-REL already be absent-PEES

HEM
'the house I bought is no longer there'

(448) naw£tmal-up waxa*m nu-qani-vo pilek yawaywis
girl-ENC yest, my-meet-REL very pretty

HEM
'the girl I met yesterday is very pretty'

j

i

1(449) hiqe*mal-pil pu-woti-qal-vo pominik qa*-quj^
I boy-ENC his-hit-REL very much cry-REM CONT
j  REM CONT REM CONT
t
| 'the boy he was hitting was crying very hard1

When the head noun is given the plural suffix -um, the rules of
jnumber agreement seem to differ between the dialects. In all
|
such cases in Hyde and in the speech of my Pauma informant, the 
relative is inflected for case where necessary but uninflected for 
number. In the speech of my LaJolla informant, on the other hand, 
jit is usually inflected for both number and case. This can be 
seen from the following exampleso
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(A-50) a. Hyde (175, rewritten):
ya?aycum pumom waxa*m ?u-ti*wi-vo cispomkatum
men DEF yest. your-see-REL liarsPL HEM

b. Pauma:
pumom yaycum waxa*m ?u-ti*wi-vo cuspomkatum

c. LaJolla:
v knpumom ya*yicum waxa*m ?u-ti*wi-vum cipomkatura 

*the men you saw yesterday are liars'

(451) a. Hyde (177, rewritten):
no* t£*w-?yax to*^axit-um-i pune*-m-i 
I see-REM rabbit-PL-ACC DEF-PL-ACC
?u-qi?e*-vo-y
your-kill-HEL-ACCHEM

i b. Pauma:\
| no*-nil ti*w-?yax pune*-m-i to*ĵ ixat-m-i ?u-qi?e*-vo-y
! X-ENC
j

E' c. LaJolla (without number agreement):
! no*-nil ti*w-ax pune*-m-i to*^ixat-m-i ?u-qi?e*-vi

'I saw the rabbits you killed'i1
j

(452) a. Hyde (176, rewritten):
?om-^u tx*w-?yax hunwut-um-i pune*-m-i waxa*m
you-ENC bear-PL-ACC DEF-PL-ACC yest.INT
pum?-qi?e*-vo-y
t heir-kill-REL-ACC 

HEM



b. Pauma:
?om-^u ti*w-?yax pune*-m-i hunwut-m-i waxa*m 
pum?-qi? e * -vo-y.

c. LaJolla (with number agreement):
?om-/rfu ti*w-ax pune*-m-i hunwut-m-i waxa*m
pum?-qi?e*-vu-m-i.

| their-kill-EEL-PL-ACC
HEM1

i

j 'did you see the bears they killed yesterday?'
i| /yj1(̂ 53) nawitmal-pil ?o?na-qu^ j£u/(qal-m-i ya?asi girl-ENC know-HEM woman-PL-ACC man

CONT
! pu-cuqi-vo-y (Pauma) OH: pu-cuqi-vu-m—i (LaJolla)
!

his-kiss-REL-ACC his-kiss-HEL-PL-ACC
HEM HEM

'the girl knew the women the man kissed'

1 Id 451-3 the head noun in each case is animate. It may, however,
i

jbe inanimate. Usually the relative nominal also carries the ACC 
jsuffix when the inanimate noun it modifies is ACC, but sometimes 
no agreement is made:

1(̂ 5̂ -) po*?-pil puney John neyk pu-?o*vi-vo yum?pis
he-ENC DEF me his-give-REL hat

HEM ACC DAT REM
1

tul6*w-ax
find-REM
'he found the hat that John gave me*

As I have already mentioned several times above, Luiseno does not 
usually inflect inanimate nouns for plural if plurality is quite 
clear from the context. In such cases the noun is treated as if



it were grammatically singular:

(^55) co*?un peslis po*? wunal pu-hu*pi-vo yawaywis
all dish DEF he his-paint-REL prettyREM
*all the dishes he painted are pretty'

Plural inflection does occur sometimes, however, and again the 
agreement rules differ between the dialects. This time Rincon is 
the odd man out: whereas LaJolla and Pauma usually inflect the 
DEFINITIZER po*? for plural when it accompanies a head noun, 
Rincon has singular. Nevertheless Rincon still agrees with Pauma 
in keeping the relative construction in the singular whereas 
LaJolla has plural. Compare the following:

(^56) Hyde (176, rewritten):
?om-^u t£*w-?yax na*wa-m-i puney mariya
you-ENC see-REM dress-PL-ACC DEF Maria INT ACC
pu-lo?xa-vo-y pu-yo? poyk
her-make-REL-ACC her- her 

REM mother DAT
Pauma: ... pune*-m-i .... pu-lo?xa-vo-y ...
LaJolla: ... pune*-m-i .... pu-lo?xa-vu-m-i ...

her-make-REL-PL-ACC REM
'did you see the dresses that Maria made for her mother?'

Just as there is a partial semantic overlap between 'V+qat* and 
'V+qal+mukus', so there is also between 'pu+V+qat' and 
'pu+V+qal+vo'. Whereas 'pu+V+qat' can modify only an inanimate 
noun when its underlying relative verb has HEM CONT reference,



1'pufV+qal+v^' can modify both inanimate and animate nouns.
The transformation needed for the generation of this rela

tive can be written as follows:

(^57) GENERATION OF pu+V+(qal+)vo

' *  f i s t ]* •

^ 5 6 = = >
pu+̂ f [-vo 'J 6 

\-qalvoJ1

Condition: 1. NP^ ■ NPg
2. X must contain NP

5.2.5 V * lut and pu * V 4- pi

[Perhaps the most puzzling of the Luiseno relative constructions is 
|that in which the underlying relative verb has FUT time reference. 
Hyde (1?8) uses the form 'V+lut1 when the head noun is singular 
and has the same reference as the subject of the underlying rela
tive S, and ,V4‘fcutum' (unsyncopated) under the same conditions 
when the head noun is plural. This usage agrees with that of my 
informants so long as the head noun is nominative, i.e. subject of 
;the matrix S:

,(̂58) a. Hyde (l8l, rewritten):
^u/lgalum pumom ?a*?alvi-kutum qay pelax-vicu-wun
women DEF tell -REL not dance-want-PRES

PL stories FUT PL
PL

W NP1 Cx NP^ T

SD: 1 2 3
SC: 1 0 3



b. Pauma, LaJolla:
pumom ?a*?avi~ktum ^u^qalum qay pelax-vica-wun
'the women who will, are going to, tell stories 
don't want to dance'

(4-59) a. Hyde (180, rewritten):
ya?as po*? ?exqay he*lax-lut hu*?unikat
man DEF tomor. sing-REL teacher

FUT
b. Pauma;

po*7 ?exqay he*lax-lut ya?as hu*?unikat
c. LaJolla:

po*? ya?as ?exqi he*lax-lut hu*?anikat
'the man who will, is going to, sing tomorrow is 
a teacher'

Similarly:

(460) wunal-up ya?as qewi-lut ?ata*xum po*raik au-p4*t
that-ENC man shout-REL people them my-younger

FUT DAT brother
'the man who will, is going to, announce something to 
the people is my younger brother'

(461) jfujfqalum wi •wis luvi?i-ktum wuna? puru*-wun
women acorn make-REL there stand-PKES

mush FUT PL
PL

•the women who will, are going to, make acorn mush are 
! standing over there'

On the other hand, when the head noun is ACC, Hyde uses an inflec
ted form of 'V-Hut* which was either rejected outright by my Pauma
i

[informant or only grudgingly accepted by my LaJolla informant.



For the ACC both speakers consistently use the form 'pu+V+pi1, 
which surprisingly is also the nominal that all three speakers 
use when the head noun is not coreferential with the subject noun 
of the underlying relative S but with some other noun in that S. 
The latter situation I shall return to immediately below. To make 
the difference between the dialects clear the following sentences
Jare quoted:
i
i(462) a. Hyde (171, rewritten):
i

j ca*m ?ayali-wun ya?a*c-i pune*-yi ?exqayi
i  we know-PEES man-ACC DEF-ACC tomorrow

PL
] he*lax-lut-i
j sing-EEL-ACC
j FUT
I

| b. Pauma, LaJolla:
| ca’m-ca pune*-yi ya?a*c-i ?o?na-wun ?exqi

we-ENC DEF-ACC man-ACC know-PEES tomorrow
! PL 
| pu-he*lax-p.i
i his-sing-REL| FUT
I

'we know the man who will, is going to, sing tomorrow'
(^63) a. Hyde (180, rewritten):

?om-^u ti*w-?yax ?awa-l-i pune*-yi pelax-lut-i
you-ENC see-REM dog-ACC DEF-ACC dance-REL-ACC

b„ Pauma:
?om-/u ti*w-?yax pune--yi cû cu-y pu-pelax-pi

dog-ACC his-dance-REL
FUT

'did you see the dog that will, is going to, dance?'
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When the noun with the same reference as the head noun is not the 
subject of the underlying relative S, we have sentences such as 
these:

(46*0 nawxtmal ?exqi ?u-qani-pi pilek yawaywislI girl tomor. your-meet-REL very pretty| FUT
i

! 'the girl you will, are going to, meet tomorrow is very
I pretty'
f
| (465) ?ivi-p po*? ?ixi?wut John pu-sa*msa-pi no*-qi
\ this-ENC DEF sheep his-buy-REL me-ABL

FUT
I 'this is the sheep that John is going to buy from me'
ijIn these last two sentences the head noun is of course nominative, 
|and the relative nominal therefore carries no overt case suffix.i
(

ilf the forms given in Hyde (l?8-8l) are reliable, the Rincon dia- 
ilect adds the accusative suffix to ' pu4-V+pi' producing thef
ifinal syllable -pi* (written in Hyde as -piy):
r

|(466) Hyde (l8l, rewritten):
?om-ĵ u ti*w-?yax kula*,wut pune-y cum-pzdi-pi*|I wood our-break-REL-ACC| FUT

I 'did you see the wood we shall, are going to, break?'
IIn the LaJolla and Pauma dialects* on the other hand, either there 
is no agreement or, more likely, a common rule which reduces final 
unstressed jj-i to i operates. Thus, when the ACC suffix ^i is 
added to -pi, the long final syllable that results is then reduced
!jto -pi again. Hence in the following example from the Pauma dia-
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lect we find -pi, not -pi*. Notice also that this sentence illus
trates that there is no number agreement between the relative 
nominal and the noun it modifies, i.e. there is no *-pi-m-i:
(467) no*-nil ti*w-?yax pune*-m-i peslis-m-i ?exqay

I-ENC see-HEM DEF-PL-ACC dish-PL-ACC tomorrow
hiqe?mal-um pum?-sa*msa-pi

i boy-PL their-buy-EEL
I FUTI
i 'I saw the dishes that the boys are going to buy tomorrow'
||It is possible that there may also be a FUT CONT relative nominal
i

!'pu+V+qal+pi', since this form also occurs in several other con- 
! 49istructions in which 'pu+V+pi' is found. ' This possibility wask
!junfortunately discovered too late for me to obtain further infor-i
jmation from my informants. The form has therefore been entered 
!in the chart 392 with a question mark.
; The formulation of the transformation generating relative
:structures from an underlying S containing a verb with the FUT
jtense suffix -an is complicated by the fact that in this case the
i(difference between the dialects is rather greater than usual.
j
!Rincon requires two separate transformations, one for the genera-IIition of 1V+lut* and the other for 'pu+V+pi'. Since Pauma and La 
Jolla also have 'pu+V+pi' where Rincon has 'V+lut', it would be 
elegant if we could generate the two kinds of 'pu+V+pi' by only 
one transformation. Since, however, 'pu+V+pi' can replace 'V+lut' 
only when the relative is not nominative, I can see no easy way in 
which the transformations can be collapsed. LaJolla and Pauma 
will thus also require two.
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The Rincon rules can be written:

(468) GENERATION OF V+lut (Rincon)

X NP1 II NP Y V + -an ] Z

SD: 1 2 3 ^ 5
SC: 1 0 3 lut 5

Condition: NP^ = NP^

(469) GENERATION OF pu+V+pi (Rincon)

W NPX C X NP2 Y V 4- -an Z

SD: 1 2 3 4 5 6
SC: 1 0 3 pu+4 pi 6

Condition: 1. NP^ = NP2

2. X must contain 
NP

The latter rule is also valid for LaJolla and Pauma. Rule 468 
must be replaced by 470, however, so that both 'V+lut' and 
'pu+V+pi' can be appropriately generated when NP2 is the subject 
6f the relative S:

(470) GENERATION OF V+lut AND pu+V+pi (LaJolla, Pauma)
X NP [ NP Y V + -an ] Z

f&HOMi 
[G-nom]^

SD: 1 2 3 4 5 6 := ^
SC: 1 0 3 ( 4 lut) 6

* k
jpu+4 pij

Condition: NP_ = NP
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The notation in 470 is intended to state that *V+lut1 must be 
generated when the relative S is E+NOMINATIVe ] and 'pu+V+pi* when 
it is some other case. In fact my data give evidence only for 
accusative; further research is thus necessary to determine 
whether other cases are possible.

5.2.6 V + kat

Let us now turn to the two specifically animate constructions 
'V+kat' and 'V+wut*. The first of these has a plural form
i'V+vuktum' (< vu-kat-um). It is described by Kroeber/Grace (80,j
94) as 'habitual or professional agent1, i.e. one who habitually 
or professionally does something. This description accords exact
ly with my own data. Since the Luiseiio suffix -kat seems very 
much like the English agentive suffix -er which derives substan- 
jtives from verbs, it may justifiably be asked why I wish to dis-i
icuss 'V+kat' in a treatment of relative clauses. The answer is
i

:that apart from being used as a noun in its own right, it is also 
|used to modify other nouns in exactly the same way as a restric-
i

jtive relative clause. In fact, if we look at chart 392, we see
jjthat in this function it serves as the relative nominal for the 
jPRES HAB tense when the head noun is animate and coreferential
j
iwith the subject noun of the underlying relative clause. Thus|
alongside such sentences as 4?1 and 472 where 'V+kat' can be con
sidered as an independent noun:

(471) wunal-up hu*?uni-kat poyk te»tila-q
| he-ENC teach —er him speak—PRES
i  DAT
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’he is talking to the teacher’
/ z / yf v(V?2) kari-kat-up pilek ?alax is

play-er-ENC very bad
'the musician (instrument player) is very bad'

jwe also find others where ’V+kat1 iB a restrictive modifier:

j(V?3) po*? ya?as hu»?uni-kat ?exi]ay he*lax-lut
DEF man teach tomor. sing-going to

j ’the man who is a teacher is going to sing tomorrow*

(47*0 ya?as ?uwo?i-kat sinaval pu-/qaki poyk
i man work money his-wife her
| DAT

pu-?o*vi-pi m£*?-qa
| his-give-OBLIGATION be-PRES
I

| *a man who works must give money to his wife1
i

[

jlf, as I suggested above, ’V+kat* has much more the feel of a sub- 
'stantive about it than the relative constructions we have consid
ered so far, then its use as a restrictive modifier is parallel to 
the restrictive use of nouns as modifiers in English expressions 
such as:

(V75) This is a photo of my brother the doctor and that one is 
my brother the teacher.

However, one theory claims that English nouns of this kind are 
derived from relative clauses, e.g. here by the deletion of *who 
is*. We could therefore look at the Luiseno *V+kat* not as the 
substantive that is left behind after deletion but as the equiva
lent of the whole relative clause, the practice I have adopted in



dealing with the relatives in the sections preceding this. Per
haps in support of this I may add that there is no relative form 
of the verb ml * ?- 'be', the verb that would be required for ex
ample if the underlying structure in b?3 were
(4?6) the man £the man is a teacher 3 . must give money ...
!   [ya?as hu*?unikat mi*?-qaj .............
But this is not a convincing argument, since even non-deverbal 
nouns can be used as restrictive modifiers of other nouns in cer-

jjtain circumstances. Thus we may have:
j
j(̂ 77) po*? hiqe*mal j^u^a*vit waxa*m qe*qi
I| DEF boy Mexican yest. leave

REM
po*?-ta momqa*s ya*m-ya
DEF-ADVERSATIVE whiteman stay-REM Particle

j 'the boy who is a Mexican left yesterday, but the one
! who is a whiteman remained'
jThus here too, if we posit a relative S underlying û̂ a*vit or
iI f Vimomga* s. we still have the problem that no relative forms exist 
for the verb ml*?- *be'. This suggests that either the postula
tion of an underlying relative S containing 'be* must be abandoned, 
or else that Luiseno has a curious rule which operates uniquely on 
mi* ?- in relative clauses, deleting both it and its T/A suffixes. 
The latter seems very ad hoc, for in main clauses ml*?- may be 
deleted only when it carries the PRES tense suffix; with other 
tenses it is retained. Further research into this area of Luiseno 
syntax may throw interesting light on the derivation of adjectival
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constructions and may perhaps disconfirm Lakoff's proposal (1970a: 
122) that attributive adjectives be derived from relative clauses 
of the type Twho, which, is ADJ*. For the moment I will content
jmyself with the hunch that 'V+kat' is not a true relative which
Ijean be derived by transformation, but a derived nominal which 
jhappens to fill the gap in the relative system and is maybe pro
duced in the lexicon by some lexical rule of derivation.
15.2.7 V + wut
i
■A similarly peripheral role among relative structures is played by
jthe other derived nominal 'V+wut', which I mentioned in the pre-
;jvious section. Like 'V+kat', it also may be an animate noun in
Iits own right or a restrictive modification of another noun. 
Kroeber/Grace (80) call it the 'occasional agent' (OA), i.e. 'one
^ho sometimes does something, one who likes to do something'. The1
jfollowing sentence shows how this structure is used as a restric-I
Itive modifier.
t
j(478) qay hax ma?max-ma ya?a*c-i na*win-wut-i
j not someone like-PRES BAB man-ACC be jealous-OA-ACC

'nobody likes a man who is (sometimes) jealous1 
(? * a man, a jealous be-er)

|Xt does not seem to be so purely nominal as 'V+kat* since it may 
have adverbials accompanying it, ae for example tukvu 'at night' 
in 479:

(479) hiqe*mal tukvu no*li-wut pu-pu*c-i qina*li-ma
boy night read-OA his-eye-ACC ruin-PRES HAB
'a boy who likes reading at night ruins his eyes'
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This construction is mentioned here for the sake of completeness? 
before venturing to postulate any details for its derivation, I 
have need of rather more data than I at present possess.

5.2.8 Prepositional Phrase Relatives

In the transformations above that generate most of the relatives
j

j with pu- prefix, it will have been observed that I was careful to 
specify the noun that is coreferential with the head noun as 
'some other noun in the relative S'. In almost all the examples 

I we have so far seen it was either subject or object. It may, how-- 
| ever, be a noun in an oblique case such as locative, dative, com- 
Iitative, etc., i.e. in what is the equivalent of an English pre
positional phrase. Structures of this kind I shall refer to as 
prepositional phrase relatives. In this section I wish merely to 
describe how Luiseno deals with this type of clause. This will

r  • * ■

\ necessitate my talking informally about case and a rule of case
i shifting. I shall not try to present the rule formally, however,
i!;as the details of this kind of relative are not all clear to me 
at the moment.

I have referred a number of times already to the fact that 
animate nouns are morphologically distinct from inanimate nouns 
so far as case inflection is concerned. The reader will remember 
that inanimate nouns usually carry suffixes for all the Luisepo 
grammatical cases, whereas animate nouns carry an overt suffix 
only in the accusative. All the other oblique cases are realized 
by placing the correctly inflected case of the pronoun po« ? after 
the absolutive form of the noun (see Kroeber/Grace:68), which
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serves also as nominative. The distinction is preserved, in pre
positional phrase relatives. Consider the following underlying 
structure where the head noun is animate:

(480) ya?as £no* ya?as DAT te*tila - PHES
man I man speak

|If the bracketed sentence were not embedded, it would have a sur-
I
3iface form:
i|
;(48l) no* ya*?as poyk te*tila-q

I man to him am speaking
|
I 'I an speaking to the man'F!
i
When the bracketed S is embedded in a NP, however, and when the 
embedded ya?as is coreferential with the head noun ya?as, rule 
434 will apply. The pronoun becomes the possessive prefix on the 
verb, the PRES tense suffix -qa is changed to -qat, and ya?as is 
deleted. It is easy to account for what happens to the case end
ing if we consider case as a separate category. When ya?as is 
jdeleted, case is left behind but later switched to a positionI
immediately after the relative nominal. This we can represent 
schematicallyas follows:

(482) ya?as Cno* ya?as DAT te*tila- PRES
A  /0*^ nu-te*tila-qat ^ AT

DAT now follows an inanimate nominal and so requires po*? support. 
It therefore appears on the surface as poyk. The following sen
tence illustrates this construction:
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(483) ?ivi ya?as nu-te*tila-qat poyk ?u-na*-yi
this man my-talk-REL him your-father-ACC

PRES DAT
?o?na-q 

| know-PRESi
'this man I.'m talking to knows your father'

Similarly, in 484 pu-?e»s is the comitative case of the pronoun 
|po* ?.

1(484) wunal-up po*? nawitmal nu-peli-vo pu-?e*s waxa*m
| that-ENC DEF girl my-dance-REL with her yest.
! REMI
| 'that's the girl I danced with yesterday'
r

;For inanimates the same case shifting rule applies but this time,|
jafter an inanimate relative nominal, the case suffix is as usual
|iadded to the nominal itself. Consider the following underlying
i
jstructure:

i(485) ki*ca C p°’? ki*- LOC ?a*w?- REM CONT 
i house he house livei
If the bracketed S here were not embedded, it would have a surface
jform:
i
(486) po*7 ki*-qa ?a*w?-qu^

'he was living in the house'
i!To generate the surface form of 485, rule 457 and the case shift-
l
ing rule must apply. We can represent this schematically as 
follows:
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(487) k£'ca Cpi 1? kx-- LOC ?a-»?- BEH COOT L
~  ’  A  <pu-?a*w?-qalvo LOC 

------

Here is a sentence containing this particular prepositional phrase 
relative:

|(488) wunal-pil ki*s pu-?a*w?-qal-vu-qa vinde*r
he-ENC house his-live-REL-LOC sell

REM ACC REM REM
CONT

•he sold the house he was living in *

In 489 we have a further example of LOC as the case shifted.

(489) no*-nupu qay neci-n sirve»sa- ku?a*l
I-ENC not pay-FUT beer-ABL fly
FUT

pu-hluqax-vu-qa OR: pu-hluqax-qa
its-fall-REL-LOC its-fall-LOC

REM
j  'I shall not pay for (= on account of) the beer the fly
| fell in'
i|So far, so good. However, case is not always retained in the Lui-i
seno prepositional phrase relative. Both my informants agree that 
483 is just as acceptable without poyk; and although I have not
checked this, I suspect that pu-?e*s can also be omitted in 484f Vn o ^ i r o n  r m  e  i t h n +■  viiwith no harm done to sense or acceptability. Similarly, correr
sponding to 488 we can also have:

(490) wunal-up po*? ki*ca nu-?a*w?-vo kiha*t mi*?-qanik
that-ENC DEF house my-live-REL little be-SUBORD

REM
'that's the house I lived in when I was little'
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where the relative suffix for REM does not carry the expected LOC 
suffix -qa. In the following sentence one would have expected 
the DATIVE suffix in the same position but it too is absent.

(491) ?ivi-p po*? tyenda pu-hti?ax-vo sirve*Ba
j this-ENC DEF store his-go-REL beer
I REM
i

I • , .50sa*msa-lut
buy-PURPOSE

iI 'this is the store he went to in order to buy beer'
i
jWhat is not clear from 4-90 and 491 is that the case of the head
!1jnoun is spread to the coreferential noun after it has lost its 
‘own case. Since the head noun in both sentences is nominative, a 
case for which Luiseno has no overt morpheme, the case spreading 
is not observable. If we look.at other examples where the head 
noun is in an oblique case, it becomes readily apparent, e.g.

|(492) no*-n ?o?na-q wunal-m-i cu*cu-m-i mariya
! I-ENC know-PRES that-PL-ACC dog-PL-ACC Maria

pu-yi?yi-qat-m-iij her-play-REL -PL-ACC
| PRESj

'I know those dogs that Maria is playing with1 
Here both case and number have been spread to the relative 
nominal.

Further, we may compare 493 with 490, and 494 with 489:

(493) wunal-up ki*s pu-?a*w?-qat-i sa*msa-q
he-ENC house his-live-REL-ACC buy-PRES 

ACC PRES

'he is buying the house that he lives in'
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(494) no*-nupu qay neci-n sirve*sa-qa ku?a*l
I-ENC not pay-FUT beer-ABL fly
FUT

pu-hluqax-vu-iji OR: pu-hluqax-iji
its-fall-REL-ABL ABL

REM
!ln 493 the ACC of k£*s has been spread to pu-?a*w?-qat, and in
i

! /|489 the ABL of sirve*sa-qi to pu-hluqax(-vo).
What is not clear to me is the principle which determines

jwhether case shifting or case deletion is to operate in the under-
!lying S. Sentences 489 and 494 were offered as synonymous alter
natives; and, a6 we saw, 483 both with and without poyk has the 
same meaning and is equally acceptable. For some sentences, how- 
jever, only one choice is possible. Thus in 495 the alternative 
jwith case deletion was rejected by my informant.

(495) po*?-pil wanis pu-wa*yax-vu-qa (*pu-wa*yax-vo)
! DEF-ENC river his-swim-REL-LOC

REM REM
pilek ?i*ta*t mi*?-qu/

! very cold be-REM CONT
iII 'the river he swam in was very cold'
1!E| In the data I have presented above the following facts should
i

jbe noted, In relative clauses modifying inanimate head nouns I
i
have examples of case shifting only with 'pu+V* and 'pu+V+vo'. 
Second, it seems always to be LOC which is shifted in these con
structions. Third, it is only in connection with 'pu+V+vo' that I 
have evidence of constraints on case deletion (as in 495). Fourth 
it may well be that the other inanimate relative nominals
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'pu+V+qat' and 'pu+V+pi' have no available inflections for obliqut 
cases other than the ACC ^i (with 'pu+V+pi' even this ^i is not 
obvious in view of the already mentioned rule which reduces a 
vowel plus i to i), Fifth, in the case of animate head nouns the 
possibilities for case shifting are necessarily different, since

i  ;  ‘[the whole paradigm of the case inflections of po■? is available 
[and the relative nominal remains unchanged (nominative) like the 
ihead noun it modifies.

From these observations we may tentatively conclude that with 
inanimates LOC is perhaps the only case that may be shifted, and 
jthat case deletion is obligatory with all inanimate relativei
nominals except 'pu+V' and 'pu+V+vo'. For animate nominals, case 
shifting and case deletion seem to be optional, and maybe there 
are no restrictions on what cases can be shifted. For the moment(
jthat is as far as I can go.
!

j Let me conclude with one general remark. Luiseno is not
[alone in permitting case deletion in prepositional phrase rela-
jtives; relative structures of this kind are found in a number ofi!other languages, e.g. Turkish, Mandarin Chinese, etc.Ii
15.2.9 Circumlocutions for fielativesj
[In the preceding subsections I have tried to present as clear a 
summary as possible of all the Luiseno relative constructions for 
jwhich I have evidence in my data. In this subsection I wish to 
add a few complementary remarks on circumlocutions for relatives.

I was unable to elicit any Luiseno equivalents for English 
relatives containing 'of whom, of which, whose1, e.g. 'the woman
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whose husband ...f. When ray informants could think of any trans
lation at all, they always got round the problem by using para
taxis. For example, a6 a rendering of 'yesterday I saw that 
woman whose husband bought John's car* sentence 4g6 was given;

(496) waxa*m no* ^uga*l-i t£*w-ax pi pu-ku*q John
yest. I woman-ACC see-REM and her-husband

i
| pu-ma*kina-ki sasamsa

his-car-ALIEN buy
REM

'yesterday I saw a woman and her husband bought John's car'

Similarly, for 'the police officers have just arrested the man 
whose son was going to buy my house* I obtained

(**■97) yulivuktum-kunum pito*? ya?a*c-i yuli-wun pi
officers-ENC now man-ACC arrest-PRES and

j REPORT PL
pu-ka*mi nu-ki* sa*msa-lut m£*?-qu^
his-son my-house buy-going to be-REM CONT

ACC
'the police have just arrested a man and his son was 
going to buy my house*sI

Another paratactic rendering is with turn, which always stands 
first in the sentence and is used to recall to the listener's 
memory something that he already knows about. Thus in place of 
496 we can also say:

(*+98) turn po*? ya?as sasamsa John pu-ma*kina-ki, no*
DEF man buy his-car-ALIEN I

REM



waxa*m pu-^qaki ti*w-ax
yest. hie-wife see-REM

ACC
*you remember the man bought John's car; I saw his wife 
yesterday’

and in place of 497:

(499) turn po*? ya?as nu-ki* sa*msa-lut mi»?-quj^;
yulivuktu-kunum pu-na*-yi pito*? yuli-wun

his-father-ACC
i
I 'you remember the man was going to buy my house; the 

police have just arrested his father'

jit is worth pointing out that, in the speech of my LaJolla infor
mant, turn circumlocutions were not limited to situations like the 
above where no relative nominal is available. In situations where
!|past tense relatives could have been used, the circumlocutions 
were more frequent than the rather cumbersome 'V+(qal+)mukus' 
construction. For the latter he often needed some prodding. Thus 
|a spontaneous translation of 'the man who was sitting on that
iIjchair yesterday has just broken his leg' was:
|(500) turn ya?as sx*ya-qa waxa*m ?a*w?-qu^; pito*?-kun
| chair-LOC yest. sit-REM CONT now-ENC

REPORT
pu-?e-y pxdi-q
his-leg-ACC break-PRES
'you remember a (the?) man was sitting on the chair yester
day; he has just broken his leg'

although the sentence could just as well have taken the form:



1(501) po*? ya?as si-ya-ga waxa*m ?a*w?-qalmukus pito*?
DEF man chair-LOC yest. sit-REL nowREM CONT I

' | 
pu-?e-y pidi-q |
his-leg-ACC break-PRES !

In the case of my Pauma informant there seemed to be no particu
lar preference for turn circumlocutions, although they did at 
times occur, I
5.2.10 Some Concluding Remarks
Before leaving relative constructions I wish to repair one omis
sion and then make a few critical remarks about the approach I j 
have adopted here. First the omission.

In all the relative constructions that I have labelled with ' 
initial pu-, the prefix can, as I explained in 5*2.1, stand for 
any member of the paradigm of personal prefixes. What I failed 
to mention was that the pronoun subject of the underlying relative 
S may be retained in surface structure together with the matching : 
prefix on the relative nominal. Thus as well as 59^ it is also 
possible to have:

(502) co*?un na*ca*nis ?om ?u-lo?xa pilek ?axa*t '
Iall food you your-make very delicious

fall the food you make is very delicious'
I

This is, of course, not really surprising since a noun subject in !
1these clauses is also retained on the surface. However, in the I1|illustrative sentences that I have given there is only one example;

: !(*+55) of a retained subject pronoun (wunal). When the pronouns j



jare used it is probably for the sake of emphasis. If so, this j

Icreates a problem for the generation of these relatives. j

The easiest and most economical way to account for the pres- ; 
ence and the absence of the subject pronouns in the surface rela- ! 
tive construction is to generate them in underlying structure and ;
then to have them optionally deleted by transformation. This is
also the usual procedure suggested for the generation of subject 
pronouns in languages like Spanish or Latin where the verbal in
flection is usually enough to indicate the person. It seems
curious, however, that emphasis should result from the inoperation
of a deletion transformation, and lack of emphasis from its oper- : 
ation. One would expect that, if the pronouns are there in the j 
first place (i.e. in the underlying structure), the unmarked 
situation would be for them to remain, and the marked situation 
for them to be deleted. Put another way, if we consider lack of 
emphasis (i.e. absence of pronouns) as the normal situation, it J
would seem more logical for that to be in the underlying struc
ture and for emphasis to be produced by a transformation which 
inserts the pronouns. It strikes me as odd for lack of emphasis 
to be generated out of emphasis and not vice versa. However, if 
we adopt the position that the pronouns are inserted later, the 
rules for the generation of the personal prefixes on the relative :

ifnominal are almost impossible to write. This is a paradox to
which I have no answer. j

i

Another criticism can be levelled against the approach I have 
adopted in the preceding sections. I claimed that the T/A suf-„ j
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;fixes will have been inserted into the relative S from the lexicon 
before the various relativization transformations take effect. 
Given the cyclical application of transformations, this is per
fectly possible and in this case necessary, since the lexical suf
fix replaces a hierarchy of higher T/A verbs, what I have referred

jto several times as a 'tree configuration*. If this is not done, j 

the relativization transformations will have to refer to this 
hierarchy itself, instead of to the lexical suffix, in order to 
generate the correct relative nominal, and this would mean evol- I 
ving a completely new formalism. As I have chosen to introduce 
the lexical suffixes into the structural description instead, 
this means that I am unable to capture the quite obvious general- i 
ization that, when CONT was in the T/A hierarchy, the syllable 
-qal- appears in the relative suffix. This cannot be done in my j 
analysis because the suffix inserted from the lexicon replaces the 
whole tree configuration so that we no longer have separate 
branches of it like CONT to refer to.

i

The situation becomes even worse if Luiseno does indeed have 
a FUT CONT relative nominal 'pu+V+qal+pi*, which I hinted at in

j

5.2.5. Since the lexical suffix -an replaces the tree configure- j 
tion for both FUT CONT and FUT NON-CONT, there is nothing in the \ 

structural description of the relativizing transformation to de
termine whether 'pu+V+qal+pi1 should be generated or merely j
'pu+V+pi*. So far I have no examples of the former, but should !

; 1

they be possible, this would speak strongly against the approach \
[
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I have adopted. On the other hand, in its favour we can claim 
that it permits us to set out the details of each relative in a I
reasonably clear fashion and to write plausible, easily readable j 
transformations to account for them. j
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5.3 Indirect Speech j

I am using the term 'indirect speech* in the loosest sense to
i

cover embedding after not only 'say' and 'ask' but also after j
Sisuch verbs as 'know, think, forget, etc.'. In this final sectionjj
j

of the study of Luiseno sentence types I shall be concerned with 
three kinds of embedding: (1) indirect statements, (2) indirect

!
commands, and (3) indirect questions. The problem presented by 
the fact that each of these clause types is structurally different 
from the clause types found after the performative verbs DECLARE, i  

COMMAND and ASK has already been commented on in 4-. 7 and needs no ! 
further discussion here. As there are a number of gaps in the

idata on which this section is based, I shall content myself with j
isetting out the details of the various structures I have collected; 

and merely hinting at ways in which they could be generated. How-! 
ever, so that the reader can form some idea of what the transfor- ! 
mations involved would look like, I have put forward a simplified ! 
version of the one needed to generate indirect statements.

3.3*1 Indirect Statements iI
Indirect statements in Luiseno fall into two categories: (l) those!
that contain the enclitic -kun and a finite verb, and (2) those"" f|
that contain a non-finite verb and no enclitic. iI

i
5-3.1.1 With -kun and Finite Verb

|
This type of sentence was dealt with briefly in 4-. 3*1 and illus
trated with the examples 101-4. A sample derivation was also 
; !

given in 105a-e. There are, however, some features of this con-
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jstruction which need further explication. In 4.2,1.1 I mentioned 
the indeclinable form of the quotative enclitic, -kuna. This 
form of the enclitic is possible when the tense of the verb in the 
embedded S is REM. Not infrequently the same form of the enclitic' 
appears in the matrix sentence when its verb is also REM, e.g. j

(503) ?om-kuna ya* no*-kuna nu-no^ pu-wl*wi j
you say I my-aunt her-acorn-ACC

REM mush
^al-ya pi qay ?a^u*n
dislike-REM but not true !
'you said I didn't like my aunt's acorn mush, but it's |
not true'

(504) John-kuna Joe poyk ya* poy-kuna pu-?e*-qa j
say him his-foot-LOC j
REM ACC i

^o*wut ko?-ax
rattlesnake bite-REM I
'John told Joe that a rattlesnake had bitten him in the 
foot'

However, in neither the matrix nor the embedded S is the -kuna 
form of the enclitic obligatory. In the embedded S it can be re- I 
placed by -kun with no apparent change of meaning; and in the j

matrix S by either -kun or -pil when the verb is REM or REM CONT, ;
e.g. :

j(505) ^upa*l-kun mol-ax ya?as-kun waxa*m wuko*?-ya
woman remember-REM man yest. arrive-REM j

I
'the woman remembered that the man came yesterday'



| (506) no*-nil wige?-qu/rf John-kun ?i*pit-i pu-ma*kina-ki
I-ENC think-REM new-ACC his-car-ALIEN

REM CONT ACC
CONT

!

sasamsa j
buy |
REM

i
'I thought (was thinking) John bought a new oar*

(507) wuna*lum-mil ya* poy-kunum mo*makan
they-ENC say him kill

REM REM ACC REM
\

•they said they had killed him' ?

In fact when both verbs are past, any combination of -kun, -kuna
or -Pil in the matrix S with -kun or -kuna in the embedded S is j
permissible. My informant suggested that when -kun or -kuna is j

r

used in the matrix S it indicates that the person making the in- | 
direct statement is not present (e.g. in 505 the woman is absent 
at the moment the statement about her remembering is made); on 
the other hand, -pil suggests that the person making the indirect ' 
statement is now present (e.g. 'they* in 50? would be the men I 
can now see as I utter 507). I am not sure whether this is in j 
fact always true, since at other times I collected similar sen
tences from my informant where -kun seemed to be used without i
this distinction. j

When the main verb is not past, -kuna is not permissible in
the matrix S; and similarly, when the embedded verb is not past, !!
-kuna is not permissible in the embedded S. In this case the main!t
iverb is usually PRES, but the embedded verb may be in a variety of
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I tenses. Here the embedded S is always introduced by -kun, and j|
the matrix S - either by -kun or -up: j

|
(508) wunal-up ^uqa*l yaqa* wunal-kun pito*? qe*-lo*t

l

that woman say he today leave-going to j
PEES

•that woman says he is going to leave today'
r 1

(509) yaqa*-p pu-pa */^um-kunum pum-?aya*li-vuta-q
say his-elder -ENC their-mend-can-PRES j

PRES brothers REP SG
PL

'he says that his brothers can mend it' !

Another interesting point connected with this type of indi
rect statement is the question of reference when both matrix and

iembedded verbs have third person pronoun subjects with the same i
|number. Indirect statements with -kun(a) have subjects which are ! 

unambiguously non-coreferential with the subject of the matrix S. : 
Thus in 510 'he' cannot be 'Juan':

!
(510) xWa*n-up yaqa* kula*wut-kun(a) pav-ax

wood chop-REM
'Juan says that he Juan) chopped the wood'

; i

5.5.1.2 With Mon-Finite Verb and Mo Enclitic

There is an alternative construction to that we have just exam- j

ined which is perhaps even more common. Here the embedded S has ;i
no introducer or enclitic and contains one of three non-finite \| I
iverb forms that we have seen already: 'pu+V+qala', ' pu+V+( qal+) vo '
and 'pu+V+pi'.
I
i
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!5*3.1.2*1 With pu + V + gala |
: I
; IThe first of these I hare not described systematically, but we | 
have met it a number of times in temporal constructions usually |i

j'translated by 'when ...' or 'while With this temporal sensê
it can be used only when the action of the matrix verb falls with
in the time span of the embedded verb or is simultaneous with it. : 
Furthermore, the two NP subjects must not be coreferential, other
wise 'V+(qa+)nik' must be employed. For comparison I give firBt 
an example of this temporal use of 'pu+V+qala', which I shall call 
'cotemporal1.

(511) wunal-pil nec-ax nu-qe*-qala
he-ENC pay-HEM my-leave-£UBOHD

REM Cotemp.
'he paid when I left'

iIn indirect statements this same verb form is used when in the
!

words that were originally spoken the vert has PKES tense refer-
!

ence. Thus in 312 the original words were 'I am leaving':

(512) wunal-pil ya* pu-qe*-qala 1
he-ENC say his-leave-SDBORD

REM REM
'he said he was leaving'

!

In contrast to the cotemporal use of 'pu+V+qala', sentences like 1
312 are ambiguous since the 'he' in the embedded S can be either j
coreferential with the 'he' in the matrix S or non-coreferential.

Another clear difference between this use and the cotemporal 
use is that the verb form in the indirect statement may be de-
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jclined. Since the embedded clause is the object of the matrix
|

verb, it may talce the accusative suffix ^i. Here again- re have a 
dialect difference. My LaJolla informant rejects the declined 
form of the construction in any context, whereas my Pauma infor
mant uses it regularly after any 'statement' verb except yaqa* 
'say', and even here it occurs occasionally. Thus in the Pauma j

Idialect we find sentences such as the following:

(513) mariya qay ?uho?van-q xWa*n(-i) pu-kup-qala-y ;
Maria not believe-PRES Juan(-ACC) his-sleep-SHBORD-ACQ

|

'Maria doesn't believe that Juan is sleeping'
i

(51^) wunal-up wiqe?-q na«wa pu-kWa*n pu-mi*?-qala-y !ihe think-PRES dress for him its-be-SUBORD-ACC
'he thinks the dress is for him'

1
That the declension of 'pu+V+qala’ is optional was made clear

|
when my informant offered both versions of 515 as perfectly accep
table and synonymous:

(515) wunal-up ?ayali-q manwel pu-qe*-qala
he know-PRES Manuel his-leave-SUBORD
OR: pu-qe*-qala-y

ACC |
'he knows that Manuel is going' III.1

5*3.1.2.2 With pu I V f vo j
i

When the verb in the 'original words’ of the indirect statement 
was in the past tense, the construction 'pu+V+vo' is used in the 
Embedded S (cf. 5*2.4.1 where the same verb form is used in rela
tive clauses). Here both the LaJolla and the Pauma dialects are



alike, and the declined form in the accusative occurs more often j
Ithen the undeclined form. Thus alongside sentences like 51&-9 we *

* 1]
have others like 520-1. j5|
(516) no*-nil marop-ya nu-hti?ax-vi (< nu-hati?ax-vo-i) !

I-ENC forget-HEM my-go-SUBORD !
REM ACC I

i'I forgot that I had gone*

(517) /^uqa*l-pil ya* pu-qe*-vi pu-ki*-k
woman-ENC say her-leave-SUBORD her-house-DAT

REM REM ACC
'the woman said that she went home' ;

(518) no*-n hamo*ya-q ?u-yax-vi
I-ENC be ashamed-PRES your-say-SUBORD 
PRES ACC

'I'm ashamed that you said it*
i
1

(519) X a*n-up ?ayali-q pu-pa*?a^ kula*wut pu-cori-vo j
Juan-ENC know-PRES his-elder wood his-cut-SUBORD 1

brother
OR: pu-cori-vo-y

ACC
'Juan knows his brother cut the wood'

(520) ?ayali-qa-p kula*wut cum?-pavi-vo
know-PRES-ENC wood our-chop-SUBOHD

PRES !
fhe knows that we chopped the wood'

(521) wuna*lum-mil ya* pum?-he*yi-vo
they-ENC say their-dig-SUBORD 

REM REM
•they said they had dug it'



|Sentence 519 was offered in both forms by the Pauma informant. In 
■516-8 we have further examples of the LaJolla rule which deletes

ja vowel occurring immediately before instressed _̂ i. |

5.3.1.2.5 With pu 4 V 4- pi |

The last non-finite verb form we need to examine is 'pu4V4pi' (cf.;
5*2*5 and Footnote ^9)* This occurs in indirect statements when 
the 'original words' contained a verb with FUT tense reference. i

With this construction it is difficult to tell whether there is 
inflection for accusative or not. Probably the vowel reduction 
rule just mentioned in 5*3*1*2.2 operates here in both dialects

iand the final short ^i is in fact the accusative suffix.

(522) no*-n wiqe?-qat to*wut pu-wko*?ax-pi ?amu?exqi j
I-ENC think-P PR mist its-arrive-SUBORD this morning
'I thought the mist would come this morning j
(but it didn11) '

(523) po*?-pil poy ya* #(6*wut poy pu-ko? i-pi !
he-ENC him say rattler him its-bite-SUBORD REM ACC REM ACC
'he told him that a rattlesnake would bite him' |

(52%) no*-n ?ayali-q pu-lvi?i-pi '
I-ENC know-PRES his-make-SUBORD
11 know he will make it' I

j
5-3.1.3 Generation of Indirect Statements

;Both types of statement (with finite and with non-finite verb !
• i1‘forms) can be generated with a transformation of the following 
‘kind:
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| (525) INDIRECT STATEMENT

Y V
("-ABSTRACT 
I ^DECLARE ]z

SD: 1 5 —

SC: 1

1
Itkun 2 3 ^

The reader will remember that the phrase structure rules that I 
proposed in section 3 generate the NP object so that it precedes 
the verb. Hence the position of the embedded S in front of the ' 

verb of saying in 525- This is, however, not the position of the | 
indirect statement in surface structure, where it always follows. I 
Another transformation will therefore be required to move the 
embedded S to its correct surface position.

For rule 525 to operate on structures containing verbs like 
?ayali- 'know*, moli- tforget', etc. these must be entered in the 
lexicon as bearing a feature characterizing them as verbs of

t'saying', i.e. as capable of having a complement which is an in- i 
direct statement. I have labelled this feature Q+DECLARE3 • ;

As in the transformations for the generation of relative i 

clauses, I have here too presumed that the T/A suffixes will 
already have been inserted in the embedded S before the cycle on |
which 525 applies. Hence in the first set of brackets with sub
script 1 the three suffixes -qa, -an and -?ax will have replaced
’the tree configuration for what I have been referring to in abbre-
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jvited form as PRES, FUT and REM tenses respectively. In the firstj 
option in the structural change in 525* these are themselves re- j
placed by the suffixes -gala, -pi and -vo respectively in indirect;

!statements.
i

The transformation in 525 is, of course, too simple, since ! 
other tenses than PRES, FUT and REM are probably possible in the ; 
-kun type of indirect statement. Furthermore, no allowance has 
been made for the optional use of -kuna when the REM suffix (-?ax) 
appears in the underlying S. This latter option is particularly 
difficult to work in to the transformation as set up in 525* but 
it can easily be written separately.



3 .3»2 Indirect Commands

Structurally, indirect commands in Luiseno do not differ from the 
indirect statements with FUT time reference which I discussed in
5.5.1.2.3. They are, of course, usually embedded as the comple- j
ment of a verb of commanding, e.g. j

(526) wuna*lum-mil ca*m-i totusga kula*wut cum-pavi-pi
they-ENC we-ACC order wood our-chop-SUBORD

REM REM
'they ordered us to chop the wood'

(527) po*7-pil poy totusqa pu-qe*-pi
he-ENC him order his-leave-SUBORD

REM ACC REM !
'he ordered him to go1 !

!i
Note the accusative pronoun in each sentence. Maybe this is the

I
subject pronoun of the embedded S, raised to become object of i 
tosqa- 'order', but I have no evidence to support this. j

Comparable to 526 and 527 is a similar construction with j 
yaqa* 'say, tell', which perhaps throws some light on the nature 
of the verb form in the embedded S. Consider the following:

(528) ney-pil ya* poyk his nu-sa*msa-pi pwevla-qa :
me -ENC say him sth my-buy-SUBORD town-LOC 
ACC REM REM DAT ACC
'she told, asked, me to buy something for her in the town' I

i

(529) Bill yaqa* John pu-hu*^i-pi
say his-smoke-SUBORD
PRES

'Bill has told John to smoke'
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[Both of these sentences can also be translated as indirect state- I1 ii
ments with FUT reference, i.e. j

iI
(528a) 'she told me that I would buy something for her in the j 

town1, and
(529a) 'Bill said that John would smoke'. '

1|
At first sight it is difficult to see a connection between 528-9 \i
and 528a-9a, but two possibilities present themselves. One is 
that 528 and 529 are genuine indirect statements where the origi- ; 
nal words contained an example of what I called in 4.5.5 advisory i 

imperatives, which are structurally identical with FUT declara
tives. It will be remembered that, in addition to being used when 
advice on how to perform a particular task is given, this type of j 
imperative is also employed in polite commands. The trouble with j  

this analysis is that 528-9 contain nothing to suggest that the
jindirect command is polite. A more plausible analysis is that the
i

two sentences are genuine indirect statements where the original 
words contained the 'pu+V+pi' of OBLIGATION mentioned in Footnote ; 
49a. This is corroborated by the fact that there is a third 
translation of these two sentences:

>

(528b) 'she told me that I was, had, to buy something for her in i
the town', and j

(529b) 'Bill has said that John is, has, to smoke1. |
iNevertheless, there is one thing that makes me uncertain whether j 

this analysis is correct. The 'pu-HM-pi' of OBLIGATION is always ! 
accompanied in main clauses by a form of the verb m l * 'be* 
inflected for T/A, even in the PRES tense, e.g.
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;(530) nu-he*yi-pi mi*?-qa 'I must, have to, am to, dig* 
ray-dig-OBLIG be-PBES

If the 'pu+V+pi' of indirect commands is the same construction as 
this, we should expect the verb ml*?-/ml•x- also to appear in the ! 
embedded S, but my data provide no evidence of this. It might be j
argued that here, as in many other cases, 'be' is deleted, but |
this is not very convincing, since ml•?-/mi•x- does appear in in- i
direct equative sentences where in the 'original words' it is !
always missing. Compare 531 with 532.

(531) xWa*n-up ?a*cis 'Juan is stupid1
Juan-ENC stupid '

(532) hax mimcapan ?oyk pu-yax-vuta-q xWa*n ?a*cis j
some any you his-say-can-PBES
-one DAT j
pu-mi*?-qala i
his-be-SUBOED j
'anybody can tell you that Juan is stupid' i

Thus if 529 is really an indirect statement that 'Juan has to 
smoke' and not an indirect command, we should expect the full form 
of the sentence to be:

(529a) Bill yaqa* John pu-hu*/i-pi pu-mi*?-qala (?)
his-smoke-OBLIG its-be-SUBOED

Unfortunately I am at present unable to say whether 529a is a j 
possible synonym for 529* If it is, then we can analyse sentences 
with tosqa- 'command' in exactly the same way, i.e. as being 
istructurally statements with the 'pu+V+pi* of OBLIGATION in the



complement. If not, we are faced with the problem of what to
[posit as the underlying structure for sentences such as 528 and I
i

529, which can be interpreted as both indirect commands and indi- !
rect statements, although there is nothing in the surface struc- j|
ture to indicate this difference. One solution would be to give j

i

yaqa* two entries in the lexicon, one with the feature Q+DECLAKE]! 
and the other with the feature JE+ COMMAND U . The different inter- ! 
pretations of sentences like 528 and 529 could then be made to 
depend on the feature composition of yaqa* in each particular



15*3.3 Indirect Questions j

Indirect questions also present a number of problems. They fall !
i

into two classes just like direct questions: (1) those that can j
take an 'or not1 disjunction, and (2) those that contain question! 
words. Let us look at the latter first.

5.3*3*1 With Question Words

My data contain no examples of indirect questions with finite
iverbs in the embedded S. They all have the same set of verb forms 

that we found in indirect statements without -kun, e.g.

(533) nu-^un-qi po*? marop-ya his pu-hi*x-vi
my-heart-LOC she forget-REM what her-say-SUBORDACC REM |

ACC |I
'I think (lit. = in my heart) she forgot what she had said';

(53̂ ) wunal-kun jrfuqa*l tovyaq-q x*a*n m£*kiqa pu-qe*-pi
that-EMC woman ask-PRES Juan when his-leave-SUB j

FUT i

'that woman is asking when Juan will leave*

(535) wunal-up yaqa* ?ayali-q-kun hax kula*wut pu-cori-qala j
he-ENC say know-PRES-ENC who wood his-cut-SUBORD jPRES Cotemp.
'he says he knows who is cutting the wood*

Notice that in 533 the verb form carries an accusative suffix
whereas in 535 there is none. In the unpublished Berkeley Archive;

f
Papers Sparkman has recorded numbers of indirect questions with j 
and without accusative inflection and suggests that the verbal 
nominal takes an accusative ending when there is an object pronoun
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jor noun in the embedded clause. Thus he compares sentences like j 
536 (which happens to be an indirect statement) with others like |

j

j
?â u*n-jfu ?om ?u-sa*msa-vicu-qala-y ta*nat-m-i
true-ENC you your-buy-want-SUBORD-ACC blanket-PL-ACC jINT !i
•is it true that you want to buy blankets?'
qay-^u ?om ?ayali-q mica? pu-?a*w?-qala
not-ENC you know-PRES where hia-be-SUBOHD INT
•do you know where he is?'

However, many of Sparkman's own examples speak against this claim,! 
e.g.

!

(538) no’-n ?ayali-q his ?u-sa*msa-vo j
I-ENC know-PRES what your-buy-SUBOEDACC REM
•I know what you bought* (cf. 533 above)

r

Furthermore, when I checked Sparkman's sentences with my Pauma 
informant, he spontaneously offered both the declined and the un
declined verbal form in the same sentence as being identical in j
meaning and acceptability. Thus in 537 pu-?a»w?-qala-y is just as

igood as pu-?a‘W?-qala. We can therefore abide by the analysis I 
suggested in 5*3*1.2*1, i.e. that the inflection of the verbal 
nominal is optional. Nevertheless, we must not altogether rule i
out the possibility that there may be some contexts where con- |
: \straints are in operation.

One of the most interesting features in indirect questions

537:

(536)

(537)
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jis the question word Itself. It will be remembered that in direct 
questions there is a surprising ambiguity in Luiseno since all the| 
question words can also be used as indeterminate pronouns or ad- j 

verbs. Hence there is no difference in surface structure between j
i

'who is coming?' and 'is somebody coming?'. Expectedly this ambi-j 
guity reappears in indirect speech. Thus 533-5 and 538 all have 
alternative translations:

i

(533a) 'I think she forgot that she had said something1 Ij(534a) 'that woman knows that Juan is going to leave some time* 
(535a) 'he says he knows that somebody is cutting the wood'
(538a) 'I know that you bought something1 IiNotice, however, that now the ambiguity is between an indirect 
statement (containing an indeterminate pronoun or adverb) and an j 
indirect question (containing a question word), whereas in 4.4.4.4: 
the ambiguity was between two types of question. In that section !

II was able to keep the two types of sentence apart by positing an j 
'or not' disjunction in the case of the question with the indeter-1 
minate pronoun or adverb and none in the case of the question with;
the question word. For the two constructions we are now consider-:Ir
ing this solution is ruled out by the fact that no 'or not* dis-

ijunction is possible with either of them. (As we shall see in the 
next subsection, indirect questions with an 'or not' disjunction j 

are always introduced by te*.) That a statement and a question 
can become confused is a much more serious problem than that I 
discussed in 4.4.4.4, since here I do not have the possibility ofj
jpositing different higher verbB to disambiguate them. Of course,
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[there are some contexts vhere the ambiguity does not arise* Thus 
when the matrix verb is tuvyuqi- 'ask* as in 524, the statement 
interpretation is precluded, as the verb itself makes it clear 
that the embedded S is a question. But with a verb like ?ayali-

1

'know', both the statement and the question interpretation are I
jpossible. One way to differentiate between the structure under

lying the indirect statement and that underlying the indirect 
question would be to require ?ayali- to be entered in the lexicon i 
with two different feature specifications, one containing i

L+DECLABeI, and the other E+ASk ]. Of course, if we require this ! 
for ?ayali-. we must require the same thing for all the other 
verbs that can have embedded questions as complements, like moli-

i'remember', maropa- 'forget', etc. I suspect that we are missing 
a generalization if we adopt this solution, but for the moment I 
can see no other alternative within this model.

Before we leave this topic I should like to point out that ih
|

the speech of my LaJolla informant there seems to be a preference \ 
for the 1-kun with finite verb' construction when the indetermin- ‘ 
ate pronoun or adverb is intended, and for the 'non-finite verb i
without enclitic* when the question word iB intended. I collected 
from him such sentences as: !

j

(539) wunalr.up jfuqa*l yaqa* hax-kun ?o?na-q hax j
that-ENC woman say some-ENC know-PEES who

PEES -one
kula*wut pu-cori-qala
wood hie-cut-STJBOED

Cotemp.



| 'that woman says that somebody knows who is cutting wood*

This does not appear to be a necessary differentiation, however. | 
My Pauma informant quite readily gave similar sentences where both

iI
the indeterminate and the question word are found in 'pu+V+qala1 i

i
constructions, e.g.

(5^0) no*-n ?ayali-q hax kula'wut pu-pavi-qala-y j
I-ENC know-PRES some wood hie-chop-SUBORD-ACC

-one
pi qay no* ?ayali-q hax pu-mi*?-qala-y j
but not I . know-PRES who his-be-SUBQRD-ACC
'I knew somebody is chopping wood, but I don’t know 
who (it, he, is)1

5.3*3*2 With te*
i

The final type of indirect question 1 wish to deal with is the 
kind which corresponds to a direct question with 'or not* dis
junction. Indirect questions of this sort are always introduced I
by te* (for other uses of this particle see 4.*f.l0) and usually 
the verb in the embedded S is non-finite. Again the three con
structions 'pu+V+qala', 'pu+V+vo' and pu+V+pi' are used when the 
'original words' of the question were PRES, REM or PUT respec- ! 
tively.

j

(5*H) ney-up tuvyuqi-q (OR: tovyaq-q) te* pu-pu*k-i
me-ENC ask-PRES ask-PRES door-ACC
ACC I
nu-hedi-vica-qala
my-open-want-SUBORD 

| Cotemp.
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'he has ashed me whether I want to open the door*

(542) qay-na no* ?ayali-q te* pu-pe*t pu-?ya*li-vi
not-ENG I know-PRES his-younger his-mend-SUBORD

brother REM
ACC

*1 don't know whether his brother mended it*

(5^3) po*?-pil tuvyuq-ax te* no* pu-?e*s nu-ht£?ax-pi
he-ENC aek-REM I with him my-go-SUBOHD

REM FUT
man te* qay
or not
'he asked whether I would go with him or not'

Alongside these embedded sentences with non-finite verbs there are 
occasionally some with finite verb forms. All the examples I have 
of this variety contain 'higher verb* suffixes of the kind I dea- !

j

cribed in viz. -viea- 'want' and -vuta- 'can1, e.g. !
|
i

(5^) qay-na no* ?ayali-q te* pu-pe*t pu-pu*k-i ?exqi j
not-ENC I know-PRES his-ygr door-ACC tomor.

brother
?aya*li-vica-q 
mend-want -PRES
'I don't know whether his brother wants to mend the door 
tomorrow' (cf. 5^2)

(5^5) no*-nupu xWa*n-i tuvyuqi-n te* pu-pe*t ?exqi
I-ENC Juan-ACC ask-FUT his-ygr tomorrow
FUT brother

pu-pu*k-i pu-?ya*li-vuta-q (OH: pu-?ya*li-vuta-qala)
door-ACC his-mend-can-PRES his-mend-can-SUBORD
'Idll ask Juan if his brother can fix the door tomorrow'
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II was unfortunately unable to check whether finite verb forms can 
occur after te* elsewhere in embedded questions. I did* however,
collect one example of a sentence where the original question 11
contained a HYP condition. Here none of the three subordinating j 

verb forms was used; instead, the HYP form was retained and the 
particle te* was followed by either the declarative or the inter- { 
rogative HYP enclitic, apparently with no change of meaning:

(5^6) tuvyuqi poy te*-xuku (OH: te*-xukun) sa*msa-0
ask him ENC ENC buy-HYP i
IMP ACC HYP HYP

DECLAH. IHT
pu-sinavu-ki ?ahuyaxi pu-m£*?-qala
his-money-ALIEN enough its-be-SUBOBD
'ask him whether he would buy it if he had enough moneyI' 
(lit. * his money being enough, if his money were enough)

As 5^2 suggests, we can posit a disjunction in the underlying |!
structure of all embedded questions of thiB type and make the 
generation of te * dependent on the presence of this disjunction.
In ^f.^,10 I proposed that te* could be inserted transformationally

i

after an abstract or an overt verb of asking. If we can be con- i 
tent with the analysis I offered above whereby verbs such as |
'know, forget, remember, etc.' can carry a feature [>ASk 3, then j 
this derivation of te* will still hold. If not, we can say that i

j
the 'or not' disjunction itself implies a question, or, put 
another way, is consonant only with an interrogative interpreta
tion, since we do not find disjunctions of this kind after declar
ative verbs. There are no sentences V*he knew that his brother



|could fix It or'not* or *'he remembered that I would go with him | 
or not*. We might then suggest that when a disjunction of this j 
kind appears in an underlying structure it is automatically int:er-|

iipreted as an indirect question. The matrix verb which dominates 
it must be marked with a feature in the lexicon subcategorizing it

ias capable of taking this construction. The transformation intro-; 
ducing the particle te* and the appropriate verb forms can then be 
given a structural description which contains an embedded 'or not'j 
disjunction as the complement of a verb carrying this featuret and 
whenever this structural description is satisfied, te* will be in-; 
serted at the beginning of each disjunct and the verb form will be 
given its appropriate subordinating suffix. In view of the uncer-i 
tainty about the conditions determining the use of finite and non- 
finite verbs in disjunctive embedded questions, I shall not at
tempt to formulate this transformation.
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I6. Conclusion

In the final sections of this study, which were devoted to an | 
examination of some of the most characteristic Luiseno complex ; 
sentence types, there has of necessity been little discussion of 
the performative/higher verb analysis, since the objects of my 
investigation were clauses dependent on verbs that are overt in 
surface structure. It was for this reason that I attempted an 
appraisal of the performative analysis at the end of my discus- :

i

sion of simplex sentences. However, now that the reader has be
come acquainted with some of the indirect clauses that correspond j
to direct statements, questions and commands, the main weakness of

i
the performative analysis in a description of Luiseno will have

i
become apparent. There is very little connection between the

1structures occurring in 'direct* speech as the complements of ab- j 
stract performative verbs and those occurring in indirect speech i 
as the complements of their overt counterparts. If we are to up- | 
hold this analysis, there is no way to avoid ascribing to the ab- j 
stract performative verbs features and behaviour that are quite 
different from those of the corresponding overt verbs in surface 
structure. Against this we can set the quite obvious need for the 
higher verb analysis to account for the fact that Luiseno uses a
whole battery of verbal suffixes to express such notions as 'want'J
; i
'can', 'cause', 'go', 'come', etc. (see 4.3*8). If higher verbs I 
i I
have to be postulated in this part of the grammar, it is logical
and economical to make use of them elsewhere.

In conclusion I should like to repeat what I said in the
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introduction. The primary object of this study has been to set 
out systematically the data I have collected on the principal 
Luiseno sentence types. The description of these within the 
performative/higher verb analysis is secondary and should be con
sidered as an experiment to see how far this approach can be ap
plied to an Amerindian language. It has necessarily been some
what defective and incomplete, as I have had only a limited cor
pus at my disposal and no opportunity to seek further information 
from my informants since my return to Europe.



NOTES

1. (p.13) Tac makes no reference to the ~muk tense at all. This 
is a little surprising, but no doubt due to the fact that he tries

!

to press Luiseno grammar into a Latin mould. There is also no j  

mention of the -muk tense in Hyde; either it is not used at Hinconj
i

or Langacker and his students did not collect it. Malecot appar- j 

ently elicited it from, or had it corroborated by, the sister of
imy LaJolla informant, but he gives no information about its fre

quency in her speech.

2• (p.20) There seem to be dialect differences with regard to the| 
quality of the final vowel in this class of verbs: all the verbs j 

which Sparkman (UC Berkeley Archives), Kroeber/Grace and Bright 
(1968) write with final ^u are spoken with final at LaJolla 
(Malecot records only final ^a, thus agreeing with my own find-

1

ings). On the other hand, my Pauma informant has ĵ a everywhere 
except in FUT (e.g. ki*cu-n, kuqlu-n) and HEM HAB (e.g. kl*cu-k. 
kuglu-k). Hyde apparently pronounces everywhere.

3* (p.23) There seems to be a clear connection between BELative j
1-gat and P PH -qat. although I am at present unable to generalize |
1the two. Examples of the use of this relative, which refers to . 

both PHES and P PH time, can be found in 3*2.3 mud 5«2.3*1*

A* (p.31) All the enclitic forms containing il may also take the j
|

final vowel -a; thus -nila, -pila. -cila/-camila, -mila. Sparkman!
I(as quoted in Kroeber/Grace: 63) calls these forms indefinite and
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gives as an example:

his-nil-a? no* sa*msalut mon-qat
sth-ENC I to buy come-P PE
ACC

i
'there was something I came to buy' j

(said when one cannot remember what it was)

Unfortunately I have insufficient data to corroborate this claim. > 
I collected only one of these forms from my LaJolla informant and j 
he felt no difference between the longer and the shorter form:

I
ca*m-cil(a) waxa*m wuko*?-ya 
we-ENC yest. arrive-REM
•we came yesterday*

5. (p.42) The reader is referred to 4.2.1.4 (3)» where I remarked 
on the quality of the vowel in -pu and -mu when word-final. The 
same is also true of the PST HELATIVIZEH. With the accusative 
suffix the LaJolla form is -vi, but in the Pauma dialect the com- j 
bination is clearly -voy. not -vuy. This is further evidence that! 
there is some degree of stress present. To recall this to the j 
reader's mind I shall transcribe the PST BELATIVIZEB as -vo 
throughout this study. !j
6. (p.50) It will be observed that the LaJolla first person plu- |
: |

ral forms for all the enclitics containing interrogative -^u have j

i. in the environment 4 s. I have just suggested that backward j
I

assimilation to s accounts for the i in the singular alternative | 
form -siku. This explanation is ruled out, of course, for the LJ 
-jrfls- forms. A possible explanation is that forward assimilation



;is stronger in this case and that the vowel u is raised to i 
before the palatal s. This is a very general rule in the LJ dla- |I

,  Ilect: all nominal/adjectival forms which in fiincon and Pauma have i
j

differentiated vowels before the absolutive suffix have uni
formly i in LJ, e.g.

R/P: kunoknu-8 LJ: kunokni-s 'green*
hasahsa-s hasahsi-s 'threadbare*
jtawo^wu-s /£uwoj£wi-s 'frightening, dangerous'
tavulvu-s tavulvi-s 'long, tali' j

I have however no explanation for this change in direction of 
assimilation.

7. (p.63) Note that the other two meanings of -kun are absent
when the element -j(u- is present in this enclitic, i.e. 107 does
not mean:

*Do I say the woman is tirod?
•Does the woman say she is tired?

The first of these is clearly anomalous, since under normal cir
cumstances I would not ask whether 1 myself had made a report a 
about the woman. However, I have no explanation for why the sec
ond meaning is not possible in Luiseno.

8. (p.88) In another question pattern (which seems to suggest 
more urgency) all the syllables before the final fall on the last 
stressed syllable are spoken on high pitch. The characteristic
ally greater pitch change for questions is thus maintained.

9. (p. 89) For an explanation of the variant forms of -j(u here and 
in the following sections, see .2.2.1.2 and Davis (forthcoming).
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10. (p.90) I have one other example In my data of a disjunctive 
question where there are different verbs in each disjunct:

po*?-/u tak*aya-q man pitowili hakW xs-q
he-ENC be dead-PRES or still breathe-PHES I

INT ]
|•is he dead or still breathing?1 I

11. (p.99) PRES should more accurately be represented by a zero
i

morpheme, i.e. cori.-ma-fif, but as I ant trying to keep my examples j
in an 'orthographic1 script that is close to the actual pronunci- j
ation, I shall write zero morphemes only where there is risk of 
confusion. I
12. (p.101) It may very well be that I failed to hear the glottal

r

stop from my Pauma informant, and Langacker and his students from
!

Mrs. Hyde. In allegro speech the glottal stop is frequently
i

omitted. |
!

13* (p.l08) Note the two forms of the ablative suffix in the same
r

sentence. Hyde uses only -nay and my LaJolla informant only -pi. j
j

My Pauma informant used either indescriminately but -pay was the
i

more frequent form. That £ is treated as a consonant in Luiseno ! 
phonology is shown by the non-reduction of -^u after -pay and the i 
reduction after -pi. From the Pauma informant the following 
variants were collected:

mica11 -qay-au ki • -pay
mica*-qi-s ki*-ql
which-ABL-ENC house-ABL 

INT
'which house did he bring it from?'

po * ? mahan-ax
ti a

he bring-REM
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14. (p.108) This is one of the few instances where the Fauna in
formant used the non-reduced form of the enclitic after a vowel
(see 4.2.2.1.2). :j
15* (p.109) One of the words for ’boy* shows a dialect difference.

i

LJ and fi: hiqe»mal. P: hiqe?mal. j

16. (p.11?) Note that when the sentence is not a question the
indefinite can also be fronted (in accordance with one of the 
general scrambling rules of the language).

iI
17* (p.136) It is interesting to note that in the two classes of I
verb that Tac treats* viz. those with thematic -i- and those with j
thematic -?ax~. he writes the imperative thus (with his Spanish

i

spelling):
(a) sg. ayali om (= ?ayali ?6m •know!')

pi. ayaliyam (= ?ayaliyam " ) j
9  \(b) sg. uocalaj (= wukalax 'walk!') I

pi. uocalajom omom (= wukalaxum ?umom " )
F

The presence and absence of the pronoun being reversed in each 
class suggests that Tac too felt little or no difference between I
commands with the pronoun and without.

18. (p.136) This verb is irregular. The underlying form of the j
i

root must be postulated as qe*m. and a unique rule is needed to 
delete the final m whenever any suffix is added.

•19. (p.141) For an explanation of -qi-i-. see 4.3.8.6 .  In j
i

4.1.3.1 (2) I posited -max as the underlying form of the HAB suf- |
fix because of the shape of the FUT ending. We should therefore J
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ihave expected -max in the command here. That the form -ma occurs j 

may be considered as additional support for the suggestion made ini
E

4.1.3*1 (2) that two underlying forms, namely -ma and -max may |
fneed to be posited for this suffix. In the case of the command,
ihowever, they are not optional variants.

20. (p.142) See 4,1.2 above and cf. 15-
i21. (p.152) I have recorded no plural command with this suffix,
i

and none is given in Kroeber/Grace. The latter cite one example 
of a command with -i(m) attached directly to the verb stem: 
sa»msa-ym ?6m ’buy and take it with you!' (p.l4j5). This was, 
however, rejected by Malecot*s informant. In my own data the 
imperative of -i(m) occurs only in combination with -qi as in 349.

22. (p.160) For a phonological explanation of the suffix, see 
Note 5 above. j

1

i
23. (p.I6l) For the phonetic value of -mu and -pu in final posi- j 
tion, see 4,2.1.1.4 (3).

24. (p.I63) Hyde contains no information on exclamatory expres
sions with lok.

25. (p.167) The semantics of hani(?)ku are obscure. The root
i

hanl? occurs in hanl?-na 'I'm going now' and in three forms hani?. 
■ham?-ca. ham?-ku all meaning 'let's go*. The last of these 
three is usually pronounced hanlku by my LaJolla informant, while 
my Pauma informant has both hani?-ku and hanl?-kWa. In this lat
ter form it was rendered into English as 'O.K.* in reply to the 
statement: 'I'm going to give you some money.' It also appears in
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hani?ku ?a*w?ma 'goodbye', where the second word is the impera- j
tire CONTINUOUS form of the verb ?a*w?- 'to be, sit (of one per- j
son)1. I have been unable to establish any connection between i
' ’ i
these meanings and that of the hanl(?)ku in 336-8, though the j
latter is undoubtedly related to the conditional hani?-xupu (see
5.1.2.1 below).

26. (p.l8l) to*wili/to*vili is an unanalysable morpheme, though 
the first syllable may be identical with to* t which introduces [
the protasis of one type of conditional sentence (see 5.1.2.1).

27. (p.l86) It should be noted that the -qanlk suffix here is 
strictly speaking ungrammatical, since the subject of the main 
clause is pelaxis. a nominal!zed form of the verb stem pelax- !
'dance*. This is another case like 356 where the semantic (or
logical) subject does not coincide with the grammatical subject. 
That both types of agreement are possible is shown by the follow- j

t
ing variants of 361 collected at a later period from the same in
formant;

(a) no* kiha*t mi*?-qanik nu-pelax nu-ma?max mi*x-uk
I little be-SUBOED my-dance my-like be-BEM HAB

j

(b) no* kiha*t nu-mi*?-qala nu-pelax nu-ma?max ml*x-uk
my-be-SUBOHD

j

both = 'when I was young, I used to like dancing* j](i.e. ... my liking of dancing was)

28. (p.187) In some sentences the reason may be made explicit by 
the use of grammatical case, e.g.



marlya-kun puya•magi naw?kis ma?max-ma pi sinavai
Maria-ENC always dress want-PHES but money

SEP HAB i
puma*pi pu-ya*wa-qala qay pu-ea*msa-vutax-ma I

it its-be absent-SUBORD not her-buy-can-PRES 1
ABL HAB

'Maria has always wanted a dress but because she has no
imoney she cannot buy one1 !i

N.B. This is one of the very rare cases where an inanimate noun
|

is not given a case ending of its own but is followed by an in
flected form of p°;?*

29* (p.188) Note that te * here and in the two sentences that 
follow has a final glottal stop. Since the enclitic -up always | 
loses its u after another vowel (cf. ?lvl-p) but does not do so

j

here, this suggests that the underlying form of te* is really' 1 
j

te*?. However, as I never heard a final glottal stop in any
?
?other contexts that this morpheme occurs in, I have for conveni- j 

ence always written it without the glottal stop except in these I
three sentences. !

30. (p.189) For an explanation of the stress on £i, see Note 33 j 
below.

i

31. (p.189) Usually in Luiseno the verb 'to be' is omitted only i
in the present tense. In 369 the enclitic shows that the form

\
ml*x -ma*n 'will be1 has been omitted. It therefore seems likely
: |
that the verb ml*?-/mi*x- 'be' can be deleted wherever its tense 
;is predictable.

|32. (p.195) In some NON-HYP conditional sentences when the pro-



taeie precedes the apodosis, the latter is not introduced by pi, 
pa? but by man te* 'maybe*. Hyde (160) equates them with those
i ' ' r.uii-J"-

|conditional sentences in which the protasis is introduced by te*
i
jand the apodosis by pi (5*1,1.3). My own data are very sparse 

here, but they suggest that there is a semantic difference betweebt
these two types. Compare the following:

(a) te*?-up ?om poy ?ari-n pi wunal ca*qa*n
you him kick-FHT he cry-FUT 

ACC
'if you kick him he will cry'

(b) ?om poy ?ari-n man te* wunal ca*qa*n
maybe

'if you kick him he may cry' J

If the translations are accurate, conditional sentences like (b) 
constitute a different structure from those I have examined so far: 
and cannot be generated by the transformations propounded in this ; 
subsection.

33* (p*197) The morpheme pi never carries stress except where 
enclitics are attached to it as in HYP or NON-HYP conditions.
When it is used to introduce a simple coordinate clause, it takes i
no enclitics and is always short. When stressed in the Pauma dia-

]lect, it always seems to have a long vowel (as in 379). In La 
Jolla I recorded it as both short and long when accompanied by 
'remote' future enclitics (see 22), e.g. I' j

(a) xwa*n ?exqi pa*l-ik hatx?ax-lut pi-nuku pu-?e*s 
Juan tomor. Pala-DAT go-going to with him
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hati?a*n
go-F0T
'Juan is going to Pala tomorrow, so I'll go with him'

i

where pi-nuku is phonetically CpinnukuH.

(b) no*-n ?exgi pa*l-ik hati?ax-lut pi*-puku John nu-?e*s 
I-ENC with me
hat£?a*n
'I'm going to Pala tomorrow, so John will go with me*

(c) no*-n nema-y-lut pi?-upku ?iva? ney kWa»ti-n
X-ENC return-going to here me wait-FUT

ACC
'I'm going to come back, so you wait for me here!'

Note the final glottal stop in (c). This occurs only before the 
second person enclitic -up(ku). In other contexts my informant 
wsb careful to correct me when I pronounced a final glottal stop 
after gi. Pauma has a long vowel here no matter what the person 
of the attached enclitic.

3^* (p.200) Clearly related to this type of conditional sentences!
is another construction which translates obligation or duty, and
resembles structurally the HYP apodosis:

(a) ca*m~xuku pelax-0 'we should fdance V
we dance-HYP (have danced)

1 !

dancing'

i 
i
IIHere again, in the speech of both my informants, present or past

; i
time reference must be decided from the context. Hyde (159)



claims that past reference is indicated by the optional use of the
longer form of the HYP enclitic with -ku (see (8)) and by' 1 ; jthe addition of °ma to the verb root, as in (b) above. My Pauma 
informant, who uses the same HYP paradigm as Hyde, could find no 
difference in time reference between the longer and the shorter 
forms of the enclitic. Furthermore, in both Pauma and LaJolla the; 
verbal suffix -ma is used (1) automatically with verbs denoting 
mental or emotional attitudes (e.g. 393), and (2) to denote con
tinuous action with other verbs, cf. (a) and (b) above, and in
both cases the time reference is determined by the context. Ii

It should be added that the usual way of expressing obliga- !
f jtion and duty is by means of the verb lo*vi- 'be Rood, right*. !

i

where present and past time reference can be explicitly marked by j
!

the PRES and HEM CONT suffixes respectively:
i

(c) qay lo* vi-q ?u-hu*kapi-tal ?u-peqi-pi poy
not PHES your-pipe-INSTR your-throw-SUBOHD him

FUT ACC
•you shouldn't throw your pipe at him'
(= for you to throw your pipe at him is not right)

(d) lo*vi-qu^ pu-placi-pi pu-wa*yax-i kiha*t I
HH1 his-learn-SUBORD his-swim-ACC little !
CONT FUT

mx*?-qanik '
be-SUBORD 1

i
'he should have learnt to swim when he was little' j
(= for him to learn to swim when he was little was right) |

I

35* (p.201) Notice that the enclitics are used with the interrog
ative substitute te* 'I wonder* in conditional sentences:_________



xWa*n-xupu ney ti*wi-0 pa?-xu$ku te* neyk sinaval J
Juan-ENC me see-HYP ENC me money j

HYP ACC HYP DAT |
?o*vi-(2f j
give-HYP j

j
'if Juan had seen me, would he have given me the money !|
(I wonder)?' I

36. (p.209) The declension of deictic po«? (inflected only for
j

nominative and accusative, singular and plural) which I obtained 
from iny informants corroborates the paradigm given by Hyde (171). i

Kroeber/Qrace (102) seem not to have heard the animate and inani- j

mate accusatives accurately, as they give no indication of vowel
length and final y. My data also agree with Hyde (32, 94) on the j

!

declension of the pronoun po*?. For comparison the two morphemes i
are declined side by side in the following table:

pronoun po*? deictic po*?

SG
NOM
ACC, Animate

Inanimate

po*?
poy
usually 0, 
rarely poy

po*? 
pune•yi 
puney

PL
NOM
ACC, Animate

Inanimate

pumom
pumo•mi
usually 0 , 
rarely pumo*mi

pumom 
pune*mi

The inanimate plurals are rare (i.e. both pumo*mi and pune*mi) 
since inanimate nominals are not usually declined for plural, the 
singular being used Instead, e.g. pu-pu*c-i 3^4, kwl*la 420, 
manaa*na 4-27, but cf. li* vri-m 395 and yum?pis-m-i 433* _____
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37. (p.2X0) The discrepancies in numbar agreement which wa sae J

here and shall see later in subsequent sections are not so sur- |]
prising as they may at first sight appear. In the Berkeley Ar-

j

chives papers, Sparkman noted that the Luiseno NP need be marked 
only once for plurality irrespective of the number of determiners,! 
adjectives, etc. which may accompany the noun. My own data cor
roborate this observation, but suggest that the speaker may mark 
for plurality more than once if he wishes (see also 268 and 269). 
It is noticeable that my LaJolla informant usually marks every 
element in the NP, whereas my Pauma informant contents himself 
with a smaller number of markings. I am not sure whether this 
reflects a dialectal or an idiolectal difference between these 
two speakers.

Perhaps I may be permitted here to draw the reader's atten
tion to the fact that in view of the limited number of my infor
mants the terms 'dialect' and 'dialectal* throughout this study 
may sometimes be being used to refer also to what may be 'idio
lect' and 'idiolectal'. The reader will have observed, however, 
that wherever possible I have sought support for my data from Tac,|

ISparkman, Kroeber/Grace and Hyde, and also pointed out the differ
ences.

38. (p.211) An alternative stem -?o?nana- is regularly used at 
LaJolla in these constructions and sometimes at Pauma. I was 
unable to determine whether this is peculiar to relative construe-]

i
tions or whether it can be used elsewhere with T/A suffixes just 
las ?o?na- can. j



|39« (p.211) The underlying form for this word is pii4-?uyo»ta4it j

with syncope of the first root syllable of the verb and the re- !
iduction of unstressed V+i finally to i, a characteristic of the |

f f jLaJolla dialect, cf. Pauma, Rincon: -lea*may 'son', LaJolla:
-ka*mi; P,B: puya*magay 'always1, LJ: puya*maqi; P: puypuy 'road-! 
runner', LJ; puypi. This rule also accounts for the reduction of ;
i*i# to i, as in 4l4 pu-noli <pu-noli-i. Here, however, the rule|
applies also in the Pauma dialect. Hyde, on the other hand,
writes forms of this kind with -iy. j

40. (p.212) 'pu+V' is not restricted to relative constructions.
It occurs in a variety of other constructions of which the follow-

i
ing are a fair sample;

i

(a) Predication 'a good V-er' [j
(1) wunal-up nawitmal pilek mansa*na pu-ce»vax

that-ENC girl very apple her-pick
'that girl is a very good apple picker'

(2) no* kiha*t mi*?-qanik nu-ya? m£*?-qu^
I little be-SUBORD my-run be-REM CONT
'when I was young, I was a very fast runner'

Note that even without the INTENSIFIER pilek, the 'action'!
of the verb is always intensified in thiB use of 'pu+V'.

(b) Gerund (?)

nu-pelax-up pulo*v 'my dancing is good' !my-dance-ENC good
(c) Complementation j

(1) no*-n hamo*ya~q pu-pu*k-i nu-hedi |
!____________ I-ENC be ashamed-PRES door-ACC my-open  ____ !



(2) no*-n pilaci-q nu-wa*yax-i |
I-ENC learn-PRES ay-ewia-ACC |E
'I'm learning to swim*

(d) 'come frog V-inic1 j
i

no*-n muna* nu-de«v-i nu-neci-ai |
I-ENC come my-debt-ACC my-pay-ABLPRES
'I'm coming from paying my debt, I have just paid my debt'j

j

(e) Season
(1) qay no* pa*?i-vica-qu^ pu-kojrfax-qi

not I drink-want-REM its-be eweet-ABL
CONT

'I didn't want to drink it because it was (too) 
sweet'

l

(2) ?o*nu-p ney neci-ma nu-na«wi-qi li*vri-m-i
he-ENC me pay-PRES my-write-ABL book-PL-ACCACC HAB

i

'he paya me because I write, for writing, books'
i

(f) 'have already V-ed*
(1) ?u-ki* pu-qe*-qala pu-vinta*na-ki

your-house his-leave-SUBORD his-window-ALIENACC
i

nu-cipi mi*?-qu^
my-break be-REM CONT j
'when he left your house, I had already broken his 
window'

(2) ?u-jrfqaki nu-ti-wi al*?-qa
your-wife my-see be-PRESACC
'I've already seen your wife1



kl» (p.215) See Note 39 for an explanation of the LaJolla ending. 
Note also that mat!*- is a combination of the verbal stem mati- 
1 throw away* with the suffix -i(m) (see ^.3*8.6), which usually jI; irefers to movement from one place to another but sometimes indi- j

icates that the action is done accidentally, e.g.

(a) nu-may-na woqi*-q (< woqi-i-q)
my-hand-ENC cut-PRES 

ACC
'I've just cut my hand (accidentally)

(b) pu-ta*x-kun pati*m (< pati-im)
his-self-ENC shoot-HEM 

REP
'they say he shot himself by accident1

i

cf. pl*-kun ?axana po*? pu-ta*x pat-ax
and-ENC also he his-self shoot-RIM

REP
'(he shot his wife) and he shot himself too*

i

kZ. (p.219) Kroeber/Grace say of this form:
"According to Sparkman, the 'dative* case -kwan itself adds 
final objective -1 to express action or motion.' (99)

They themselves give no other explanation. I think Sparkman is
wrong here. My data clearly show that -k a*n is a predicate form,!

j

i.e. used only as the predicate of verbs of 'being'. In all other 
syntactic environments -k*a*ni is employed. ■

(a) ?ivi-p na»wa nu-jfwa*may pu-kWa*n j
this-ENC dress ay-daughter for her

r i'this dress is for my daughter' j[ ji II
i
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(b) siva*da kava^yi-m cum?-?a" c-um pumT-k^atn mi*?-qu^
barley horse-PL our-animal-PL for them be-REM

CONT |
'the barley was for our horses' jI

(c) ^a*mut-up nu-?a?cum puart-k̂ a'n ya*wa-q
hay-ENC my-cattle for them be abBent-PRES

i

'there is no hay for my cattle' |
Compare: !

(d) ?ayani ?ivi sinaval pi ?u-kWa*ni his sa*msa
take this money and for you sth buy jACC

i'take this money and buy yourself something’
(e) nu-jrfqaki na*wa-y lo?xa-q nu-^wa*may pu-kWa*ni

my-wife dresa-ACC make-PRES ay-daughter for her j
j

'my wife is making a dress for my daughter'
(f) wunal-up ^uqa-l-i tulo*wi-q pu-jrfqaki pu-kWa*ni

he-ENC woman-ACC find-PRES his-wife for her j

'he has found a woman for his wife (i.e. to be his wife)!

43. (p.223) This is another 'pu+V' form, here from pilaci- 'to 
learn1. It differs from the construction illustrated in 403-4- in 
that what is there the subject of 'pu+V' (e.g. in 404 co*?un ?ivi j

is nominative) is here the object (in 4-30 co«?un his is accusa- j

tive). This means, of course, that we cannot translate 4-30 as 
'everything I know is of ay learning from ay father', since 
'everything' would then have to be nominative, i.e. co*?un hi*ca. 
The type of 'pu4-V seen in 430 is used in Luiseno to express an 
English present perfect and replaces PRES under conditions which I 
have been unable to isolate. For further examples, see Note 40(f)



j44. (p. 226) In the LaJolla dialect the plural of ya?as 'man^ Is 
always ya»yicum; the form used by my Pauma Informant has no long 
vowel, and In fact even the first 1 may be elided to produce 
yaycum. Hyde (230) writes ya?aychum (« y a? aye vim), a form which

!was recognized by my Pauma informant but not used by him. I

43. (p. 227) The suffix -qal attached to a verb stem is used to 
render the English -ing complement after verbs of perception 
('see, hear, smell, etc.'): fI heard him talking1, *1 saw him

I
running1, 'I smelt it burning1, etc. An alternative in all these I 
cases, though less preferable, is 'pu+V+qala1 (see also Kroeber/ 
Grace: 146-7). f|
46. (p.229) for an explanation of the use of this accent, see 
Note 5.

47. (p.231) ciponkat/cupomkat is the singular form for 'liar'.
In the LaJolla dialect it has a regular plural with -urn- At ;
Pauma and Hincon it has an irregular plural with reduplication of 
the first CV of the root, in addition to the suffix -um. Note the!
different vowel in the first syllable. The older form is probably

I
with u; the fronting to i is no doubt due to assimilation to the jIv v ! c and s on either side of it. These two consonants are rather
more palatal in Luiseno than in English (see also Note 6).

48. (p.231) for the use of the accent see Note 3* The LaJolla |
accusative singular form is yet another example of that dialect's j

rule:



49. (p.230) There are at least four other constructions in which j 
'pu+V+pi* is employed:

|
(a) OBLIGATION j

j
?om-up ?u-wa* qi-(qal- )pi mi*?-qa nu-wko»?a-qala
you-ENC your-sweep-OBLIG be-PRES my-arrive-SUBORD !

PRES 
4III 
-PL

'you must (be) sweep(ing), when I arrive' ■
(b) VERBAL COMPLEMENT

/tfuwo*?-qujf-pil pu-puk-qa pu-wta?ax- ( gal- ) pi
be afraid-REM -ENC door-LOC his-stand 

CONT HEM
i

'he was afraid to (be) stand(ing) ath the door1
(c) PURPOSE I 

ya?as qe*qi jrfuqa'l ki*s pu-wa»qi-pi
man leave woman house her-sweep-PURPOSE !

REM ACC
i

'the man left in order for the woman to sweep the house*
(d) INDIRECT SPEECH (see also 5*3.1.2.3 below)

no*-n ?ayali-q pu-lvi?i-pi
I-ENC know-PRES his-make-SUBORD

FUT j
I

I ;

'I know that he will make it*
; I

50. (p.248) Note that whereas 'pufV+pi' is used to denote purpose' 
when the underlying subject of the purpose clause is not corefer- ! 
ential with the subject of the surface main clause (see Note 49c), 
'Vflut' must be used when the two subjects do have the same ref- 
ence.
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51. (p.260) For the discrepancy between the number of the repor- 
tive enclitic and that of the T/A suffix after -vuta, see *t,3»8.3.
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